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AmCham JOURNAL

FROM THE EDITOR

We are pleased to present the 1st issue of the AmCham journal 
in the year 2017.  
I’m happy to inform you that, AmCham is celebrating 20 years 
of its successful existence.  Starting its journey in 1988 as 
American Bangladesh Economic Forum (ABEF), the chamber was 
formally established in 1996 as AmCham.  During this period, 
AmCham flourished and made its contribution towards 
improving business relationship between two friendly countries, 
Bangladesh and the USA. Today, AmCham has 241 members.  
AmCham holds the full Membership of the Asia-Pacific Council 
of American Chambers of Commerce (APCAC) and has been 
accredited as a member of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce.
On January 20, 2017, Donald J Trump was sworn in as the 45th 
President of the USA, from the Republican Party, ending eight 
years of Democratic rule.  In a large democracy like the USA, the 
business environment is less likely to be affected because of 
changes in the government.  However, some media reports 
caused discomfort among the business community in 
Bangladesh that the bilateral trade relation might have bumpy 
days ahead due to several bans that Mr. Trump already signed.
After the Rana Plaza Tragedy that took lives of thousands of 
apparel industry workers, the US suspended the country’s 
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) benefits in June 2013 
and provided the Bangladesh government with an Action Plan to 
address the lacking in the sector.  Since then, Bangladesh has 
made important progress in meeting some objectives of the 
plan. It is almost no news that any adverse policy taking a toll on 
Bangladesh’s export to the USA will also worsen the economic 
condition of the hardworking labor force from the apparel 

industry with an export volume of 
26Billion USD during a period of 
January-November in 2016.  On 
behalf of the US business 
community and people in 
Bangladesh, we urge the US 
government not to adopt any 
policy that might have a negative 
impact on Bangladesh’s exports 
to the US. 
Bangladesh made remarkable 
economic progress in the past 
decade, maintaining its GDP 
over 6%.  In order to make 
further growth and increase 
employment opportunities, 
Bangladesh government took 
initiatives to build economic 
zones across the country, under 
various implementation models.  
This vision resulted in the 
formation of Bangladesh 
Economic Zones Authority 
(BEZA).  We hope Bangladesh 
government ensures service 
commitments so that it attracts 
more foreign investment.
Since its inceptions, AmCham 
has, time and again, made 
significant contributions in policy 
reforms and setting visions for 
Bangladesh with investment 
friendly infrastructure. It’s the first 
chamber that brought out the 
issue of improving Chittagong 
port, to Bangladesh government.  
The chamber is working on the 
issue of Intellectual Property 
Rights (IPR) for quite some time, 
besides other areas to usher 
dialogues for the betterment of 
the domestic and international 
trade.  
Before I conclude, I would like to 
thank all our members, the 
Executive Committee, 
Directorate, contributors and the 
advertisers of this journal.  Hope 
you find this journal copy 
interesting. Happy reading!

Syed Ershad Ahmed

Md. Nurul Islam, President of AmCham Speaking at the 
20th Anniversary Celebration event
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MD NURUL ISLAM, PRESIDENT OF 
AMCHAM ON THE JOURNEY OF 
TWO DECADES AND HIS 
ASPIRATIONS FOR THE CHAMBER

This year actually marks the 30th year of 
AmCham’s journey that began in 1988. I am 
proud and happy to be a part of this journey from 
the beginning. We wanted to set up the first 
country chamber but due to the provisions of only 
one foreign chamber, we had to start as American 
Bangladesh Economic Forum (ABEF). But the very 
idea to bolster trade relations and enhance 
economic cooperation was at the core of our all 
activities. Eventually in 1996, we started our 
journey as the first country chamber and there was 
no looking back. We owe a special thanks to Mr. 
Tofail Ahmed, Minister of Commerce for that. 
As the first of its kinds trade body, we had several 
challenges. One of them was to set up examples 
and I am thankful to all our patrons, members and 
well-wishers that we have made that happen with 
poise and aplomb.
AmCham has been a dynamic platform where 
many visionary ideas were discussed for the first 
time. I am proud to say that we have hosted the 
current Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina twice during 
her last stint as the PM and twice while she was the 
leader of the opposition. We also hosted Begum 
Khaleda Zia twice. In 1994, Prime Minister Sheikh 
Hasina graced our business luncheon and shared 
the economic policy of her party, which was a 
watershed moment in the history of this chamber. I 
will always remember that and we consider this as 
a big honor. Much of those policies the 
government gradually implemented that ushered 
sea changes in how we were doing business here. 
Besides them we have hosted many other ministers 
and dignitaries from home and abroad, which laid 
the foundation of a number of decisions that 
changed the business landscape of this country.
The business luncheon that we host has shed lights 

on numerous burning business issues and our 
members have always appreciated this venture 
where they get to hear from the top notch experts in 
respective fields of business, commerce, finance 
and diplomacy. 
Every year we organize the US Trade show, which is 
the biggest showcasing of US products and services 
in this country. Not only from the point of footfalls, 
the Trade Show has enabled the business men of 
both countries to come closer and identify the areas 
of future collaboration in a more meaningful way. 
Last year, Asia Pacific Council of American 
Chamber (APCAC) Chairman Mr. Jackson Cox was 
here during the US Trade show and was impressed 
with the vibrant business community we have.
AmCham has hosted many foreign distinguished 
business people from time to time. Last year, we 
had Fred Hochberg, Chairman and CEO of US 
EXIM Bank Ltd. among us. He informed us about 
the banks contribution in promoting US export to 
Bangladesh under the Obama administration. 
All these activities have one prime intention and 
that is to make the investors in the US interested to 
come here, look for opportunities and invest.  As of 
attracting investors, I would like to thank the 
government for taking up actions like forming 
BIDA, which would be more dynamic and goal 
oriented than previous BOI; having said that, it is 
important for all quarters engaged in attracting FDI 
to remember that FDI usually flows to a country 
which has facilitating environment. We have made 
some progress but still a long way to ensure that. 

The person who is at the helm of BIDA, Mr. Aminul 
Islam is working hard in regards to this. For the first 
time, BIDA organized a coordination meeting 
among several government agencies working 
closely with BIDA, in a offsite venue to discuss how 
to rev up the activities of their organization and 
make it more investor friendly. If his plans are put 
to implementation with the help of automation, we 
hope the promise of providing one-stop service to 
investors will come to fruition. 
I think in future AmCham can become much more 
dynamic and achieve a lot. We have been 
attending APCAC’s regional meetings from time to 
time and this council of 29 US Chambers from 
Australia to Uzbekistan is teeming with various 
activities, which we want to emulate in our chamber 
as well. One of the biggest agenda we have this 
year is to purchase a permanent office, which is an 
on-going process. This office will allow us to have 
enough space for organizing our own business 
meetings as well as panel discussions. It will 
enhance our activities and dynamism manifold. 
With the help of APCAC, we can even organize one 
of their regional meetings in Bangladesh, which will 
provide a great opportunity for Bangladesh to show 
its investment potential to those countries who will 
participate. 
Once again I would like to thank our members for 
the wonderful support and the Executive Committee 
for their vision and relentless dedication and 
passion. 

Md. Nurul Islam is the Regional Senior Vice President, Head of Bangladesh, Nepal & Myanmar
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MAHBUB JAMIL, FOUNDER 
MEMBER OF AMCHAM ON HOW 
THE CHAMBER STARTED

The formation of AmCham has an 
interesting story. One can say that 
everything happened accidentally. 
It was late 80s and I was visiting 
Bangkok at that time. One morning 
the Vice President of Singer took 
me to a seminar, which was being 
hosted by the Thailand chapter of 
AmCham. I was amazed to see 
their activities and eventually after 
coming back, I communicated with 
Sri Lankan and Pakistan chapter of 
Singer to inquire about the 
existence of the chamber in those 
countries. I was awe inspired by the 
fact that the chamber already 
existed in those countries and it 
kind of hurt my ego that we didn’t 
have one. Then I started talking 
with like-minded people who were 
employed in various American 
companies. Aftab Ul Islam at that 
time was the country director of 
NCR; Md Nurul Islam was heading 
MetLife and we had Shawkat 
Anwar, MD of Squibb Bangladesh 
Ltd. and Denis at American Express 
Bank. After talking among us, we 
decided that we would approach 
the then commerce ministry to form 
the Bangladesh Chapter of 
AmCham. Unanimously we agreed 

to make SH Kabir, the Managing 
Director of Pfizer to be the Presi-
dent; though he initially turned 
down the proposal but we eventu-
ally convinced him to take up the 
helm. After that, we met then 
Commerce Secretary Golam 
Mustafa with our Article of Memo-
randum. The existing law however 
allowed only one foreign chamber 
and since FICCI was there already, 
he suggested us to make some 
amendments in the memorandum 
so that it met the criteria of a 
business forum. This in the year of 
88, we formed American Bangla-
desh Business Forum 
(ABEF). To be honest, 
we didn’t have 
detailed plans of 
what we would do; 
but there was 
tremendous enthusi-
asm among us, 
which propelled the 
journey of the 
chamber forward, for 
better. The rest is 
history.
Throughout this 
journey of two 
decades, we have 

achieved some impressive mile-
stones. Following the footsteps of 
AmCham, many other country 
chambers were set up, which 
eventually played a good role in 
boosting bilateral businesses. 
AmCham worked as a catalyst in 
case of many business deals that 
have taken the US- Bangladesh 
trade to a newer height. One 
noteworthy achievement is the 
Annual US Trade show, which has 
brought the business people of the 
two countries closer for better 
understanding of potential and 
opportunities.
Bangladesh has attained significant 
success in several sectors; however, 
foreign investors, be it from USA or 
any other country, always look 
forward to a business environment 
where there is political stability. We 
should remember this. At the same 
time, government’s laws and 
regulations for starting and doing 
business have to be investor-friend-
ly. I think AmCham will, as it has 
always, work closely with the policy 
makers to usher the changes that 
will pave the development of 
Bangladesh’s business climate.

Mahbub Jamil is the Chairman of Management Committee of Singer Bangladesh & was Special Assistant to Chief Advisor of Caretaker Govt., Bangladesh
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AFTAB UL ISLAM, SHARING HIS VISION FOR 
THE NEXT DECADE OF AMCHAM

We started our journey when the political system 
was very tumultuous. It was the late 80s and the 
demand for democracy was rising by leaps and 
bounds. Owing to the political volatility, many 
foreign businesses were planning to bid adieu to 
this country. What we wanted to do was to see 
opportunities in that challenge: how to retain 
those companies’ interests to reinvest in 
Bangladesh. There was a need for a chamber 
that will look into the concerns American 
businesses were feeling. The vision was to ease 
economic cooperation and trade facilitation from 
the very beginning. Though we had to start with 
a business chamber namely American 
Bangladesh Business Forum (ABEF), we 
eventually set up AmCham in 1996, thanks to 
Mr. Tofail Ahmed for understanding the vision 
and paving the way for the first country chamber, 
that has been there for the last two decades as 
the torchbearer for many other bilateral business 
chambers.
Bangladesh has recently entered the 7% GDP 
club, which has raised numerous eyebrows. 
However, this phenomenal success happened 
due to the private sector-led initiatives and 
people’s indomitable nature. As a chamber, we 
have witnessed its ups and downs and extended 
our cooperation wherever and whenever needed. 
Besides doing bilateral trade facilitations, we 
have organized US Trade shows and launched 
the first business awards of the country. The first 
one brought together the businessmen of two 
countries closer for the better understanding of 
products and potentials. The second one paid 
homage to the true heroes who took the leap of 
faith to set up enterprises when we didn’t have all 
these infrastructural facilities yet braved all the 
challenges. Factories and businesses established 
by them contributed heavily in the national 
exchequer and created jobs for millions.
Of course, the world knows about this emerging 
Asian Tiger but to take this recognition to the 
next level, we should turn to economic 
diplomacy. This is one area where we have so 
much work to do. Our embassies in various 
countries should be well equipped with 
knowledge, information and human resources to 
spread the news about the potential of our 
country for foreign investment. There are many 
Fortune 500 companies, which are looking for 

possible destinations for offshore investment. We 
can invite them to our country for a feasibility study 
for those kinds of projects. I am glad that in last 
twenty years AmCham has set new standards of 
economic collaborations. I am confident that in 
next decade AmCham will attain the mettle to 
provide Bangladesh with an investment roadmap 
that investors will take seriously.
There was a time when investors would only look 
for profits. That dynamics totally changed after 
9/11 took place. Now they look for safety and 
security of their businesses, besides ROI and 
Intellectual property rights. Bangladesh has 
qualified its position in these three sectors several 
times. Worldwide we are passing a turbulent time 
due to the rise of fundamentalism and cyber 
terrorism. AmCham has been working relentlessly 
to update its members to take measures against 
any difficult situation. Our luncheon meetings 
henceforth worked wonderfully for our members 
where besides having those networking corridor 
meetings, the attendees could enlighten themselves 
by hearing from the best of the business, 
economics, and trade.
ICT industry in Bangladesh is expanding at an 
incredible pace. We have an astounding goal to 
grab 5 billion dollar worth IT export market by 
2021. This is achievable if we make strategies to 
sustain the current market with more skilled human 
resources being added every year. AmCham should 
work to ensure better transfer of IT related skills 
from the USA. There are Bangladeshis working in 
the Silicon Valley. If we want to have a Silicon Valley 
of our own, we must nurture the meritorious IT 
enthusiasts we have here and create opportunities 
so that they can show their talent. The homegrown 
consumer market is growing by leaps and bound. 
Be it IT or other consumer products, we need to 
come up with solutions fit with our domestic trends 
and demands. We should be grateful for the 

topological benefits and homogenous demography we 
have. Telco companies’ humongous success owes to these 
two blessings of our country. Taking pages from their 
book of success, we can inform investors from other 
sectors to make the best use of those attributes.
Being two times President of this chamber I get to learn 
about trade crafts from the crème de la crème of the 
business and diplomacy. Having enthusiasm wasn’t 
enough, all previous Executive committees of AmCham, 
in last two decades, tried to make the best use of 
strategies and opportunities. I hope that trend continues 
in coming days. We must not forget that at the end of the 
day, we are nothing but the sons of this soil. To remain 
true to that identity and in a bid to giving back to our 
country that has given us so much, I believe the business 
community; with the help of this and other trade bodies 
will constantly work to achieve new goals.

Aftab ul Islam FCA is the Chairman of IOE (Bangladesh) Limited
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I have so many wonderful memories associ-
ated with the chamber since its inception. I 
was working at Singer at the moment when 
Mr. Mahbub Jamil-MD of Singer, Late Mr. S 
H Kabir-MD of Pfizer and Mr. Aftabul 
Islam-Country Manager of NCR Bangladesh 
and other like-minded visionaries embark 
on a journey to set up the first country 
chamber in Bangladesh. Mr. Jamil requested 
me to assist them prepare the initial paper 
works, an offer I accepted gladly. However, 
then government didn't allow the formation 
of the chamber and eventually, we started 
with America Bangladesh Economic Forum 
(ABEF) in 1988.
One of the challenges we direly faced at the 
beginning was lack of many of technological 
advances that we enjoy these days. For 
example, we didn't have any computer. All 
the paper works we had to complete using 
typewriters. I am grateful to my former 
colleague Ms. Lucky, who used to type those 
documents tirelessly for us. As you can easily 
understand, most of these documents 
underwent several phases of editing, which 
means we had to retype the whole document 
on occasions and that too hearing the 
dictations from a tape recorder. Neverthe-
less, we might have had a dearth of technol-
ogy at that time but that couldn't stop us 
from moving forward; the power of doing 
something great elated us and after 20 
years we see what a great deal of accom-
plishments has been garnered over the 
course of our journey. 
It was 1996, July 20 when we went to meet 
Mr. Tofail Ahmed, our honorable commerce 
minister; on the same meeting, he gave us 
the go ahead to officially form the Chamber 
and the rest is history. 
Among the many achievements we have, I 
would like to mention about the dialogue 
that we pioneered around the Chittagong 

SYED ERSHAD AHMED, FORMER 
PRESIDENT OF AMCHAM BANGLADESH 
SHEDS LIGHTS ON THE PROSPEROUS 
JOURNEY OF THE CHAMBER

port, which was the most 
expensive port in Bangla-
desh. Among chambers, 
AmCham was the first to 
identify the need of 
improvization of the port 
as a whole. I along with 
Mr. Forrest Cookson, the 
first President of AmCham 
pulled an all-nighter to 
prepare a paper that 
reflected on the possible 
development in three key 
areas in the port, namely, 
procedural, management and 
infrastructure. Our argument was 
that reducing the bureaucratic 
tangles to allow swift delivery of 
paperwork was of utmost impor-
tance if we want to rev up activities 
in the port; the paper also 
acknowledged the fact that infra-
structural issues might take longer 
to resolve but other issues needed 
to be resolved at earliest possible 
convenience. On behalf of the 
chamber, we also suggested on the 
issue of human resource develop-
ments of the port. Another very 
important issue regarding the port 
was the launch of off-doc facilities. 
This year marks the 130th Anniver-
sary of the port and we express our 
gratitude to Late. Mr. Shah A M S 
Kibria-The then Finance Minister & 
Mr. Tofail Ahmed-The then Com-
merce Minister for their strong 
support to our visionary decision to 
establish off-doc facilities which 
accelerated the overall port 
activities in many ways. With the 
support of AmCham, Expeditors 
Ltd. first started working in that 
area. The chamber is carrying on 
its research activities for the 
automation of port till date. 
Time and again, we, from the 
chamber have worked closely with 
the top personnel from the govern-
ment on various issues. We all 
know that the Board of Investment 
was dissolved and was turned into 
Bangladesh Investment Develop-
ment Authority (BIDA). Among the 

chambers, we first identified the 
need of a more dynamic body to 
encourage investment in Bangla-
desh and proposed our thoughts to 
the government. The chamber also 
proposed for the automation of the 
Registrar of Joint Stock Exchange 
Companies and Firms of Bangla-
desh. Thus the chamber has been 
relentlessly sharing its vision for a 
better Bangladesh in the form of 
suggesting policy reforms to service 
innovation and foreign investment 
attraction. During my presidency, 
AmCham Bangladesh received the 
status of full membership from US 
Chamber, which enabled it to 
represent its activities in abroad 
among the foreign investors from 
other countries. 
In this connection, I would like to 
mention about the Foreign 
Exchange Regulatory Act. The 
1947 law was not fitting at all in 
the modern business environment 
of Bangladesh and the chamber 
played a pivotal role in ensuring 
that it gets necessary reforms to 
make it more investment friendly 
and ensure more transparency. We 
still have a long way to go in 
regards to this law and henceforth 
the chamber will always remain 
vocal about it. 
We are also working on Customs 
Act 1969, which is a backdated 
law and demands reforms to 
enable more scope of work. 
AmCham also addressed the need 
of Electronic Cash register machine 

launching in Bangladesh and 
urged the government to issue 
tax-free entry of those machines in 
the Bangladesh market. Another 
important thing that AmCham has 
always been vocal about is Intellec-
tual Property Rights (IPR). This 
might sound like bragging but I 
have no qualms in saying that we 
have always thought quite ahead 
of our time. IPR is one neglected 
issue in our country but if we want 
to encourage innovation and local 
innovators to develop homegrown 
solutions, we must have a strong 
system that ensures IPR of local as 
well as foreign products that we 
avail here in ours. 
Last but not least, AmCham is the 
first chamber that launched the 
business excellence award in 
1996, which was much needed to 
recognize the movers and shakers 
of local business. Following our 
footsteps, later, several other 
business awards were launched. At 
that time, we always ensured that 
award was going to the deserving 
person. 
Today at 20, the chamber boasts to 
be a dynamic body that has played 
its significant role to build a 
Bangladesh that now dreams to 
become a middle-income country 
by 2021. The road to that summit 
is not easy; but we want to contin-
ue working with the same zeal and 
vision to reap the benefits of all the 
hard work we have put together so 
far.Syed Ershad Ahmed is the CM & Managing Director of Expeditors (Bangladesh) Ltd.
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I have so many wonderful memories associ-
ated with the chamber since its inception. I 
was working at Singer at the moment when 
Mr. Mahbub Jamil-MD of Singer, Late Mr. S 
H Kabir-MD of Pfizer and Mr. Aftabul 
Islam-Country Manager of NCR Bangladesh 
and other like-minded visionaries embark 
on a journey to set up the first country 
chamber in Bangladesh. Mr. Jamil requested 
me to assist them prepare the initial paper 
works, an offer I accepted gladly. However, 
then government didn't allow the formation 
of the chamber and eventually, we started 
with America Bangladesh Economic Forum 
(ABEF) in 1988.
One of the challenges we direly faced at the 
beginning was lack of many of technological 
advances that we enjoy these days. For 
example, we didn't have any computer. All 
the paper works we had to complete using 
typewriters. I am grateful to my former 
colleague Ms. Lucky, who used to type those 
documents tirelessly for us. As you can easily 
understand, most of these documents 
underwent several phases of editing, which 
means we had to retype the whole document 
on occasions and that too hearing the 
dictations from a tape recorder. Neverthe-
less, we might have had a dearth of technol-
ogy at that time but that couldn't stop us 
from moving forward; the power of doing 
something great elated us and after 20 
years we see what a great deal of accom-
plishments has been garnered over the 
course of our journey. 
It was 1996, July 20 when we went to meet 
Mr. Tofail Ahmed, our honorable commerce 
minister; on the same meeting, he gave us 
the go ahead to officially form the Chamber 
and the rest is history. 
Among the many achievements we have, I 
would like to mention about the dialogue 
that we pioneered around the Chittagong 
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Registrar of Joint Stock Exchange 
Companies and Firms of Bangla-
desh. Thus the chamber has been 
relentlessly sharing its vision for a 
better Bangladesh in the form of 
suggesting policy reforms to service 
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AmCham Bangladesh received the 
status of full membership from US 
Chamber, which enabled it to 
represent its activities in abroad 
among the foreign investors from 
other countries. 
In this connection, I would like to 
mention about the Foreign 
Exchange Regulatory Act. The 
1947 law was not fitting at all in 
the modern business environment 
of Bangladesh and the chamber 
played a pivotal role in ensuring 
that it gets necessary reforms to 
make it more investment friendly 
and ensure more transparency. We 
still have a long way to go in 
regards to this law and henceforth 
the chamber will always remain 
vocal about it. 
We are also working on Customs 
Act 1969, which is a backdated 
law and demands reforms to 
enable more scope of work. 
AmCham also addressed the need 
of Electronic Cash register machine 

launching in Bangladesh and 
urged the government to issue 
tax-free entry of those machines in 
the Bangladesh market. Another 
important thing that AmCham has 
always been vocal about is Intellec-
tual Property Rights (IPR). This 
might sound like bragging but I 
have no qualms in saying that we 
have always thought quite ahead 
of our time. IPR is one neglected 
issue in our country but if we want 
to encourage innovation and local 
innovators to develop homegrown 
solutions, we must have a strong 
system that ensures IPR of local as 
well as foreign products that we 
avail here in ours. 
Last but not least, AmCham is the 
first chamber that launched the 
business excellence award in 
1996, which was much needed to 
recognize the movers and shakers 
of local business. Following our 
footsteps, later, several other 
business awards were launched. At 
that time, we always ensured that 
award was going to the deserving 
person. 
Today at 20, the chamber boasts to 
be a dynamic body that has played 
its significant role to build a 
Bangladesh that now dreams to 
become a middle-income country 
by 2021. The road to that summit 
is not easy; but we want to contin-
ue working with the same zeal and 
vision to reap the benefits of all the 
hard work we have put together so 
far.
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s an integral part of ongoing 
activities of AmCham Bangladesh, 
we promote exchange of 
information between the business 
communities in the US and 

Bangladesh with a view to stimulating greater 
understanding about each other's economic 
potentials and opportunities through a series 
of events. Visiting or native ministers, 
government or US embassy officials, 
Academia or think tanks are usually invited to 
attend these events. Esteemed members of 
the chamber can become a part of insightful 
discussions where distinguished speakers 
share their valuable opinion on various 
aspect of commerce, investment and 
economics. 
We undertake initiatives on vital issues of 
economic interest with a view to identify the 
problems, opportunities, recommend 
action/policies to overcome the hurdles on 
the way to progress, while promoting support 
measures calculated to benefit and protect 
the interests of our members. Through these 
actions, we present the views of the AmCham 
members to the Government of Bangladesh 
and the US as well as concerned stakeholders 
to come up with necessary solutions. The 
snapshots below and next couple of pages 
cover highlights of AmCham activities during 
the timeline of this issue.

Md. Shahadat Hossen
Executive Director,
The American Chamber of
Commerce in Bangladesh (AmCham)

A
AmCham Celebrates 20th 
Anniversary 
On the occasion of the Twentieth Anniversary of The American 
Chamber of Commerce in Bangladesh (AmCham), the 
chamber organized an event to express good wishes to all 
members and associated stakeholders, advisers, and well 
wishers for their continuous outstanding support on the 
journey of last two decades in Bangladesh. 
The American Chamber of Commerce in Bangladesh 
(AmCham) was formally established on September 12th 1996 
having been duly registered with the Joint Stock Companies of 
Bangladesh with the following objectives:
 To promote economic cooperation between the United 

States of America and the People's Republic of 
Bangladesh, particularly in the private sector.

 To promote exchange of information between the US and 
Bangladesh with a view to stimulating greater 
understanding about each other's economic potentials and 
opportunities.

 To promote and support measures calculated to benefit 
and protect the interests of the members.

 To present the views of the AmCham members to the 
Government of Bangladesh.

 To work through the Asia Pacific Council of American 
Chambers of Commerce (APCAC) and the U.S. Chamber 
of Commerce, in order to present the views of US business 
community in Bangladesh to the United States 
Government.

Earlier, AmCham used to operate as American Bangladesh 
Economic Forum (ABEF) since October 27th 1988. AmCham 
holds the full Membership of the Asia Pacific Council of 
American Chambers of Commerce (APCAC) and also has 
been accredited as a member of the U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce.
The 20th anniversary celebration of AmCham was held on 

Tuesday January 17, 2017 evening at the chancery 
of US embassy in Dhaka, Bangladesh. Honorable 
commerce minister Mr. Tofail Ahmed, M.P who has 
been instrumental in transforming ABEF into 
AmCham attended the program as the guest of 
honor along with the members of the chamber, 
business leaders and eminent citizens of the 
country.
The US Ambassador Marcia S Bernicat addressed 
the attendees with a short speech, congratulating 
AmCham for completing successful 20 years of 
excellence in bi-lateral trade and investment in 
Bangladesh. The US envoy said she is eager to 
continue working with the American Chamber of 
Commerce (AmCham) and their partners in the 
government to address the challenges to bring 
further investment and trade flow in Bangladesh. 
Md. Nurul Islam, President, AmCham briefly 
recounted the origins of AmCham in Bangladesh 
two decades ago, and how it emerged as a leading 
joint business chamber in the country in course of 
time. He recalled the early days of ABEF (American 
Bangladesh Economic Forum), the predecessor of 
AmCham in Bangladesh and how it converted to 
the present status and hosted significant dignitaries 
from the government and private sectors in its 
numerous programs since 1988. Since the 
beginning of AmCham the bilateral trade volume 
increased in almost 7 times from less than 1 billion 
USD to almost 7 billion USD per annum, Mr. Islam 
mentioned in his speech. He thanked the founding 
members, executive committees and all members of 
AmCham and wished to continue the legacy in 
coming days.
Commerce minister Mr. Tofail Ahmed, at his speech 
recalled his association with the conversion from 
ABEF to AmCham and expressed sincere gratitude 
towards the chamber and its members for their 
contribution towards developing the bilateral 

relation with US since its birth. Mr. Ahmed 
said, trade and business relations between 
Bangladesh and the United States are 
excellent and the US is the largest 
single-country destination for Bangladesh’s 
exports and expects it to remain so. He hoped 
that Bangladesh would be able to attract 
more foreign direct investment in the coming 
days and AmCham to play a role in this 
regard.
The Anniversary of AmCham coincided with 
inauguration of Coca-Cola’s state-of-the-art 
new bottling plant at Bhaluka, Mymensing. 
John Murphy, President, Asia Pacific Group of 
the Coca-Cola Company in his comments 
termed Bangladesh an emerging nation and 
hoped that they could even bring more 
prosperity to the country and its people.
Between courses, the musical entertainment 
delighted the guests with a celebratory cake 
placed in for a ceremonial cutting. It was at 
this moment, the commerce minister, 
ambassador, AmCham president were joined 
by the former presidents and present 
executive committee members for their 
fellowship and determination to get AmCham 
to where it is today in Bangladesh and to take 
next 20 years and beyond.
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“AmCham Executive Directors Best Practices Meeting” in Yangon, Myanmar from October 13-14, 2016

2016 APCAC Executive
Directors Meeting

Representatives of the Asia-Pacific Council of 
American Chambers of Commerce (APCAC) 
gathered in Yangon, Myanmar from October 13-14, 
2016. Since the sanction is uplifted, Myanmar is 
entitled to have AmCham of its own. However, the 
local chapter was established back in 2013 and was 
being run by AmCham, Thailand as an affiliated 
wing. To celebrate the 3rd anniversary and to host 
the Annual “AmCham Executive Directors Best 
Practices Meeting”, APCAC chamber chairs meet this 
year in Yangon and discussed various issues that 
include trends, challenges and opportunities, 
adoption of technology, publications and overall 
management of AmCham in this region. To advance 
American competitiveness in the Asia–Pacific region 
and to encourage economic growth, APCAC 

members exchange ideas 
across the two-day retreat.
Later the attendees joined a 
reception hosted by Ms. 
Kristen F. Bauer, Deputy 
Chief of Mission of the US 
embassy in Myanmar at 
her residence where 
Ambassador Scot Marciel 
delivered a short speech 
welcoming the delegates 
across Asia-Pacific. 
Executive committee 
members of AmCham, 
Myanmar were also present 
along with local successful 
businessmen. Mr. Md. 
Shahadat Hossen, 
Executive Director of 
AmCham, Bangladesh 
participated the program 
and represented the 
chamber in all programs 
with a view to uphold the 
image of its operation in 
Bangladesh. 
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BANGLADESH
ECONOMIC

ACHIEVEMENTS

In- DEPTH

Background:  This article sets 
out a brief history of what has 
happened in the Bangladesh 
economy since democracy was 
established in 1991.  This is 
essentially the period of the 
founding of the American 
Bangladesh Economic Forum 
and then its successor the 
American Chamber of 
Commerce in Bangladesh.

REFORM PROGRAMS:
The Ershad Government in its 
final years had started to 
develop a series of reform 
programs.  These programs 
were either getting started or 
were prepared and ready to 
go forward when democracy 
was established.  There were 
six such programs.  The new 
democratic BNP Government 
was immediately confronted 
with how to handle this reform 
agenda.  It is a tribute to both 
parties that over the next 
decade these reform 
programs were implemented 
by two formidable Ministers of 
Finance who put nation before 
party. 

• Trade policy: 
Bangladesh had essentially 
followed a policy of import 
substitution with high 
protective tariff walls behind 
which both state and private 
enterprises were struggling.  
The program of import 
substitution industrial 
investments was largely a 
failure.  Trade policy reform 
focused on sharp reduction of 
the level of tariffs.  In addition 
there were many quotas for 
imports and burdensome 
requirements for approvals of 
exports and imports. This 
onerous regime was a 
powerful brake on economic 

development. These outdated 
concepts of economic management 
had remained in South Asia 
resulting in terrible poverty.  These 
quotas were eliminated and the 
process of exporting and importing 
freed up.     One important 
consequence of trade policy reform 
and lower tariff levels was that 
investment in exports was now a 
better deal for a businessman.  
These reforms were critical to the 
success of the economic 
performance.  Their 
implementation was successful due 
to the work of a small group of 
officers in NBR and another group 
in the World Bank who pursued 
these issues with untiring 
determination doing battle with a 
set of traditions and beliefs that 
were deeply entrenched in the 
bureaucracy and special  interests.  
Reform is easy to talk about but 
very difficult to actually accomplish.

• Export promotion:
Promoting exports focused largely 
on the garment sector.  Other 
exports never really made a lot of 
headway.  To make the garment 
sector work a number of things had 
to happen:  First, the Government 
had be disdainful of the sector 
showing no interest in what was 
going on.  Second, it was 
immediately recognized that to 
make the RMG sector work it was 
necessary to avoid collecting duties 
on imported materials.  The 
establishment of rules for bonded 
warehouses solved this problem; as 
no one had the foreign exchange 
or money to buy these inputs 
Bangladesh Bank established a 
back to back import procedure 
where the provider of the imported 
materials was paid only when the 
goods were exported and the 
proceeds of the exports realized.  
This meant in effect that foreigners 
financed the working capital of the 

industry.  It is not always recognized 
that this foreign investment not 
counted in FDI had been much 
higher than the regular FDI.  Third 
the BGMEA led a series of 
successful negotiations with the US 
Trade Representative who carried to 
allocate more and more quota to 
Bangladesh. Initially the United 
States did not apply quotas to 
Bangladesh exports of garments; 
however when the volume of 
exports to the USA reached a 
certain level then quotas were 
applied.  It became necessary to 
negotiate the quota levels.  The EU 
allowed Bangladesh to export 
garments without application of 
quota restrictions in contrast to 
China where there was a quota 
limiting the volume of garments 
that could be sourced from China.  
Fourth the Government worked to 
attract FDI in export manufacturing 
through the establishment of Export 

Processing Zones.  This was a very 
successful program attracting 
foreign investors in the garment 
sector providing on the job training 
for many Bangladesh workers and 
middle managers.

• Agricultural reforms: 
Agricultural reforms concentrated 
on opening up the supply of 
agricultural inputs to the private 
sector.  This include water pumps, 
fertilizer, pesticides, seeds, and 
farm equipment.  Prior to these 
reforms agricultural inputs were 
largely in the hands of the 
government.  This proved 
inadequate, promoted corruption, 
reduced competition, and was not 
responsive to the demands from the 
farmers. These input restrictions 
were a serious restraining factor on 
agricultural output.  It is difficult to 
perceive in 2017 after 30 years of 
market access for inputs what a 

destructive impact the pervasive 
government interference in the 
input markets had on the 
agricultural sector.  There is still 
more to be achieved in freeing up 
input markets but the main reforms 
have been achieved.

• Government
   revenue reforms:  
Government revenues were 
inadequate to meet the needs of 
Government.  The Government 
deficit tended to grow and there 
were always pressures in borrowing 
money from the banking sector and 
through National Saving 
Directorate instruments.  The 
objective of the reforms were to 
reduce dependence on import 
duties and increase taxes collected 
from domestic transactions.  The 
main action was the passage of the 
law establishing the VAT and then 
its implementation.  This action 

taken in the first BNP Government 
revolutionized the level of 
Government revenues sharply 
reduced the Government deficit, 
allowing more lending to private 
enterprise by the banking sector.   
The reduction in the deficit reduced 
the inflation rate raising the 
economic welfare of ordinary 
people.  

• Financial sector: 
The Financial Sector Reform 
Program was a many faceted 
undertaking to enable the financial 
sector to be a more effective 
allocator of saving to investment 
opportunities.  The most important 
actions were the promotion of 
private sector banking, allowing 
interest rates to adjust in response 
to market conditions, and to 
require banks to recognize 
non-performing loans and to make 
appropriate provisions to cover 

these losses.  These actions resulted 
in a banking system able to support 
the rapid increase in private 
investment.  Without the reforms 
this increase in investment could 
never have been achieved.  In 
effect the bankrupt Government 
owned banking system was 
by-passed.   The reform program 
also established the Securities and 
Exchange Commission and 
restarted the capital market. 
Bangladesh Bank emerged from 
this program as a strong institution 
able to manage the banking sector 
and to formulate an independent 
and monetary policy.

• Foreign exchange 
   management: 
The final reform program focused 
on the management of the foreign 
exchange system.  First, there was 
an effort to allow more freedom in 
foreign exchange transaction 
removing the approval process by 
the central bank and allowing 
commercial banks to authorize 
transactions.  Foreign exchange 
regulations were a major 
impediment to the development of 
the economy leading to little 
interest in investments in exports, 
corruption around access to foreign 
exchange, and endless paper work 
around each transaction.  The 
reforms set out to simplify all of 
these regulations.  This made the 
expansion of the economy proceed; 
continuation of the foreign 
exchange regime as it was in 1990 
would have blocked successful 
growth.  There remains a lot to do.

INFRASTRUCTURE: 
In addition to the six reform 
programs that took place from 
1990 to 2001 there were dramatic 
development in infrastructure and 
its financing.   Much of this involved 
American companies and Am 
Cham was involved in much of this 

effort.  The struggles over 
infrastructure development were 
won and then lost as the successful 
lessons of this earlier period were 
abandoned.  

• Energy:
The country has followed a difficult 
path with respect to energy 
provision.  It has reached a fairly 
successful position but there are 
many dangers and difficulties. The 
first period ten years of the 
democratic period resulted in a 
remarkable series of achievements 
under the AL Government 
1996-2001. The Production 
Sharing Contracts principally with 
Cairn and Occidental resulted in a 
rapid increase in the supply of gas.  
Both projects changed- Occidental 
swapped assets with Unocal a 
company with a great interest in 
Bangladesh.  Cairn brought Shell 
and Halliburton into the project.  
Without these successful PSCs the 
economic growth of the nation 
would never have gotten off the 
ground. The price of this gas was 
some of the cheapest in the world, 
Bangladesh negotiated a very good 
deal. Since that initial management 
of gas exploration and production, 
there has been much less success. 
The second bid round proved much 
less successful as the companies 
awarded contracts did not have the 
experience and financial depth to 
achieve much.  The Government 
choose to by pass the major oil 
companies.   In addition there grew 
up a belief that that onshore and 
shallow water exploration could be 
carried out by local exploration and 
in parallel a belief that there was 
not any more gas to be found on 
land.  Contract terms were never 
improved from the early 1990s and 
the result was there was little 
response by major at companies.  
Is there much gas onshore or in 
shallow water?  Who knows, 

exploration has essentially 
stopped for 15 years.  The 
distrust of private companies 
and lack of experienced 
officers in Petrobangla led to 
the abandonment of the 
search for gas.  Even 
additional drilling in existing 
publicly owned fields was not 
carried out very well with 
resulting failure to expand 
field production.  Insufficient 
attention to good reservoir 
management practices led to 
a failure to expand existing 
fields.  The end position in 
2017 is that domestic supply 
of gas is declining with a 
belief that prospects are poor.  
This is a doubtful conclusion 
as is outlined above.  The 
provision of electricity can be 
divided into three phases:  
The first phase was dominated 
by the construction of the two 
gas fired power plants by AES 
during the first AL 
government.  This added 
almost 800 MW of reliable 
low cost power.  The was 
perhaps the cheapest IPP 
electricity. [Independent Power 
Project] in the world.   Properly 
conducted bidding gave a 
wonderful result for 
Bangladesh.  AmCham did its 

best to support closure of 
these energy projects.  After 
this round of IPP projects the 
provision of power came off 
the tracks.  The next BNP 
government was unable to 
complete the IPP project that 
was ready for contracting as 
there was an objection that 
the Bangladesh partner in this 
project was associated with 
the AL.  With no new power 
project underway the nation 
entered a power crisis.  The 
next period featured several 
IPPs but these made slow 
progress due to financing 
issues.  The Government also 
commissioned several large 
projects to be operated by the 
Power Development Board.  
Government owned projects 
have never been very 
successful in Bangladesh.  
With slow progress in the 
large projects the government 
turned to so called rental 
power projects—small projects 
with short run contracts [100 
MW for 5 years say].  These 
projects provided the 
increment to the power system 
that enabled the AL 
government to provide 
reasonable levels of power to 
the country.  It is expensive 

power and the Power 
Development Board is 
effectively bankrupt but at 
least the lights are on.   

• Port: 
The development of additional 
port capacity at Chittagong 
was a pressing issue during 
the period from 1990 until 
2005.  Installation of 
equipment for handling 
containers and establishment 
of the “off-docks” increased 
capacity and allowed the 
garment sector to grow 
rapidly without too much 
trouble at the port.   An 
American Company proposed 
to build a container port near 
Chittagong port to ease the 
pressure on container flow.  
After a long argument this was 
turned down for essentially 
political reasons.  The unions 
in the port did not want 
competition that would reduce 
their power to extract extra 
money from port users.   

• Role of FDI:
 American companies stepped 
forward to deal with the 
infrastructure problems.  In 
gas and power supply these 
FDI investments resolved the 
energy crisis and provided the 

By Forrest Cookson

basis the strong economic 
growth up until 2006.  The 
FDI based improvement of the 
port was not successful and it 
was sometime before 
congestion was reduced by 
private sector initiatives.  
Unfortunately after these initial 
successes the Government 
was no longer interested in 
FDI investments.  This has led 
to an unnecessary shortage of 
gas and expensive and poor 
quality electricity.  There 
remains a deep distrust of 
foreign investors in 
Bangladesh.    

RESULTS
• Macro-economic results:  
The end result of all of these 
actions and efforts are well 
known.  The economic growth 
rate gradually increased from 
3-4% before democracy and 
the reform programs to above 
7% now. Some are critical of 
the data and claim that it 
overstates growth; on the 
contrary recent work of my 
associates and me indicates 
that the National Accounts 
estimates understate the 
growth rate. The inflation rate 
has been contained and 

whenever appropriate 
monetary policies were 
followed it has been below 
6%, high by international 
standards but good for South 
Asia.  This inflation rate is still 
too high.  Unemployment is 
very low, as both official and 
unofficial surveys consistently 
show.  Of course people want 
higher income and increased 
job security but essentially 
everyone that wants to work is 
working or in transition 
between jobs.  The constant 
cry of unemployment is 
wrong.  The Government 
deficit is well below 5% of 
GDP; despite all of the 
pressures to spend more the 
Ministry of Finance has 
managed to contain the 
deficit.  The balance of 
payments is running a surplus 
on current account although 
this may be changing and 
there has been a steady 
increase in foreign exchange 
reserves.

Poverty reduction:
There has been a systematic 
reduction in poverty.  The 
main force behind this is the 
strong economic growth of the 
economy.  Direct contributions 
arise from remittance flows, 
domestic remittance flows 
from industrial workers to 
households, and activities of 
the micro-credit organizations.  
But the real factor here is the 
overall economic growth that 
raises more and more people 
to higher income levels.  The 
availability of food has limited 
the past history of starvation.  

Confidence and 
demands:
I end this article with a few 

words on what Bangladesh 
citizens think about their 
condition, their future and 
what they would like the 
Government to do.  There is a 
very strong optimism, a belief 
that their family is doing better 
and will do even better in the 
future.  Most Bangladeshis 
report that their economic 
condition has improved over 
the past three years.  They 
also believe that this 
improvement will continue.  
They are very positive about 
the education system and 
expect their children to receive 
a much better education than 
they did.  They say the 
Government should focus on 
stopping corruption, improve 
the electricity supply improve 
transport both in the cities but 
also all around the country.   
As one learns, when you ask 
the people they tell you the 
truth.

Dr. Forrest Cookson is an Economist and Former President of 
AmCham Bangladesh
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Background:  This article sets 
out a brief history of what has 
happened in the Bangladesh 
economy since democracy was 
established in 1991.  This is 
essentially the period of the 
founding of the American 
Bangladesh Economic Forum 
and then its successor the 
American Chamber of 
Commerce in Bangladesh.

REFORM PROGRAMS:
The Ershad Government in its 
final years had started to 
develop a series of reform 
programs.  These programs 
were either getting started or 
were prepared and ready to 
go forward when democracy 
was established.  There were 
six such programs.  The new 
democratic BNP Government 
was immediately confronted 
with how to handle this reform 
agenda.  It is a tribute to both 
parties that over the next 
decade these reform 
programs were implemented 
by two formidable Ministers of 
Finance who put nation before 
party. 

• Trade policy: 
Bangladesh had essentially 
followed a policy of import 
substitution with high 
protective tariff walls behind 
which both state and private 
enterprises were struggling.  
The program of import 
substitution industrial 
investments was largely a 
failure.  Trade policy reform 
focused on sharp reduction of 
the level of tariffs.  In addition 
there were many quotas for 
imports and burdensome 
requirements for approvals of 
exports and imports. This 
onerous regime was a 
powerful brake on economic 

development. These outdated 
concepts of economic management 
had remained in South Asia 
resulting in terrible poverty.  These 
quotas were eliminated and the 
process of exporting and importing 
freed up.     One important 
consequence of trade policy reform 
and lower tariff levels was that 
investment in exports was now a 
better deal for a businessman.  
These reforms were critical to the 
success of the economic 
performance.  Their 
implementation was successful due 
to the work of a small group of 
officers in NBR and another group 
in the World Bank who pursued 
these issues with untiring 
determination doing battle with a 
set of traditions and beliefs that 
were deeply entrenched in the 
bureaucracy and special  interests.  
Reform is easy to talk about but 
very difficult to actually accomplish.

• Export promotion:
Promoting exports focused largely 
on the garment sector.  Other 
exports never really made a lot of 
headway.  To make the garment 
sector work a number of things had 
to happen:  First, the Government 
had be disdainful of the sector 
showing no interest in what was 
going on.  Second, it was 
immediately recognized that to 
make the RMG sector work it was 
necessary to avoid collecting duties 
on imported materials.  The 
establishment of rules for bonded 
warehouses solved this problem; as 
no one had the foreign exchange 
or money to buy these inputs 
Bangladesh Bank established a 
back to back import procedure 
where the provider of the imported 
materials was paid only when the 
goods were exported and the 
proceeds of the exports realized.  
This meant in effect that foreigners 
financed the working capital of the 

industry.  It is not always recognized 
that this foreign investment not 
counted in FDI had been much 
higher than the regular FDI.  Third 
the BGMEA led a series of 
successful negotiations with the US 
Trade Representative who carried to 
allocate more and more quota to 
Bangladesh. Initially the United 
States did not apply quotas to 
Bangladesh exports of garments; 
however when the volume of 
exports to the USA reached a 
certain level then quotas were 
applied.  It became necessary to 
negotiate the quota levels.  The EU 
allowed Bangladesh to export 
garments without application of 
quota restrictions in contrast to 
China where there was a quota 
limiting the volume of garments 
that could be sourced from China.  
Fourth the Government worked to 
attract FDI in export manufacturing 
through the establishment of Export 

Processing Zones.  This was a very 
successful program attracting 
foreign investors in the garment 
sector providing on the job training 
for many Bangladesh workers and 
middle managers.

• Agricultural reforms: 
Agricultural reforms concentrated 
on opening up the supply of 
agricultural inputs to the private 
sector.  This include water pumps, 
fertilizer, pesticides, seeds, and 
farm equipment.  Prior to these 
reforms agricultural inputs were 
largely in the hands of the 
government.  This proved 
inadequate, promoted corruption, 
reduced competition, and was not 
responsive to the demands from the 
farmers. These input restrictions 
were a serious restraining factor on 
agricultural output.  It is difficult to 
perceive in 2017 after 30 years of 
market access for inputs what a 

destructive impact the pervasive 
government interference in the 
input markets had on the 
agricultural sector.  There is still 
more to be achieved in freeing up 
input markets but the main reforms 
have been achieved.

• Government
   revenue reforms:  
Government revenues were 
inadequate to meet the needs of 
Government.  The Government 
deficit tended to grow and there 
were always pressures in borrowing 
money from the banking sector and 
through National Saving 
Directorate instruments.  The 
objective of the reforms were to 
reduce dependence on import 
duties and increase taxes collected 
from domestic transactions.  The 
main action was the passage of the 
law establishing the VAT and then 
its implementation.  This action 

taken in the first BNP Government 
revolutionized the level of 
Government revenues sharply 
reduced the Government deficit, 
allowing more lending to private 
enterprise by the banking sector.   
The reduction in the deficit reduced 
the inflation rate raising the 
economic welfare of ordinary 
people.  

• Financial sector: 
The Financial Sector Reform 
Program was a many faceted 
undertaking to enable the financial 
sector to be a more effective 
allocator of saving to investment 
opportunities.  The most important 
actions were the promotion of 
private sector banking, allowing 
interest rates to adjust in response 
to market conditions, and to 
require banks to recognize 
non-performing loans and to make 
appropriate provisions to cover 

these losses.  These actions resulted 
in a banking system able to support 
the rapid increase in private 
investment.  Without the reforms 
this increase in investment could 
never have been achieved.  In 
effect the bankrupt Government 
owned banking system was 
by-passed.   The reform program 
also established the Securities and 
Exchange Commission and 
restarted the capital market. 
Bangladesh Bank emerged from 
this program as a strong institution 
able to manage the banking sector 
and to formulate an independent 
and monetary policy.

• Foreign exchange 
   management: 
The final reform program focused 
on the management of the foreign 
exchange system.  First, there was 
an effort to allow more freedom in 
foreign exchange transaction 
removing the approval process by 
the central bank and allowing 
commercial banks to authorize 
transactions.  Foreign exchange 
regulations were a major 
impediment to the development of 
the economy leading to little 
interest in investments in exports, 
corruption around access to foreign 
exchange, and endless paper work 
around each transaction.  The 
reforms set out to simplify all of 
these regulations.  This made the 
expansion of the economy proceed; 
continuation of the foreign 
exchange regime as it was in 1990 
would have blocked successful 
growth.  There remains a lot to do.

INFRASTRUCTURE: 
In addition to the six reform 
programs that took place from 
1990 to 2001 there were dramatic 
development in infrastructure and 
its financing.   Much of this involved 
American companies and Am 
Cham was involved in much of this 

effort.  The struggles over 
infrastructure development were 
won and then lost as the successful 
lessons of this earlier period were 
abandoned.  

• Energy:
The country has followed a difficult 
path with respect to energy 
provision.  It has reached a fairly 
successful position but there are 
many dangers and difficulties. The 
first period ten years of the 
democratic period resulted in a 
remarkable series of achievements 
under the AL Government 
1996-2001. The Production 
Sharing Contracts principally with 
Cairn and Occidental resulted in a 
rapid increase in the supply of gas.  
Both projects changed- Occidental 
swapped assets with Unocal a 
company with a great interest in 
Bangladesh.  Cairn brought Shell 
and Halliburton into the project.  
Without these successful PSCs the 
economic growth of the nation 
would never have gotten off the 
ground. The price of this gas was 
some of the cheapest in the world, 
Bangladesh negotiated a very good 
deal. Since that initial management 
of gas exploration and production, 
there has been much less success. 
The second bid round proved much 
less successful as the companies 
awarded contracts did not have the 
experience and financial depth to 
achieve much.  The Government 
choose to by pass the major oil 
companies.   In addition there grew 
up a belief that that onshore and 
shallow water exploration could be 
carried out by local exploration and 
in parallel a belief that there was 
not any more gas to be found on 
land.  Contract terms were never 
improved from the early 1990s and 
the result was there was little 
response by major at companies.  
Is there much gas onshore or in 
shallow water?  Who knows, 

exploration has essentially 
stopped for 15 years.  The 
distrust of private companies 
and lack of experienced 
officers in Petrobangla led to 
the abandonment of the 
search for gas.  Even 
additional drilling in existing 
publicly owned fields was not 
carried out very well with 
resulting failure to expand 
field production.  Insufficient 
attention to good reservoir 
management practices led to 
a failure to expand existing 
fields.  The end position in 
2017 is that domestic supply 
of gas is declining with a 
belief that prospects are poor.  
This is a doubtful conclusion 
as is outlined above.  The 
provision of electricity can be 
divided into three phases:  
The first phase was dominated 
by the construction of the two 
gas fired power plants by AES 
during the first AL 
government.  This added 
almost 800 MW of reliable 
low cost power.  The was 
perhaps the cheapest IPP 
electricity. [Independent Power 
Project] in the world.   Properly 
conducted bidding gave a 
wonderful result for 
Bangladesh.  AmCham did its 

best to support closure of 
these energy projects.  After 
this round of IPP projects the 
provision of power came off 
the tracks.  The next BNP 
government was unable to 
complete the IPP project that 
was ready for contracting as 
there was an objection that 
the Bangladesh partner in this 
project was associated with 
the AL.  With no new power 
project underway the nation 
entered a power crisis.  The 
next period featured several 
IPPs but these made slow 
progress due to financing 
issues.  The Government also 
commissioned several large 
projects to be operated by the 
Power Development Board.  
Government owned projects 
have never been very 
successful in Bangladesh.  
With slow progress in the 
large projects the government 
turned to so called rental 
power projects—small projects 
with short run contracts [100 
MW for 5 years say].  These 
projects provided the 
increment to the power system 
that enabled the AL 
government to provide 
reasonable levels of power to 
the country.  It is expensive 

power and the Power 
Development Board is 
effectively bankrupt but at 
least the lights are on.   

• Port: 
The development of additional 
port capacity at Chittagong 
was a pressing issue during 
the period from 1990 until 
2005.  Installation of 
equipment for handling 
containers and establishment 
of the “off-docks” increased 
capacity and allowed the 
garment sector to grow 
rapidly without too much 
trouble at the port.   An 
American Company proposed 
to build a container port near 
Chittagong port to ease the 
pressure on container flow.  
After a long argument this was 
turned down for essentially 
political reasons.  The unions 
in the port did not want 
competition that would reduce 
their power to extract extra 
money from port users.   

• Role of FDI:
 American companies stepped 
forward to deal with the 
infrastructure problems.  In 
gas and power supply these 
FDI investments resolved the 
energy crisis and provided the 

basis the strong economic 
growth up until 2006.  The 
FDI based improvement of the 
port was not successful and it 
was sometime before 
congestion was reduced by 
private sector initiatives.  
Unfortunately after these initial 
successes the Government 
was no longer interested in 
FDI investments.  This has led 
to an unnecessary shortage of 
gas and expensive and poor 
quality electricity.  There 
remains a deep distrust of 
foreign investors in 
Bangladesh.    

RESULTS
• Macro-economic results:  
The end result of all of these 
actions and efforts are well 
known.  The economic growth 
rate gradually increased from 
3-4% before democracy and 
the reform programs to above 
7% now. Some are critical of 
the data and claim that it 
overstates growth; on the 
contrary recent work of my 
associates and me indicates 
that the National Accounts 
estimates understate the 
growth rate. The inflation rate 
has been contained and 

whenever appropriate 
monetary policies were 
followed it has been below 
6%, high by international 
standards but good for South 
Asia.  This inflation rate is still 
too high.  Unemployment is 
very low, as both official and 
unofficial surveys consistently 
show.  Of course people want 
higher income and increased 
job security but essentially 
everyone that wants to work is 
working or in transition 
between jobs.  The constant 
cry of unemployment is 
wrong.  The Government 
deficit is well below 5% of 
GDP; despite all of the 
pressures to spend more the 
Ministry of Finance has 
managed to contain the 
deficit.  The balance of 
payments is running a surplus 
on current account although 
this may be changing and 
there has been a steady 
increase in foreign exchange 
reserves.

Poverty reduction:
There has been a systematic 
reduction in poverty.  The 
main force behind this is the 
strong economic growth of the 
economy.  Direct contributions 
arise from remittance flows, 
domestic remittance flows 
from industrial workers to 
households, and activities of 
the micro-credit organizations.  
But the real factor here is the 
overall economic growth that 
raises more and more people 
to higher income levels.  The 
availability of food has limited 
the past history of starvation.  

Confidence and 
demands:
I end this article with a few 

words on what Bangladesh 
citizens think about their 
condition, their future and 
what they would like the 
Government to do.  There is a 
very strong optimism, a belief 
that their family is doing better 
and will do even better in the 
future.  Most Bangladeshis 
report that their economic 
condition has improved over 
the past three years.  They 
also believe that this 
improvement will continue.  
They are very positive about 
the education system and 
expect their children to receive 
a much better education than 
they did.  They say the 
Government should focus on 
stopping corruption, improve 
the electricity supply improve 
transport both in the cities but 
also all around the country.   
As one learns, when you ask 
the people they tell you the 
truth.
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Background:  This article sets 
out a brief history of what has 
happened in the Bangladesh 
economy since democracy was 
established in 1991.  This is 
essentially the period of the 
founding of the American 
Bangladesh Economic Forum 
and then its successor the 
American Chamber of 
Commerce in Bangladesh.

REFORM PROGRAMS:
The Ershad Government in its 
final years had started to 
develop a series of reform 
programs.  These programs 
were either getting started or 
were prepared and ready to 
go forward when democracy 
was established.  There were 
six such programs.  The new 
democratic BNP Government 
was immediately confronted 
with how to handle this reform 
agenda.  It is a tribute to both 
parties that over the next 
decade these reform 
programs were implemented 
by two formidable Ministers of 
Finance who put nation before 
party. 

• Trade policy: 
Bangladesh had essentially 
followed a policy of import 
substitution with high 
protective tariff walls behind 
which both state and private 
enterprises were struggling.  
The program of import 
substitution industrial 
investments was largely a 
failure.  Trade policy reform 
focused on sharp reduction of 
the level of tariffs.  In addition 
there were many quotas for 
imports and burdensome 
requirements for approvals of 
exports and imports. This 
onerous regime was a 
powerful brake on economic 

development. These outdated 
concepts of economic management 
had remained in South Asia 
resulting in terrible poverty.  These 
quotas were eliminated and the 
process of exporting and importing 
freed up.     One important 
consequence of trade policy reform 
and lower tariff levels was that 
investment in exports was now a 
better deal for a businessman.  
These reforms were critical to the 
success of the economic 
performance.  Their 
implementation was successful due 
to the work of a small group of 
officers in NBR and another group 
in the World Bank who pursued 
these issues with untiring 
determination doing battle with a 
set of traditions and beliefs that 
were deeply entrenched in the 
bureaucracy and special  interests.  
Reform is easy to talk about but 
very difficult to actually accomplish.

• Export promotion:
Promoting exports focused largely 
on the garment sector.  Other 
exports never really made a lot of 
headway.  To make the garment 
sector work a number of things had 
to happen:  First, the Government 
had be disdainful of the sector 
showing no interest in what was 
going on.  Second, it was 
immediately recognized that to 
make the RMG sector work it was 
necessary to avoid collecting duties 
on imported materials.  The 
establishment of rules for bonded 
warehouses solved this problem; as 
no one had the foreign exchange 
or money to buy these inputs 
Bangladesh Bank established a 
back to back import procedure 
where the provider of the imported 
materials was paid only when the 
goods were exported and the 
proceeds of the exports realized.  
This meant in effect that foreigners 
financed the working capital of the 

industry.  It is not always recognized 
that this foreign investment not 
counted in FDI had been much 
higher than the regular FDI.  Third 
the BGMEA led a series of 
successful negotiations with the US 
Trade Representative who carried to 
allocate more and more quota to 
Bangladesh. Initially the United 
States did not apply quotas to 
Bangladesh exports of garments; 
however when the volume of 
exports to the USA reached a 
certain level then quotas were 
applied.  It became necessary to 
negotiate the quota levels.  The EU 
allowed Bangladesh to export 
garments without application of 
quota restrictions in contrast to 
China where there was a quota 
limiting the volume of garments 
that could be sourced from China.  
Fourth the Government worked to 
attract FDI in export manufacturing 
through the establishment of Export 

Processing Zones.  This was a very 
successful program attracting 
foreign investors in the garment 
sector providing on the job training 
for many Bangladesh workers and 
middle managers.

• Agricultural reforms: 
Agricultural reforms concentrated 
on opening up the supply of 
agricultural inputs to the private 
sector.  This include water pumps, 
fertilizer, pesticides, seeds, and 
farm equipment.  Prior to these 
reforms agricultural inputs were 
largely in the hands of the 
government.  This proved 
inadequate, promoted corruption, 
reduced competition, and was not 
responsive to the demands from the 
farmers. These input restrictions 
were a serious restraining factor on 
agricultural output.  It is difficult to 
perceive in 2017 after 30 years of 
market access for inputs what a 

destructive impact the pervasive 
government interference in the 
input markets had on the 
agricultural sector.  There is still 
more to be achieved in freeing up 
input markets but the main reforms 
have been achieved.

• Government
   revenue reforms:  
Government revenues were 
inadequate to meet the needs of 
Government.  The Government 
deficit tended to grow and there 
were always pressures in borrowing 
money from the banking sector and 
through National Saving 
Directorate instruments.  The 
objective of the reforms were to 
reduce dependence on import 
duties and increase taxes collected 
from domestic transactions.  The 
main action was the passage of the 
law establishing the VAT and then 
its implementation.  This action 

taken in the first BNP Government 
revolutionized the level of 
Government revenues sharply 
reduced the Government deficit, 
allowing more lending to private 
enterprise by the banking sector.   
The reduction in the deficit reduced 
the inflation rate raising the 
economic welfare of ordinary 
people.  

• Financial sector: 
The Financial Sector Reform 
Program was a many faceted 
undertaking to enable the financial 
sector to be a more effective 
allocator of saving to investment 
opportunities.  The most important 
actions were the promotion of 
private sector banking, allowing 
interest rates to adjust in response 
to market conditions, and to 
require banks to recognize 
non-performing loans and to make 
appropriate provisions to cover 

these losses.  These actions resulted 
in a banking system able to support 
the rapid increase in private 
investment.  Without the reforms 
this increase in investment could 
never have been achieved.  In 
effect the bankrupt Government 
owned banking system was 
by-passed.   The reform program 
also established the Securities and 
Exchange Commission and 
restarted the capital market. 
Bangladesh Bank emerged from 
this program as a strong institution 
able to manage the banking sector 
and to formulate an independent 
and monetary policy.

• Foreign exchange 
   management: 
The final reform program focused 
on the management of the foreign 
exchange system.  First, there was 
an effort to allow more freedom in 
foreign exchange transaction 
removing the approval process by 
the central bank and allowing 
commercial banks to authorize 
transactions.  Foreign exchange 
regulations were a major 
impediment to the development of 
the economy leading to little 
interest in investments in exports, 
corruption around access to foreign 
exchange, and endless paper work 
around each transaction.  The 
reforms set out to simplify all of 
these regulations.  This made the 
expansion of the economy proceed; 
continuation of the foreign 
exchange regime as it was in 1990 
would have blocked successful 
growth.  There remains a lot to do.

INFRASTRUCTURE: 
In addition to the six reform 
programs that took place from 
1990 to 2001 there were dramatic 
development in infrastructure and 
its financing.   Much of this involved 
American companies and Am 
Cham was involved in much of this 

effort.  The struggles over 
infrastructure development were 
won and then lost as the successful 
lessons of this earlier period were 
abandoned.  

• Energy:
The country has followed a difficult 
path with respect to energy 
provision.  It has reached a fairly 
successful position but there are 
many dangers and difficulties. The 
first period ten years of the 
democratic period resulted in a 
remarkable series of achievements 
under the AL Government 
1996-2001. The Production 
Sharing Contracts principally with 
Cairn and Occidental resulted in a 
rapid increase in the supply of gas.  
Both projects changed- Occidental 
swapped assets with Unocal a 
company with a great interest in 
Bangladesh.  Cairn brought Shell 
and Halliburton into the project.  
Without these successful PSCs the 
economic growth of the nation 
would never have gotten off the 
ground. The price of this gas was 
some of the cheapest in the world, 
Bangladesh negotiated a very good 
deal. Since that initial management 
of gas exploration and production, 
there has been much less success. 
The second bid round proved much 
less successful as the companies 
awarded contracts did not have the 
experience and financial depth to 
achieve much.  The Government 
choose to by pass the major oil 
companies.   In addition there grew 
up a belief that that onshore and 
shallow water exploration could be 
carried out by local exploration and 
in parallel a belief that there was 
not any more gas to be found on 
land.  Contract terms were never 
improved from the early 1990s and 
the result was there was little 
response by major at companies.  
Is there much gas onshore or in 
shallow water?  Who knows, 

exploration has essentially 
stopped for 15 years.  The 
distrust of private companies 
and lack of experienced 
officers in Petrobangla led to 
the abandonment of the 
search for gas.  Even 
additional drilling in existing 
publicly owned fields was not 
carried out very well with 
resulting failure to expand 
field production.  Insufficient 
attention to good reservoir 
management practices led to 
a failure to expand existing 
fields.  The end position in 
2017 is that domestic supply 
of gas is declining with a 
belief that prospects are poor.  
This is a doubtful conclusion 
as is outlined above.  The 
provision of electricity can be 
divided into three phases:  
The first phase was dominated 
by the construction of the two 
gas fired power plants by AES 
during the first AL 
government.  This added 
almost 800 MW of reliable 
low cost power.  The was 
perhaps the cheapest IPP 
electricity. [Independent Power 
Project] in the world.   Properly 
conducted bidding gave a 
wonderful result for 
Bangladesh.  AmCham did its 

best to support closure of 
these energy projects.  After 
this round of IPP projects the 
provision of power came off 
the tracks.  The next BNP 
government was unable to 
complete the IPP project that 
was ready for contracting as 
there was an objection that 
the Bangladesh partner in this 
project was associated with 
the AL.  With no new power 
project underway the nation 
entered a power crisis.  The 
next period featured several 
IPPs but these made slow 
progress due to financing 
issues.  The Government also 
commissioned several large 
projects to be operated by the 
Power Development Board.  
Government owned projects 
have never been very 
successful in Bangladesh.  
With slow progress in the 
large projects the government 
turned to so called rental 
power projects—small projects 
with short run contracts [100 
MW for 5 years say].  These 
projects provided the 
increment to the power system 
that enabled the AL 
government to provide 
reasonable levels of power to 
the country.  It is expensive 

power and the Power 
Development Board is 
effectively bankrupt but at 
least the lights are on.   

• Port: 
The development of additional 
port capacity at Chittagong 
was a pressing issue during 
the period from 1990 until 
2005.  Installation of 
equipment for handling 
containers and establishment 
of the “off-docks” increased 
capacity and allowed the 
garment sector to grow 
rapidly without too much 
trouble at the port.   An 
American Company proposed 
to build a container port near 
Chittagong port to ease the 
pressure on container flow.  
After a long argument this was 
turned down for essentially 
political reasons.  The unions 
in the port did not want 
competition that would reduce 
their power to extract extra 
money from port users.   

• Role of FDI:
 American companies stepped 
forward to deal with the 
infrastructure problems.  In 
gas and power supply these 
FDI investments resolved the 
energy crisis and provided the 

Promoting exports 
focused largely on 
the garment sector.  
Other exports never 
really made a lot of 
headway.  

basis the strong economic 
growth up until 2006.  The 
FDI based improvement of the 
port was not successful and it 
was sometime before 
congestion was reduced by 
private sector initiatives.  
Unfortunately after these initial 
successes the Government 
was no longer interested in 
FDI investments.  This has led 
to an unnecessary shortage of 
gas and expensive and poor 
quality electricity.  There 
remains a deep distrust of 
foreign investors in 
Bangladesh.    

RESULTS
• Macro-economic results:  
The end result of all of these 
actions and efforts are well 
known.  The economic growth 
rate gradually increased from 
3-4% before democracy and 
the reform programs to above 
7% now. Some are critical of 
the data and claim that it 
overstates growth; on the 
contrary recent work of my 
associates and me indicates 
that the National Accounts 
estimates understate the 
growth rate. The inflation rate 
has been contained and 

whenever appropriate 
monetary policies were 
followed it has been below 
6%, high by international 
standards but good for South 
Asia.  This inflation rate is still 
too high.  Unemployment is 
very low, as both official and 
unofficial surveys consistently 
show.  Of course people want 
higher income and increased 
job security but essentially 
everyone that wants to work is 
working or in transition 
between jobs.  The constant 
cry of unemployment is 
wrong.  The Government 
deficit is well below 5% of 
GDP; despite all of the 
pressures to spend more the 
Ministry of Finance has 
managed to contain the 
deficit.  The balance of 
payments is running a surplus 
on current account although 
this may be changing and 
there has been a steady 
increase in foreign exchange 
reserves.

Poverty reduction:
There has been a systematic 
reduction in poverty.  The 
main force behind this is the 
strong economic growth of the 
economy.  Direct contributions 
arise from remittance flows, 
domestic remittance flows 
from industrial workers to 
households, and activities of 
the micro-credit organizations.  
But the real factor here is the 
overall economic growth that 
raises more and more people 
to higher income levels.  The 
availability of food has limited 
the past history of starvation.  

Confidence and 
demands:
I end this article with a few 

words on what Bangladesh 
citizens think about their 
condition, their future and 
what they would like the 
Government to do.  There is a 
very strong optimism, a belief 
that their family is doing better 
and will do even better in the 
future.  Most Bangladeshis 
report that their economic 
condition has improved over 
the past three years.  They 
also believe that this 
improvement will continue.  
They are very positive about 
the education system and 
expect their children to receive 
a much better education than 
they did.  They say the 
Government should focus on 
stopping corruption, improve 
the electricity supply improve 
transport both in the cities but 
also all around the country.   
As one learns, when you ask 
the people they tell you the 
truth.
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Background:  This article sets 
out a brief history of what has 
happened in the Bangladesh 
economy since democracy was 
established in 1991.  This is 
essentially the period of the 
founding of the American 
Bangladesh Economic Forum 
and then its successor the 
American Chamber of 
Commerce in Bangladesh.

REFORM PROGRAMS:
The Ershad Government in its 
final years had started to 
develop a series of reform 
programs.  These programs 
were either getting started or 
were prepared and ready to 
go forward when democracy 
was established.  There were 
six such programs.  The new 
democratic BNP Government 
was immediately confronted 
with how to handle this reform 
agenda.  It is a tribute to both 
parties that over the next 
decade these reform 
programs were implemented 
by two formidable Ministers of 
Finance who put nation before 
party. 

• Trade policy: 
Bangladesh had essentially 
followed a policy of import 
substitution with high 
protective tariff walls behind 
which both state and private 
enterprises were struggling.  
The program of import 
substitution industrial 
investments was largely a 
failure.  Trade policy reform 
focused on sharp reduction of 
the level of tariffs.  In addition 
there were many quotas for 
imports and burdensome 
requirements for approvals of 
exports and imports. This 
onerous regime was a 
powerful brake on economic 

development. These outdated 
concepts of economic management 
had remained in South Asia 
resulting in terrible poverty.  These 
quotas were eliminated and the 
process of exporting and importing 
freed up.     One important 
consequence of trade policy reform 
and lower tariff levels was that 
investment in exports was now a 
better deal for a businessman.  
These reforms were critical to the 
success of the economic 
performance.  Their 
implementation was successful due 
to the work of a small group of 
officers in NBR and another group 
in the World Bank who pursued 
these issues with untiring 
determination doing battle with a 
set of traditions and beliefs that 
were deeply entrenched in the 
bureaucracy and special  interests.  
Reform is easy to talk about but 
very difficult to actually accomplish.

• Export promotion:
Promoting exports focused largely 
on the garment sector.  Other 
exports never really made a lot of 
headway.  To make the garment 
sector work a number of things had 
to happen:  First, the Government 
had be disdainful of the sector 
showing no interest in what was 
going on.  Second, it was 
immediately recognized that to 
make the RMG sector work it was 
necessary to avoid collecting duties 
on imported materials.  The 
establishment of rules for bonded 
warehouses solved this problem; as 
no one had the foreign exchange 
or money to buy these inputs 
Bangladesh Bank established a 
back to back import procedure 
where the provider of the imported 
materials was paid only when the 
goods were exported and the 
proceeds of the exports realized.  
This meant in effect that foreigners 
financed the working capital of the 

industry.  It is not always recognized 
that this foreign investment not 
counted in FDI had been much 
higher than the regular FDI.  Third 
the BGMEA led a series of 
successful negotiations with the US 
Trade Representative who carried to 
allocate more and more quota to 
Bangladesh. Initially the United 
States did not apply quotas to 
Bangladesh exports of garments; 
however when the volume of 
exports to the USA reached a 
certain level then quotas were 
applied.  It became necessary to 
negotiate the quota levels.  The EU 
allowed Bangladesh to export 
garments without application of 
quota restrictions in contrast to 
China where there was a quota 
limiting the volume of garments 
that could be sourced from China.  
Fourth the Government worked to 
attract FDI in export manufacturing 
through the establishment of Export 

Processing Zones.  This was a very 
successful program attracting 
foreign investors in the garment 
sector providing on the job training 
for many Bangladesh workers and 
middle managers.

• Agricultural reforms: 
Agricultural reforms concentrated 
on opening up the supply of 
agricultural inputs to the private 
sector.  This include water pumps, 
fertilizer, pesticides, seeds, and 
farm equipment.  Prior to these 
reforms agricultural inputs were 
largely in the hands of the 
government.  This proved 
inadequate, promoted corruption, 
reduced competition, and was not 
responsive to the demands from the 
farmers. These input restrictions 
were a serious restraining factor on 
agricultural output.  It is difficult to 
perceive in 2017 after 30 years of 
market access for inputs what a 

destructive impact the pervasive 
government interference in the 
input markets had on the 
agricultural sector.  There is still 
more to be achieved in freeing up 
input markets but the main reforms 
have been achieved.

• Government
   revenue reforms:  
Government revenues were 
inadequate to meet the needs of 
Government.  The Government 
deficit tended to grow and there 
were always pressures in borrowing 
money from the banking sector and 
through National Saving 
Directorate instruments.  The 
objective of the reforms were to 
reduce dependence on import 
duties and increase taxes collected 
from domestic transactions.  The 
main action was the passage of the 
law establishing the VAT and then 
its implementation.  This action 

taken in the first BNP Government 
revolutionized the level of 
Government revenues sharply 
reduced the Government deficit, 
allowing more lending to private 
enterprise by the banking sector.   
The reduction in the deficit reduced 
the inflation rate raising the 
economic welfare of ordinary 
people.  

• Financial sector: 
The Financial Sector Reform 
Program was a many faceted 
undertaking to enable the financial 
sector to be a more effective 
allocator of saving to investment 
opportunities.  The most important 
actions were the promotion of 
private sector banking, allowing 
interest rates to adjust in response 
to market conditions, and to 
require banks to recognize 
non-performing loans and to make 
appropriate provisions to cover 

these losses.  These actions resulted 
in a banking system able to support 
the rapid increase in private 
investment.  Without the reforms 
this increase in investment could 
never have been achieved.  In 
effect the bankrupt Government 
owned banking system was 
by-passed.   The reform program 
also established the Securities and 
Exchange Commission and 
restarted the capital market. 
Bangladesh Bank emerged from 
this program as a strong institution 
able to manage the banking sector 
and to formulate an independent 
and monetary policy.

• Foreign exchange 
   management: 
The final reform program focused 
on the management of the foreign 
exchange system.  First, there was 
an effort to allow more freedom in 
foreign exchange transaction 
removing the approval process by 
the central bank and allowing 
commercial banks to authorize 
transactions.  Foreign exchange 
regulations were a major 
impediment to the development of 
the economy leading to little 
interest in investments in exports, 
corruption around access to foreign 
exchange, and endless paper work 
around each transaction.  The 
reforms set out to simplify all of 
these regulations.  This made the 
expansion of the economy proceed; 
continuation of the foreign 
exchange regime as it was in 1990 
would have blocked successful 
growth.  There remains a lot to do.

INFRASTRUCTURE: 
In addition to the six reform 
programs that took place from 
1990 to 2001 there were dramatic 
development in infrastructure and 
its financing.   Much of this involved 
American companies and Am 
Cham was involved in much of this 

effort.  The struggles over 
infrastructure development were 
won and then lost as the successful 
lessons of this earlier period were 
abandoned.  

• Energy:
The country has followed a difficult 
path with respect to energy 
provision.  It has reached a fairly 
successful position but there are 
many dangers and difficulties. The 
first period ten years of the 
democratic period resulted in a 
remarkable series of achievements 
under the AL Government 
1996-2001. The Production 
Sharing Contracts principally with 
Cairn and Occidental resulted in a 
rapid increase in the supply of gas.  
Both projects changed- Occidental 
swapped assets with Unocal a 
company with a great interest in 
Bangladesh.  Cairn brought Shell 
and Halliburton into the project.  
Without these successful PSCs the 
economic growth of the nation 
would never have gotten off the 
ground. The price of this gas was 
some of the cheapest in the world, 
Bangladesh negotiated a very good 
deal. Since that initial management 
of gas exploration and production, 
there has been much less success. 
The second bid round proved much 
less successful as the companies 
awarded contracts did not have the 
experience and financial depth to 
achieve much.  The Government 
choose to by pass the major oil 
companies.   In addition there grew 
up a belief that that onshore and 
shallow water exploration could be 
carried out by local exploration and 
in parallel a belief that there was 
not any more gas to be found on 
land.  Contract terms were never 
improved from the early 1990s and 
the result was there was little 
response by major at companies.  
Is there much gas onshore or in 
shallow water?  Who knows, 

exploration has essentially 
stopped for 15 years.  The 
distrust of private companies 
and lack of experienced 
officers in Petrobangla led to 
the abandonment of the 
search for gas.  Even 
additional drilling in existing 
publicly owned fields was not 
carried out very well with 
resulting failure to expand 
field production.  Insufficient 
attention to good reservoir 
management practices led to 
a failure to expand existing 
fields.  The end position in 
2017 is that domestic supply 
of gas is declining with a 
belief that prospects are poor.  
This is a doubtful conclusion 
as is outlined above.  The 
provision of electricity can be 
divided into three phases:  
The first phase was dominated 
by the construction of the two 
gas fired power plants by AES 
during the first AL 
government.  This added 
almost 800 MW of reliable 
low cost power.  The was 
perhaps the cheapest IPP 
electricity. [Independent Power 
Project] in the world.   Properly 
conducted bidding gave a 
wonderful result for 
Bangladesh.  AmCham did its 

best to support closure of 
these energy projects.  After 
this round of IPP projects the 
provision of power came off 
the tracks.  The next BNP 
government was unable to 
complete the IPP project that 
was ready for contracting as 
there was an objection that 
the Bangladesh partner in this 
project was associated with 
the AL.  With no new power 
project underway the nation 
entered a power crisis.  The 
next period featured several 
IPPs but these made slow 
progress due to financing 
issues.  The Government also 
commissioned several large 
projects to be operated by the 
Power Development Board.  
Government owned projects 
have never been very 
successful in Bangladesh.  
With slow progress in the 
large projects the government 
turned to so called rental 
power projects—small projects 
with short run contracts [100 
MW for 5 years say].  These 
projects provided the 
increment to the power system 
that enabled the AL 
government to provide 
reasonable levels of power to 
the country.  It is expensive 

power and the Power 
Development Board is 
effectively bankrupt but at 
least the lights are on.   

• Port: 
The development of additional 
port capacity at Chittagong 
was a pressing issue during 
the period from 1990 until 
2005.  Installation of 
equipment for handling 
containers and establishment 
of the “off-docks” increased 
capacity and allowed the 
garment sector to grow 
rapidly without too much 
trouble at the port.   An 
American Company proposed 
to build a container port near 
Chittagong port to ease the 
pressure on container flow.  
After a long argument this was 
turned down for essentially 
political reasons.  The unions 
in the port did not want 
competition that would reduce 
their power to extract extra 
money from port users.   

• Role of FDI:
 American companies stepped 
forward to deal with the 
infrastructure problems.  In 
gas and power supply these 
FDI investments resolved the 
energy crisis and provided the 

Why has this happened? 
• First there have been sound monetary and fiscal policies.  
• Second there has been luck, particularly the moderation of natural 

disasters.  
• Third, the growth of the RMG sector has been a powerful 

locomotive increasing employment, investment, and exports.  It has 
pulled into existence a textile industry and a wide variety of 
accessories producers.  The increase in the number of industrial 
workers has generated new industries to supply the workers with 
things that they want.  

• Fourth, the inflow of remittances has provided a boost to 
expenditures by rural households in particular better housing and 
increasingly consumer durables.  The remittance inflow is now far 
larger than the RMG sector in its impact on the economy.  I estimate 
that remittance inflows are $22-25 billion while the domestic 
contribution of the RMG sector is $15-17 billion.  

• Fifth, the growth of agricultural production.  This provided low cost 
food to be available for workers in manufacturing keeping wages 
low enhancing competitiveness.  The Bangladesh farmer is 
responsive to market demands, imaginative in improving production 
methods, and eager to adopt new technology.  The urbanization of 
Bangladesh resulted in a changing pattern of food consumption to 
which farmers responded promptly.   

• Sixth, infrastructure has been available.  It is commonplace to 
bemoan the lack of infrastructure.  That is a real concern.  The 
problems arise from an underestimate of the demands for 
electricity, gas, and transport services.  For the garment sector the 
availability of gas for most of the period enabled generation of 
electricity for production, disconnecting much of the garment sector 
from the poor performance of the national power grid. Port facilities 
were managed by the initiative of the private sector.  The transport 
sector depended on the trucks and buses while the railroad played 
no effective role.  The private sector was able to provide the trucks 
and buses needed while the Government built the roads.

• Seventh, low taxes.  The tax/GDP ratio has been around 10%.  This 
has been a source of strength of the economy as it has left money 
in the hands of households and business.  There is a litany of 
complaints that the tax collections are too low and that Government 
needs more resources to carry out its duties.  This is a very doubtful 
argument.  Most Government activity has little contribution to 
economic growth and is wasteful following all sorts of strange 
ideas.  The Government entry into productive enterprises is wasteful 
as most of these run at a loss.

• Eighth, competitiveness of the economy.  Finally, the central tenet of 
economics proved correct:  A competitive economy with modest taxes 
and limited role for Government will allocate resources well, and 
achieve growth and stability.  The Bangladesh economy is highly 
competitive.  Outside of some government monopolies there is very 
little restriction of competition and in most sectors there is plenty of 
competition.  This has worked just as the textbooks say it will.  

basis the strong economic 
growth up until 2006.  The 
FDI based improvement of the 
port was not successful and it 
was sometime before 
congestion was reduced by 
private sector initiatives.  
Unfortunately after these initial 
successes the Government 
was no longer interested in 
FDI investments.  This has led 
to an unnecessary shortage of 
gas and expensive and poor 
quality electricity.  There 
remains a deep distrust of 
foreign investors in 
Bangladesh.    

RESULTS
• Macro-economic results:  
The end result of all of these 
actions and efforts are well 
known.  The economic growth 
rate gradually increased from 
3-4% before democracy and 
the reform programs to above 
7% now. Some are critical of 
the data and claim that it 
overstates growth; on the 
contrary recent work of my 
associates and me indicates 
that the National Accounts 
estimates understate the 
growth rate. The inflation rate 
has been contained and 

whenever appropriate 
monetary policies were 
followed it has been below 
6%, high by international 
standards but good for South 
Asia.  This inflation rate is still 
too high.  Unemployment is 
very low, as both official and 
unofficial surveys consistently 
show.  Of course people want 
higher income and increased 
job security but essentially 
everyone that wants to work is 
working or in transition 
between jobs.  The constant 
cry of unemployment is 
wrong.  The Government 
deficit is well below 5% of 
GDP; despite all of the 
pressures to spend more the 
Ministry of Finance has 
managed to contain the 
deficit.  The balance of 
payments is running a surplus 
on current account although 
this may be changing and 
there has been a steady 
increase in foreign exchange 
reserves.

Poverty reduction:
There has been a systematic 
reduction in poverty.  The 
main force behind this is the 
strong economic growth of the 
economy.  Direct contributions 
arise from remittance flows, 
domestic remittance flows 
from industrial workers to 
households, and activities of 
the micro-credit organizations.  
But the real factor here is the 
overall economic growth that 
raises more and more people 
to higher income levels.  The 
availability of food has limited 
the past history of starvation.  

Confidence and 
demands:
I end this article with a few 

words on what Bangladesh 
citizens think about their 
condition, their future and 
what they would like the 
Government to do.  There is a 
very strong optimism, a belief 
that their family is doing better 
and will do even better in the 
future.  Most Bangladeshis 
report that their economic 
condition has improved over 
the past three years.  They 
also believe that this 
improvement will continue.  
They are very positive about 
the education system and 
expect their children to receive 
a much better education than 
they did.  They say the 
Government should focus on 
stopping corruption, improve 
the electricity supply improve 
transport both in the cities but 
also all around the country.   
As one learns, when you ask 
the people they tell you the 
truth.
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Background:  This article sets 
out a brief history of what has 
happened in the Bangladesh 
economy since democracy was 
established in 1991.  This is 
essentially the period of the 
founding of the American 
Bangladesh Economic Forum 
and then its successor the 
American Chamber of 
Commerce in Bangladesh.

REFORM PROGRAMS:
The Ershad Government in its 
final years had started to 
develop a series of reform 
programs.  These programs 
were either getting started or 
were prepared and ready to 
go forward when democracy 
was established.  There were 
six such programs.  The new 
democratic BNP Government 
was immediately confronted 
with how to handle this reform 
agenda.  It is a tribute to both 
parties that over the next 
decade these reform 
programs were implemented 
by two formidable Ministers of 
Finance who put nation before 
party. 

• Trade policy: 
Bangladesh had essentially 
followed a policy of import 
substitution with high 
protective tariff walls behind 
which both state and private 
enterprises were struggling.  
The program of import 
substitution industrial 
investments was largely a 
failure.  Trade policy reform 
focused on sharp reduction of 
the level of tariffs.  In addition 
there were many quotas for 
imports and burdensome 
requirements for approvals of 
exports and imports. This 
onerous regime was a 
powerful brake on economic 

development. These outdated 
concepts of economic management 
had remained in South Asia 
resulting in terrible poverty.  These 
quotas were eliminated and the 
process of exporting and importing 
freed up.     One important 
consequence of trade policy reform 
and lower tariff levels was that 
investment in exports was now a 
better deal for a businessman.  
These reforms were critical to the 
success of the economic 
performance.  Their 
implementation was successful due 
to the work of a small group of 
officers in NBR and another group 
in the World Bank who pursued 
these issues with untiring 
determination doing battle with a 
set of traditions and beliefs that 
were deeply entrenched in the 
bureaucracy and special  interests.  
Reform is easy to talk about but 
very difficult to actually accomplish.

• Export promotion:
Promoting exports focused largely 
on the garment sector.  Other 
exports never really made a lot of 
headway.  To make the garment 
sector work a number of things had 
to happen:  First, the Government 
had be disdainful of the sector 
showing no interest in what was 
going on.  Second, it was 
immediately recognized that to 
make the RMG sector work it was 
necessary to avoid collecting duties 
on imported materials.  The 
establishment of rules for bonded 
warehouses solved this problem; as 
no one had the foreign exchange 
or money to buy these inputs 
Bangladesh Bank established a 
back to back import procedure 
where the provider of the imported 
materials was paid only when the 
goods were exported and the 
proceeds of the exports realized.  
This meant in effect that foreigners 
financed the working capital of the 

industry.  It is not always recognized 
that this foreign investment not 
counted in FDI had been much 
higher than the regular FDI.  Third 
the BGMEA led a series of 
successful negotiations with the US 
Trade Representative who carried to 
allocate more and more quota to 
Bangladesh. Initially the United 
States did not apply quotas to 
Bangladesh exports of garments; 
however when the volume of 
exports to the USA reached a 
certain level then quotas were 
applied.  It became necessary to 
negotiate the quota levels.  The EU 
allowed Bangladesh to export 
garments without application of 
quota restrictions in contrast to 
China where there was a quota 
limiting the volume of garments 
that could be sourced from China.  
Fourth the Government worked to 
attract FDI in export manufacturing 
through the establishment of Export 

Processing Zones.  This was a very 
successful program attracting 
foreign investors in the garment 
sector providing on the job training 
for many Bangladesh workers and 
middle managers.

• Agricultural reforms: 
Agricultural reforms concentrated 
on opening up the supply of 
agricultural inputs to the private 
sector.  This include water pumps, 
fertilizer, pesticides, seeds, and 
farm equipment.  Prior to these 
reforms agricultural inputs were 
largely in the hands of the 
government.  This proved 
inadequate, promoted corruption, 
reduced competition, and was not 
responsive to the demands from the 
farmers. These input restrictions 
were a serious restraining factor on 
agricultural output.  It is difficult to 
perceive in 2017 after 30 years of 
market access for inputs what a 

destructive impact the pervasive 
government interference in the 
input markets had on the 
agricultural sector.  There is still 
more to be achieved in freeing up 
input markets but the main reforms 
have been achieved.

• Government
   revenue reforms:  
Government revenues were 
inadequate to meet the needs of 
Government.  The Government 
deficit tended to grow and there 
were always pressures in borrowing 
money from the banking sector and 
through National Saving 
Directorate instruments.  The 
objective of the reforms were to 
reduce dependence on import 
duties and increase taxes collected 
from domestic transactions.  The 
main action was the passage of the 
law establishing the VAT and then 
its implementation.  This action 

taken in the first BNP Government 
revolutionized the level of 
Government revenues sharply 
reduced the Government deficit, 
allowing more lending to private 
enterprise by the banking sector.   
The reduction in the deficit reduced 
the inflation rate raising the 
economic welfare of ordinary 
people.  

• Financial sector: 
The Financial Sector Reform 
Program was a many faceted 
undertaking to enable the financial 
sector to be a more effective 
allocator of saving to investment 
opportunities.  The most important 
actions were the promotion of 
private sector banking, allowing 
interest rates to adjust in response 
to market conditions, and to 
require banks to recognize 
non-performing loans and to make 
appropriate provisions to cover 

these losses.  These actions resulted 
in a banking system able to support 
the rapid increase in private 
investment.  Without the reforms 
this increase in investment could 
never have been achieved.  In 
effect the bankrupt Government 
owned banking system was 
by-passed.   The reform program 
also established the Securities and 
Exchange Commission and 
restarted the capital market. 
Bangladesh Bank emerged from 
this program as a strong institution 
able to manage the banking sector 
and to formulate an independent 
and monetary policy.

• Foreign exchange 
   management: 
The final reform program focused 
on the management of the foreign 
exchange system.  First, there was 
an effort to allow more freedom in 
foreign exchange transaction 
removing the approval process by 
the central bank and allowing 
commercial banks to authorize 
transactions.  Foreign exchange 
regulations were a major 
impediment to the development of 
the economy leading to little 
interest in investments in exports, 
corruption around access to foreign 
exchange, and endless paper work 
around each transaction.  The 
reforms set out to simplify all of 
these regulations.  This made the 
expansion of the economy proceed; 
continuation of the foreign 
exchange regime as it was in 1990 
would have blocked successful 
growth.  There remains a lot to do.

INFRASTRUCTURE: 
In addition to the six reform 
programs that took place from 
1990 to 2001 there were dramatic 
development in infrastructure and 
its financing.   Much of this involved 
American companies and Am 
Cham was involved in much of this 

effort.  The struggles over 
infrastructure development were 
won and then lost as the successful 
lessons of this earlier period were 
abandoned.  

• Energy:
The country has followed a difficult 
path with respect to energy 
provision.  It has reached a fairly 
successful position but there are 
many dangers and difficulties. The 
first period ten years of the 
democratic period resulted in a 
remarkable series of achievements 
under the AL Government 
1996-2001. The Production 
Sharing Contracts principally with 
Cairn and Occidental resulted in a 
rapid increase in the supply of gas.  
Both projects changed- Occidental 
swapped assets with Unocal a 
company with a great interest in 
Bangladesh.  Cairn brought Shell 
and Halliburton into the project.  
Without these successful PSCs the 
economic growth of the nation 
would never have gotten off the 
ground. The price of this gas was 
some of the cheapest in the world, 
Bangladesh negotiated a very good 
deal. Since that initial management 
of gas exploration and production, 
there has been much less success. 
The second bid round proved much 
less successful as the companies 
awarded contracts did not have the 
experience and financial depth to 
achieve much.  The Government 
choose to by pass the major oil 
companies.   In addition there grew 
up a belief that that onshore and 
shallow water exploration could be 
carried out by local exploration and 
in parallel a belief that there was 
not any more gas to be found on 
land.  Contract terms were never 
improved from the early 1990s and 
the result was there was little 
response by major at companies.  
Is there much gas onshore or in 
shallow water?  Who knows, 

exploration has essentially 
stopped for 15 years.  The 
distrust of private companies 
and lack of experienced 
officers in Petrobangla led to 
the abandonment of the 
search for gas.  Even 
additional drilling in existing 
publicly owned fields was not 
carried out very well with 
resulting failure to expand 
field production.  Insufficient 
attention to good reservoir 
management practices led to 
a failure to expand existing 
fields.  The end position in 
2017 is that domestic supply 
of gas is declining with a 
belief that prospects are poor.  
This is a doubtful conclusion 
as is outlined above.  The 
provision of electricity can be 
divided into three phases:  
The first phase was dominated 
by the construction of the two 
gas fired power plants by AES 
during the first AL 
government.  This added 
almost 800 MW of reliable 
low cost power.  The was 
perhaps the cheapest IPP 
electricity. [Independent Power 
Project] in the world.   Properly 
conducted bidding gave a 
wonderful result for 
Bangladesh.  AmCham did its 

best to support closure of 
these energy projects.  After 
this round of IPP projects the 
provision of power came off 
the tracks.  The next BNP 
government was unable to 
complete the IPP project that 
was ready for contracting as 
there was an objection that 
the Bangladesh partner in this 
project was associated with 
the AL.  With no new power 
project underway the nation 
entered a power crisis.  The 
next period featured several 
IPPs but these made slow 
progress due to financing 
issues.  The Government also 
commissioned several large 
projects to be operated by the 
Power Development Board.  
Government owned projects 
have never been very 
successful in Bangladesh.  
With slow progress in the 
large projects the government 
turned to so called rental 
power projects—small projects 
with short run contracts [100 
MW for 5 years say].  These 
projects provided the 
increment to the power system 
that enabled the AL 
government to provide 
reasonable levels of power to 
the country.  It is expensive 

power and the Power 
Development Board is 
effectively bankrupt but at 
least the lights are on.   

• Port: 
The development of additional 
port capacity at Chittagong 
was a pressing issue during 
the period from 1990 until 
2005.  Installation of 
equipment for handling 
containers and establishment 
of the “off-docks” increased 
capacity and allowed the 
garment sector to grow 
rapidly without too much 
trouble at the port.   An 
American Company proposed 
to build a container port near 
Chittagong port to ease the 
pressure on container flow.  
After a long argument this was 
turned down for essentially 
political reasons.  The unions 
in the port did not want 
competition that would reduce 
their power to extract extra 
money from port users.   

• Role of FDI:
 American companies stepped 
forward to deal with the 
infrastructure problems.  In 
gas and power supply these 
FDI investments resolved the 
energy crisis and provided the 

basis the strong economic 
growth up until 2006.  The 
FDI based improvement of the 
port was not successful and it 
was sometime before 
congestion was reduced by 
private sector initiatives.  
Unfortunately after these initial 
successes the Government 
was no longer interested in 
FDI investments.  This has led 
to an unnecessary shortage of 
gas and expensive and poor 
quality electricity.  There 
remains a deep distrust of 
foreign investors in 
Bangladesh.    

RESULTS
• Macro-economic results:  
The end result of all of these 
actions and efforts are well 
known.  The economic growth 
rate gradually increased from 
3-4% before democracy and 
the reform programs to above 
7% now. Some are critical of 
the data and claim that it 
overstates growth; on the 
contrary recent work of my 
associates and me indicates 
that the National Accounts 
estimates understate the 
growth rate. The inflation rate 
has been contained and 

whenever appropriate 
monetary policies were 
followed it has been below 
6%, high by international 
standards but good for South 
Asia.  This inflation rate is still 
too high.  Unemployment is 
very low, as both official and 
unofficial surveys consistently 
show.  Of course people want 
higher income and increased 
job security but essentially 
everyone that wants to work is 
working or in transition 
between jobs.  The constant 
cry of unemployment is 
wrong.  The Government 
deficit is well below 5% of 
GDP; despite all of the 
pressures to spend more the 
Ministry of Finance has 
managed to contain the 
deficit.  The balance of 
payments is running a surplus 
on current account although 
this may be changing and 
there has been a steady 
increase in foreign exchange 
reserves.

Poverty reduction:
There has been a systematic 
reduction in poverty.  The 
main force behind this is the 
strong economic growth of the 
economy.  Direct contributions 
arise from remittance flows, 
domestic remittance flows 
from industrial workers to 
households, and activities of 
the micro-credit organizations.  
But the real factor here is the 
overall economic growth that 
raises more and more people 
to higher income levels.  The 
availability of food has limited 
the past history of starvation.  

Confidence and 
demands:
I end this article with a few 

words on what Bangladesh 
citizens think about their 
condition, their future and 
what they would like the 
Government to do.  There is a 
very strong optimism, a belief 
that their family is doing better 
and will do even better in the 
future.  Most Bangladeshis 
report that their economic 
condition has improved over 
the past three years.  They 
also believe that this 
improvement will continue.  
They are very positive about 
the education system and 
expect their children to receive 
a much better education than 
they did.  They say the 
Government should focus on 
stopping corruption, improve 
the electricity supply improve 
transport both in the cities but 
also all around the country.   
As one learns, when you ask 
the people they tell you the 
truth.
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Background:  This article sets 
out a brief history of what has 
happened in the Bangladesh 
economy since democracy was 
established in 1991.  This is 
essentially the period of the 
founding of the American 
Bangladesh Economic Forum 
and then its successor the 
American Chamber of 
Commerce in Bangladesh.

REFORM PROGRAMS:
The Ershad Government in its 
final years had started to 
develop a series of reform 
programs.  These programs 
were either getting started or 
were prepared and ready to 
go forward when democracy 
was established.  There were 
six such programs.  The new 
democratic BNP Government 
was immediately confronted 
with how to handle this reform 
agenda.  It is a tribute to both 
parties that over the next 
decade these reform 
programs were implemented 
by two formidable Ministers of 
Finance who put nation before 
party. 

• Trade policy: 
Bangladesh had essentially 
followed a policy of import 
substitution with high 
protective tariff walls behind 
which both state and private 
enterprises were struggling.  
The program of import 
substitution industrial 
investments was largely a 
failure.  Trade policy reform 
focused on sharp reduction of 
the level of tariffs.  In addition 
there were many quotas for 
imports and burdensome 
requirements for approvals of 
exports and imports. This 
onerous regime was a 
powerful brake on economic 

development. These outdated 
concepts of economic management 
had remained in South Asia 
resulting in terrible poverty.  These 
quotas were eliminated and the 
process of exporting and importing 
freed up.     One important 
consequence of trade policy reform 
and lower tariff levels was that 
investment in exports was now a 
better deal for a businessman.  
These reforms were critical to the 
success of the economic 
performance.  Their 
implementation was successful due 
to the work of a small group of 
officers in NBR and another group 
in the World Bank who pursued 
these issues with untiring 
determination doing battle with a 
set of traditions and beliefs that 
were deeply entrenched in the 
bureaucracy and special  interests.  
Reform is easy to talk about but 
very difficult to actually accomplish.

• Export promotion:
Promoting exports focused largely 
on the garment sector.  Other 
exports never really made a lot of 
headway.  To make the garment 
sector work a number of things had 
to happen:  First, the Government 
had be disdainful of the sector 
showing no interest in what was 
going on.  Second, it was 
immediately recognized that to 
make the RMG sector work it was 
necessary to avoid collecting duties 
on imported materials.  The 
establishment of rules for bonded 
warehouses solved this problem; as 
no one had the foreign exchange 
or money to buy these inputs 
Bangladesh Bank established a 
back to back import procedure 
where the provider of the imported 
materials was paid only when the 
goods were exported and the 
proceeds of the exports realized.  
This meant in effect that foreigners 
financed the working capital of the 

industry.  It is not always recognized 
that this foreign investment not 
counted in FDI had been much 
higher than the regular FDI.  Third 
the BGMEA led a series of 
successful negotiations with the US 
Trade Representative who carried to 
allocate more and more quota to 
Bangladesh. Initially the United 
States did not apply quotas to 
Bangladesh exports of garments; 
however when the volume of 
exports to the USA reached a 
certain level then quotas were 
applied.  It became necessary to 
negotiate the quota levels.  The EU 
allowed Bangladesh to export 
garments without application of 
quota restrictions in contrast to 
China where there was a quota 
limiting the volume of garments 
that could be sourced from China.  
Fourth the Government worked to 
attract FDI in export manufacturing 
through the establishment of Export 

Processing Zones.  This was a very 
successful program attracting 
foreign investors in the garment 
sector providing on the job training 
for many Bangladesh workers and 
middle managers.

• Agricultural reforms: 
Agricultural reforms concentrated 
on opening up the supply of 
agricultural inputs to the private 
sector.  This include water pumps, 
fertilizer, pesticides, seeds, and 
farm equipment.  Prior to these 
reforms agricultural inputs were 
largely in the hands of the 
government.  This proved 
inadequate, promoted corruption, 
reduced competition, and was not 
responsive to the demands from the 
farmers. These input restrictions 
were a serious restraining factor on 
agricultural output.  It is difficult to 
perceive in 2017 after 30 years of 
market access for inputs what a 

destructive impact the pervasive 
government interference in the 
input markets had on the 
agricultural sector.  There is still 
more to be achieved in freeing up 
input markets but the main reforms 
have been achieved.

• Government
   revenue reforms:  
Government revenues were 
inadequate to meet the needs of 
Government.  The Government 
deficit tended to grow and there 
were always pressures in borrowing 
money from the banking sector and 
through National Saving 
Directorate instruments.  The 
objective of the reforms were to 
reduce dependence on import 
duties and increase taxes collected 
from domestic transactions.  The 
main action was the passage of the 
law establishing the VAT and then 
its implementation.  This action 

taken in the first BNP Government 
revolutionized the level of 
Government revenues sharply 
reduced the Government deficit, 
allowing more lending to private 
enterprise by the banking sector.   
The reduction in the deficit reduced 
the inflation rate raising the 
economic welfare of ordinary 
people.  

• Financial sector: 
The Financial Sector Reform 
Program was a many faceted 
undertaking to enable the financial 
sector to be a more effective 
allocator of saving to investment 
opportunities.  The most important 
actions were the promotion of 
private sector banking, allowing 
interest rates to adjust in response 
to market conditions, and to 
require banks to recognize 
non-performing loans and to make 
appropriate provisions to cover 

these losses.  These actions resulted 
in a banking system able to support 
the rapid increase in private 
investment.  Without the reforms 
this increase in investment could 
never have been achieved.  In 
effect the bankrupt Government 
owned banking system was 
by-passed.   The reform program 
also established the Securities and 
Exchange Commission and 
restarted the capital market. 
Bangladesh Bank emerged from 
this program as a strong institution 
able to manage the banking sector 
and to formulate an independent 
and monetary policy.

• Foreign exchange 
   management: 
The final reform program focused 
on the management of the foreign 
exchange system.  First, there was 
an effort to allow more freedom in 
foreign exchange transaction 
removing the approval process by 
the central bank and allowing 
commercial banks to authorize 
transactions.  Foreign exchange 
regulations were a major 
impediment to the development of 
the economy leading to little 
interest in investments in exports, 
corruption around access to foreign 
exchange, and endless paper work 
around each transaction.  The 
reforms set out to simplify all of 
these regulations.  This made the 
expansion of the economy proceed; 
continuation of the foreign 
exchange regime as it was in 1990 
would have blocked successful 
growth.  There remains a lot to do.

INFRASTRUCTURE: 
In addition to the six reform 
programs that took place from 
1990 to 2001 there were dramatic 
development in infrastructure and 
its financing.   Much of this involved 
American companies and Am 
Cham was involved in much of this 

effort.  The struggles over 
infrastructure development were 
won and then lost as the successful 
lessons of this earlier period were 
abandoned.  

• Energy:
The country has followed a difficult 
path with respect to energy 
provision.  It has reached a fairly 
successful position but there are 
many dangers and difficulties. The 
first period ten years of the 
democratic period resulted in a 
remarkable series of achievements 
under the AL Government 
1996-2001. The Production 
Sharing Contracts principally with 
Cairn and Occidental resulted in a 
rapid increase in the supply of gas.  
Both projects changed- Occidental 
swapped assets with Unocal a 
company with a great interest in 
Bangladesh.  Cairn brought Shell 
and Halliburton into the project.  
Without these successful PSCs the 
economic growth of the nation 
would never have gotten off the 
ground. The price of this gas was 
some of the cheapest in the world, 
Bangladesh negotiated a very good 
deal. Since that initial management 
of gas exploration and production, 
there has been much less success. 
The second bid round proved much 
less successful as the companies 
awarded contracts did not have the 
experience and financial depth to 
achieve much.  The Government 
choose to by pass the major oil 
companies.   In addition there grew 
up a belief that that onshore and 
shallow water exploration could be 
carried out by local exploration and 
in parallel a belief that there was 
not any more gas to be found on 
land.  Contract terms were never 
improved from the early 1990s and 
the result was there was little 
response by major at companies.  
Is there much gas onshore or in 
shallow water?  Who knows, 

exploration has essentially 
stopped for 15 years.  The 
distrust of private companies 
and lack of experienced 
officers in Petrobangla led to 
the abandonment of the 
search for gas.  Even 
additional drilling in existing 
publicly owned fields was not 
carried out very well with 
resulting failure to expand 
field production.  Insufficient 
attention to good reservoir 
management practices led to 
a failure to expand existing 
fields.  The end position in 
2017 is that domestic supply 
of gas is declining with a 
belief that prospects are poor.  
This is a doubtful conclusion 
as is outlined above.  The 
provision of electricity can be 
divided into three phases:  
The first phase was dominated 
by the construction of the two 
gas fired power plants by AES 
during the first AL 
government.  This added 
almost 800 MW of reliable 
low cost power.  The was 
perhaps the cheapest IPP 
electricity. [Independent Power 
Project] in the world.   Properly 
conducted bidding gave a 
wonderful result for 
Bangladesh.  AmCham did its 

best to support closure of 
these energy projects.  After 
this round of IPP projects the 
provision of power came off 
the tracks.  The next BNP 
government was unable to 
complete the IPP project that 
was ready for contracting as 
there was an objection that 
the Bangladesh partner in this 
project was associated with 
the AL.  With no new power 
project underway the nation 
entered a power crisis.  The 
next period featured several 
IPPs but these made slow 
progress due to financing 
issues.  The Government also 
commissioned several large 
projects to be operated by the 
Power Development Board.  
Government owned projects 
have never been very 
successful in Bangladesh.  
With slow progress in the 
large projects the government 
turned to so called rental 
power projects—small projects 
with short run contracts [100 
MW for 5 years say].  These 
projects provided the 
increment to the power system 
that enabled the AL 
government to provide 
reasonable levels of power to 
the country.  It is expensive 

power and the Power 
Development Board is 
effectively bankrupt but at 
least the lights are on.   

• Port: 
The development of additional 
port capacity at Chittagong 
was a pressing issue during 
the period from 1990 until 
2005.  Installation of 
equipment for handling 
containers and establishment 
of the “off-docks” increased 
capacity and allowed the 
garment sector to grow 
rapidly without too much 
trouble at the port.   An 
American Company proposed 
to build a container port near 
Chittagong port to ease the 
pressure on container flow.  
After a long argument this was 
turned down for essentially 
political reasons.  The unions 
in the port did not want 
competition that would reduce 
their power to extract extra 
money from port users.   

• Role of FDI:
 American companies stepped 
forward to deal with the 
infrastructure problems.  In 
gas and power supply these 
FDI investments resolved the 
energy crisis and provided the 

Foreign exchange regulations 
were a major impediment to 
the development of the 
economy leading to little 
interest in investments in 
exports, corruption around 
access to foreign exchange, and 
endless paper work around 
each transaction.  

basis the strong economic 
growth up until 2006.  The 
FDI based improvement of the 
port was not successful and it 
was sometime before 
congestion was reduced by 
private sector initiatives.  
Unfortunately after these initial 
successes the Government 
was no longer interested in 
FDI investments.  This has led 
to an unnecessary shortage of 
gas and expensive and poor 
quality electricity.  There 
remains a deep distrust of 
foreign investors in 
Bangladesh.    

RESULTS
• Macro-economic results:  
The end result of all of these 
actions and efforts are well 
known.  The economic growth 
rate gradually increased from 
3-4% before democracy and 
the reform programs to above 
7% now. Some are critical of 
the data and claim that it 
overstates growth; on the 
contrary recent work of my 
associates and me indicates 
that the National Accounts 
estimates understate the 
growth rate. The inflation rate 
has been contained and 

whenever appropriate 
monetary policies were 
followed it has been below 
6%, high by international 
standards but good for South 
Asia.  This inflation rate is still 
too high.  Unemployment is 
very low, as both official and 
unofficial surveys consistently 
show.  Of course people want 
higher income and increased 
job security but essentially 
everyone that wants to work is 
working or in transition 
between jobs.  The constant 
cry of unemployment is 
wrong.  The Government 
deficit is well below 5% of 
GDP; despite all of the 
pressures to spend more the 
Ministry of Finance has 
managed to contain the 
deficit.  The balance of 
payments is running a surplus 
on current account although 
this may be changing and 
there has been a steady 
increase in foreign exchange 
reserves.

Poverty reduction:
There has been a systematic 
reduction in poverty.  The 
main force behind this is the 
strong economic growth of the 
economy.  Direct contributions 
arise from remittance flows, 
domestic remittance flows 
from industrial workers to 
households, and activities of 
the micro-credit organizations.  
But the real factor here is the 
overall economic growth that 
raises more and more people 
to higher income levels.  The 
availability of food has limited 
the past history of starvation.  

Confidence and 
demands:
I end this article with a few 

words on what Bangladesh 
citizens think about their 
condition, their future and 
what they would like the 
Government to do.  There is a 
very strong optimism, a belief 
that their family is doing better 
and will do even better in the 
future.  Most Bangladeshis 
report that their economic 
condition has improved over 
the past three years.  They 
also believe that this 
improvement will continue.  
They are very positive about 
the education system and 
expect their children to receive 
a much better education than 
they did.  They say the 
Government should focus on 
stopping corruption, improve 
the electricity supply improve 
transport both in the cities but 
also all around the country.   
As one learns, when you ask 
the people they tell you the 
truth.

In- DEPTH
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TRANSFER
PRICING
AND ARM’S
LENGTH
PRINCIPLE

Global TRADE

By M. S. Siddiqui

ue to globalization, the 
dramatic expansion of the 
international trade and the 
development of new business 
strategies converted the 
world into a large global 
market. In connection with 
that, companies have been 
using complex networks of 

subsidiaries and branches (e.g. 
permanent establishments) in order 
to proceed most of their 
operations. MNEs, as per the 
economic language, can be 
defined as a single firm operating 
under unified direction. In legal 
terms, they consist of many 
(sometimes thousands) of affiliates 
constituting a corporate group. 
Some estimates suggest that 30 
percent or more of world trade 
occurs between affiliates of the 
same global MNE group. In 
today’s globalised economy and 
technological integration, it is 
typical that production of 
components for an MNE’s products 
will occur in one country and final 
assembly of products will take 
place in another. Sales and 
marketing functions may well take 
place in local markets at a different 
destination, far removed from the 
place of production. 
Sometimes, related entities of a 
MNEs show artificially high prices 
for an imported product or service 
in an attempt to deflate profits and 
evade taxes. The practice is known 
as transfer mispricing, a way of 
price manipulation or fraudulence. 

MNEs can shift profits and 
minimize the tax burden in high 
tax countries by overpricing 
imports from foreign subsidiaries, 
or underpricing exports. This is 
usually leading to substantial 
losses in tax revenue for some 
countries.
Such transfers can be of 
intermediate goods, produced by 
one company within the 
multinational group and sold to 
another, or they can include a 
license or royalty fee paid for the 
right to produce and to use 
intellectual property owned by 
another part of the group.
Accordingly, companies and tax 
administrations have a lively 
interest in transfer pricing 
determinations related to all types 
of cross-border transactions. 
Moreover, the growth of 
international commerce has led 
more and more countries to have 
an active interest in transfer pricing 
as developing economies have 
become important participants in 
the international flow of goods and 
services and have accordingly 
found it necessary to protect their 
local tax bases with well enforced 
transfer pricing rules.
Arm´s length (AL) principle is the 
universal method used for tax 
purposes in order to allocate 
profits between related enterprises 
operating in different countries. 
The AL principle of transfer pricing 
states that the amount charged by 
one related party to another for a 
given product must be the same as 
if the parties were not related. An 
arm's-length price for a transaction 
is therefore what the price of that 
transaction would be on the open 
market. 
It has become a major tax issue 
either to legislators, tax authorities 
and taxpayers especially for MNEs. 
Bangladesh lost $1.4 billion a year 
between 2001 and 2010 due to 

illicit capital flight, according to a 
Washington-based Global 
Financial Integrity. A TP occurs 
when two related 
companies—such as a parent 
company and a subsidiary, or two 
subsidiaries controlled by a 
common parent—engage in 
international trade with each other 
for goods and services. According 
to a study of CPD, Bangladesh is 
the fourth among 29 countries that 
lost US$359 million in tax in 
2005-2007 period due to transfer 
mispricing.
To prevent profit shifting by 
manipulation of transfer prices, tax 
authorities typically apply the arm’s 
length principle (AL) in corporate 
taxation and use comparable 
market prices to ‘correctly’ assess 
the value of intra-company trade 
and royalty income of 
multinationals.
For commodities, determining the 
arm's-length price can sometimes 
be as simple a matter as looking 
up comparable pricing from 
non-related party transactions, but 
when dealing with proprietary 
goods and services or intangibles, 

arriving at an arm's length price 
can be a much more complicated 
matter.
The principle is set out in Article 9 
of the OECD Model Tax 
Convention and governs the prices 
at which transfers within a 
multinational company are set for 
the purposes of tax. 
Many countries use three types of 
methods: the comparable 
uncontrolled price method (CUP), 
the resale price method (RPM) and 
the cost plus method (C+) to 
detect TP. According to the OECD, 
these methods provide the most 
direct way to establish whether an 
transfer pricing has been used.
The most frequently advocated 
alternative is some kind of 
formulary apportionment that 
would split the entire profits of an 
MNE among all its subsidiaries, 
regardless of their location. But 
proponents of such alternatives not 
only have to show that their 
proposals are theoretically “better” 
but that they are capable of 
winning international agreement. 
Applying transfer pricing rules 
based on the arm’s length 
principle is not easy, even with the 
help of the OECD’s guidelines. It is 
not always possible – and certainly 
takes valuable time – to find 
comparable market transactions to 
set an acceptable transfer price. A 
computer chip subsidiary in a 
developing country might be the 
only one of its kind locally. But 
replacement systems suggested so 
far would be extremely complex to 
administer.
The National Board of Revenue 
(NBR) is the taxing authority and 
the tax laws have been introduced 
as: Section 107A to 107J of the 
Income Tax Ordinance, 1984 (the 
Ordinance) and Rule 70 to 75A of 
the Income Tax Rules, 1984. The 
transfer pricing regulations in 
Bangladesh have been made 

D

effective from 1 July 2014 by the 
Finance Act, 2014 and transfer 
pricing legislation prescribes the 
following methods for the 
determination of arm’s length 
price: (1) Comparable 
Uncontrolled Price Method (CUP), 
(2) Resale Price Method (RPM), (3) 
Cost Plus Method (CPM), (4) Profit 
Split Method (PSM), (5) 
Transactional Net Margin Method 
(TNMM), (6)Any other method.
Transfer  pricing officers (TPOs) will 
be appointed to audit and 
determine arm's length prices. A TP 
cell will coordinate efforts to build 
awareness and train stakeholders 
on TP, a mechanism practiced in 
around 70 countries, including 
India and Sri Lanka in South Asia. 
There will be a TP cell in NBR. It 
will also assist the tax policy wing 
of NBR to make TP administrative 
guidelines for taxmen, and 
establish contacts with tax 
authorities in other countries to 

exchange information on TP. The 
cell will also collect data and build 
database on the issue. But dealing 
with such transfer pricing issues is 
a big challenge and risk factor for 
NBR because of its complex 
nature, adding that with transfer 
pricing issue, many challenges 
emerged like limited resources, 
complexity, tax recovery rates 
varies, likely difficulties in 
obtaining information-access and 
quality issues, managing 
international relationship and the 
use of double taxation matters and 
building stocks of incomplete 
cases, etc.
Building and strengthening 
administrative capacity of NBR for 
optimizing management of 
transfer pricing program is very 
much needed. To meet the 
challenges, NBR needs to establish 
overall tax policy, determining the 
functions and responsibilities, 
devising the compliance strategy, 

establishing working relationship 
with stakeholders, preparing 
transfer pricing plan, set-up a 
dispute resolutions mechanism, 
secure the resources to implement 
the Transfer pricing plan, 
implement quality Assurance 
process, apply risk assessment to 
identify the audit risk and to 
conducts audit. 
A comprehensive knowledge of 
global business and arm’s length 
principle is important. With the 
help of that, NBR can formulate a 
system to implement AL and obtain 
appropriate revenue; otherwise the 
action may lead to bad impact on 
FDI.

The writer is a legal economist and can be 
reached at mssiddiqui2035@gmail.com
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Global TRADE

ue to globalization, the 
dramatic expansion of the 
international trade and the 
development of new business 
strategies converted the 
world into a large global 
market. In connection with 
that, companies have been 
using complex networks of 

subsidiaries and branches (e.g. 
permanent establishments) in order 
to proceed most of their 
operations. MNEs, as per the 
economic language, can be 
defined as a single firm operating 
under unified direction. In legal 
terms, they consist of many 
(sometimes thousands) of affiliates 
constituting a corporate group. 
Some estimates suggest that 30 
percent or more of world trade 
occurs between affiliates of the 
same global MNE group. In 
today’s globalised economy and 
technological integration, it is 
typical that production of 
components for an MNE’s products 
will occur in one country and final 
assembly of products will take 
place in another. Sales and 
marketing functions may well take 
place in local markets at a different 
destination, far removed from the 
place of production. 
Sometimes, related entities of a 
MNEs show artificially high prices 
for an imported product or service 
in an attempt to deflate profits and 
evade taxes. The practice is known 
as transfer mispricing, a way of 
price manipulation or fraudulence. 

MNEs can shift profits and 
minimize the tax burden in high 
tax countries by overpricing 
imports from foreign subsidiaries, 
or underpricing exports. This is 
usually leading to substantial 
losses in tax revenue for some 
countries.
Such transfers can be of 
intermediate goods, produced by 
one company within the 
multinational group and sold to 
another, or they can include a 
license or royalty fee paid for the 
right to produce and to use 
intellectual property owned by 
another part of the group.
Accordingly, companies and tax 
administrations have a lively 
interest in transfer pricing 
determinations related to all types 
of cross-border transactions. 
Moreover, the growth of 
international commerce has led 
more and more countries to have 
an active interest in transfer pricing 
as developing economies have 
become important participants in 
the international flow of goods and 
services and have accordingly 
found it necessary to protect their 
local tax bases with well enforced 
transfer pricing rules.
Arm´s length (AL) principle is the 
universal method used for tax 
purposes in order to allocate 
profits between related enterprises 
operating in different countries. 
The AL principle of transfer pricing 
states that the amount charged by 
one related party to another for a 
given product must be the same as 
if the parties were not related. An 
arm's-length price for a transaction 
is therefore what the price of that 
transaction would be on the open 
market. 
It has become a major tax issue 
either to legislators, tax authorities 
and taxpayers especially for MNEs. 
Bangladesh lost $1.4 billion a year 
between 2001 and 2010 due to 

illicit capital flight, according to a 
Washington-based Global 
Financial Integrity. A TP occurs 
when two related 
companies—such as a parent 
company and a subsidiary, or two 
subsidiaries controlled by a 
common parent—engage in 
international trade with each other 
for goods and services. According 
to a study of CPD, Bangladesh is 
the fourth among 29 countries that 
lost US$359 million in tax in 
2005-2007 period due to transfer 
mispricing.
To prevent profit shifting by 
manipulation of transfer prices, tax 
authorities typically apply the arm’s 
length principle (AL) in corporate 
taxation and use comparable 
market prices to ‘correctly’ assess 
the value of intra-company trade 
and royalty income of 
multinationals.
For commodities, determining the 
arm's-length price can sometimes 
be as simple a matter as looking 
up comparable pricing from 
non-related party transactions, but 
when dealing with proprietary 
goods and services or intangibles, 

arriving at an arm's length price 
can be a much more complicated 
matter.
The principle is set out in Article 9 
of the OECD Model Tax 
Convention and governs the prices 
at which transfers within a 
multinational company are set for 
the purposes of tax. 
Many countries use three types of 
methods: the comparable 
uncontrolled price method (CUP), 
the resale price method (RPM) and 
the cost plus method (C+) to 
detect TP. According to the OECD, 
these methods provide the most 
direct way to establish whether an 
transfer pricing has been used.
The most frequently advocated 
alternative is some kind of 
formulary apportionment that 
would split the entire profits of an 
MNE among all its subsidiaries, 
regardless of their location. But 
proponents of such alternatives not 
only have to show that their 
proposals are theoretically “better” 
but that they are capable of 
winning international agreement. 
Applying transfer pricing rules 
based on the arm’s length 
principle is not easy, even with the 
help of the OECD’s guidelines. It is 
not always possible – and certainly 
takes valuable time – to find 
comparable market transactions to 
set an acceptable transfer price. A 
computer chip subsidiary in a 
developing country might be the 
only one of its kind locally. But 
replacement systems suggested so 
far would be extremely complex to 
administer.
The National Board of Revenue 
(NBR) is the taxing authority and 
the tax laws have been introduced 
as: Section 107A to 107J of the 
Income Tax Ordinance, 1984 (the 
Ordinance) and Rule 70 to 75A of 
the Income Tax Rules, 1984. The 
transfer pricing regulations in 
Bangladesh have been made 

According to a study 
of CPD, Bangladesh 
is the fourth among 
29 countries that lost 
US$359 million in tax 
in 2005-2007 period 
due to transfer 
mispricing.

effective from 1 July 2014 by the 
Finance Act, 2014 and transfer 
pricing legislation prescribes the 
following methods for the 
determination of arm’s length 
price: (1) Comparable 
Uncontrolled Price Method (CUP), 
(2) Resale Price Method (RPM), (3) 
Cost Plus Method (CPM), (4) Profit 
Split Method (PSM), (5) 
Transactional Net Margin Method 
(TNMM), (6)Any other method.
Transfer  pricing officers (TPOs) will 
be appointed to audit and 
determine arm's length prices. A TP 
cell will coordinate efforts to build 
awareness and train stakeholders 
on TP, a mechanism practiced in 
around 70 countries, including 
India and Sri Lanka in South Asia. 
There will be a TP cell in NBR. It 
will also assist the tax policy wing 
of NBR to make TP administrative 
guidelines for taxmen, and 
establish contacts with tax 
authorities in other countries to 

exchange information on TP. The 
cell will also collect data and build 
database on the issue. But dealing 
with such transfer pricing issues is 
a big challenge and risk factor for 
NBR because of its complex 
nature, adding that with transfer 
pricing issue, many challenges 
emerged like limited resources, 
complexity, tax recovery rates 
varies, likely difficulties in 
obtaining information-access and 
quality issues, managing 
international relationship and the 
use of double taxation matters and 
building stocks of incomplete 
cases, etc.
Building and strengthening 
administrative capacity of NBR for 
optimizing management of 
transfer pricing program is very 
much needed. To meet the 
challenges, NBR needs to establish 
overall tax policy, determining the 
functions and responsibilities, 
devising the compliance strategy, 

establishing working relationship 
with stakeholders, preparing 
transfer pricing plan, set-up a 
dispute resolutions mechanism, 
secure the resources to implement 
the Transfer pricing plan, 
implement quality Assurance 
process, apply risk assessment to 
identify the audit risk and to 
conducts audit. 
A comprehensive knowledge of 
global business and arm’s length 
principle is important. With the 
help of that, NBR can formulate a 
system to implement AL and obtain 
appropriate revenue; otherwise the 
action may lead to bad impact on 
FDI.

The writer is a legal economist and can be 
reached at mssiddiqui2035@gmail.com
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Global TRADE

ue to globalization, the 
dramatic expansion of the 
international trade and the 
development of new business 
strategies converted the 
world into a large global 
market. In connection with 
that, companies have been 
using complex networks of 

subsidiaries and branches (e.g. 
permanent establishments) in order 
to proceed most of their 
operations. MNEs, as per the 
economic language, can be 
defined as a single firm operating 
under unified direction. In legal 
terms, they consist of many 
(sometimes thousands) of affiliates 
constituting a corporate group. 
Some estimates suggest that 30 
percent or more of world trade 
occurs between affiliates of the 
same global MNE group. In 
today’s globalised economy and 
technological integration, it is 
typical that production of 
components for an MNE’s products 
will occur in one country and final 
assembly of products will take 
place in another. Sales and 
marketing functions may well take 
place in local markets at a different 
destination, far removed from the 
place of production. 
Sometimes, related entities of a 
MNEs show artificially high prices 
for an imported product or service 
in an attempt to deflate profits and 
evade taxes. The practice is known 
as transfer mispricing, a way of 
price manipulation or fraudulence. 

MNEs can shift profits and 
minimize the tax burden in high 
tax countries by overpricing 
imports from foreign subsidiaries, 
or underpricing exports. This is 
usually leading to substantial 
losses in tax revenue for some 
countries.
Such transfers can be of 
intermediate goods, produced by 
one company within the 
multinational group and sold to 
another, or they can include a 
license or royalty fee paid for the 
right to produce and to use 
intellectual property owned by 
another part of the group.
Accordingly, companies and tax 
administrations have a lively 
interest in transfer pricing 
determinations related to all types 
of cross-border transactions. 
Moreover, the growth of 
international commerce has led 
more and more countries to have 
an active interest in transfer pricing 
as developing economies have 
become important participants in 
the international flow of goods and 
services and have accordingly 
found it necessary to protect their 
local tax bases with well enforced 
transfer pricing rules.
Arm´s length (AL) principle is the 
universal method used for tax 
purposes in order to allocate 
profits between related enterprises 
operating in different countries. 
The AL principle of transfer pricing 
states that the amount charged by 
one related party to another for a 
given product must be the same as 
if the parties were not related. An 
arm's-length price for a transaction 
is therefore what the price of that 
transaction would be on the open 
market. 
It has become a major tax issue 
either to legislators, tax authorities 
and taxpayers especially for MNEs. 
Bangladesh lost $1.4 billion a year 
between 2001 and 2010 due to 

illicit capital flight, according to a 
Washington-based Global 
Financial Integrity. A TP occurs 
when two related 
companies—such as a parent 
company and a subsidiary, or two 
subsidiaries controlled by a 
common parent—engage in 
international trade with each other 
for goods and services. According 
to a study of CPD, Bangladesh is 
the fourth among 29 countries that 
lost US$359 million in tax in 
2005-2007 period due to transfer 
mispricing.
To prevent profit shifting by 
manipulation of transfer prices, tax 
authorities typically apply the arm’s 
length principle (AL) in corporate 
taxation and use comparable 
market prices to ‘correctly’ assess 
the value of intra-company trade 
and royalty income of 
multinationals.
For commodities, determining the 
arm's-length price can sometimes 
be as simple a matter as looking 
up comparable pricing from 
non-related party transactions, but 
when dealing with proprietary 
goods and services or intangibles, 

arriving at an arm's length price 
can be a much more complicated 
matter.
The principle is set out in Article 9 
of the OECD Model Tax 
Convention and governs the prices 
at which transfers within a 
multinational company are set for 
the purposes of tax. 
Many countries use three types of 
methods: the comparable 
uncontrolled price method (CUP), 
the resale price method (RPM) and 
the cost plus method (C+) to 
detect TP. According to the OECD, 
these methods provide the most 
direct way to establish whether an 
transfer pricing has been used.
The most frequently advocated 
alternative is some kind of 
formulary apportionment that 
would split the entire profits of an 
MNE among all its subsidiaries, 
regardless of their location. But 
proponents of such alternatives not 
only have to show that their 
proposals are theoretically “better” 
but that they are capable of 
winning international agreement. 
Applying transfer pricing rules 
based on the arm’s length 
principle is not easy, even with the 
help of the OECD’s guidelines. It is 
not always possible – and certainly 
takes valuable time – to find 
comparable market transactions to 
set an acceptable transfer price. A 
computer chip subsidiary in a 
developing country might be the 
only one of its kind locally. But 
replacement systems suggested so 
far would be extremely complex to 
administer.
The National Board of Revenue 
(NBR) is the taxing authority and 
the tax laws have been introduced 
as: Section 107A to 107J of the 
Income Tax Ordinance, 1984 (the 
Ordinance) and Rule 70 to 75A of 
the Income Tax Rules, 1984. The 
transfer pricing regulations in 
Bangladesh have been made 

effective from 1 July 2014 by the 
Finance Act, 2014 and transfer 
pricing legislation prescribes the 
following methods for the 
determination of arm’s length 
price: (1) Comparable 
Uncontrolled Price Method (CUP), 
(2) Resale Price Method (RPM), (3) 
Cost Plus Method (CPM), (4) Profit 
Split Method (PSM), (5) 
Transactional Net Margin Method 
(TNMM), (6)Any other method.
Transfer  pricing officers (TPOs) will 
be appointed to audit and 
determine arm's length prices. A TP 
cell will coordinate efforts to build 
awareness and train stakeholders 
on TP, a mechanism practiced in 
around 70 countries, including 
India and Sri Lanka in South Asia. 
There will be a TP cell in NBR. It 
will also assist the tax policy wing 
of NBR to make TP administrative 
guidelines for taxmen, and 
establish contacts with tax 
authorities in other countries to 

exchange information on TP. The 
cell will also collect data and build 
database on the issue. But dealing 
with such transfer pricing issues is 
a big challenge and risk factor for 
NBR because of its complex 
nature, adding that with transfer 
pricing issue, many challenges 
emerged like limited resources, 
complexity, tax recovery rates 
varies, likely difficulties in 
obtaining information-access and 
quality issues, managing 
international relationship and the 
use of double taxation matters and 
building stocks of incomplete 
cases, etc.
Building and strengthening 
administrative capacity of NBR for 
optimizing management of 
transfer pricing program is very 
much needed. To meet the 
challenges, NBR needs to establish 
overall tax policy, determining the 
functions and responsibilities, 
devising the compliance strategy, 

establishing working relationship 
with stakeholders, preparing 
transfer pricing plan, set-up a 
dispute resolutions mechanism, 
secure the resources to implement 
the Transfer pricing plan, 
implement quality Assurance 
process, apply risk assessment to 
identify the audit risk and to 
conducts audit. 
A comprehensive knowledge of 
global business and arm’s length 
principle is important. With the 
help of that, NBR can formulate a 
system to implement AL and obtain 
appropriate revenue; otherwise the 
action may lead to bad impact on 
FDI.

The writer is a legal economist and can be 
reached at mssiddiqui2035@gmail.com
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Human Resource MANAGEMENT

HR at the Cross Roads: 
Meeting the 21st
Century Challenges

In 21st century, companies and 
organizations in the Asia Pacific region 
are in big threats to establish the 
competitive Human Resources for 
meeting the global standards. Thanks to 
the diverse culture of the region, 
ectogenous HR practices are observed 
among the countries, putting the whole 
process of human resource 
management in question: whether the 

department is performing in 
alignment with the 
organizations’ strategic direction.
Due to the rapid globalization of 
economy and recession, wide 
number of organizations have 
focused on short-term 
achievements lead by a 
theoretically survival spirit. Cost 
containment, reducing and 

freezing most of human 
resources development 
projects and investments 
has become the new 
normal of many HR 
departments that just a 
few years ago, were 
investing like crazy in 
talent retention. That 
theoretically correct 
survival spirit has now 
placed Human Resources 
in front of an enormous 
crossroads never seen 
before.
The reality – as exposed by 
a new study from Cloud 
Computing firm 
SuccessFactors and 
Accenture – is that 80% of 
organizations admit that 
they are "not doing their 
best" to communicate 
strategy through the 
organization. In the current 
climate of economic 
uncertainty and intensified 
commercial competition, 
that's an unacceptable 
state of affairs.
Considering the above 
circumstances on the 
present HR state, Asia 
Pacific Federation of 
Human resource 

Management (APFHRM) has taken some 
initiatives to find alternatives for facing the 
challenges and overcome the threats. During the 
board meeting in Tokyo, APFHRM board 
members had a long discussion and identified 
few initiatives as detailed below.

 1. REINFORCE HR BEST PRACTICES
Although most organizations are fighting with 
establishing the best HR practices within their 
organizations, they sometimes drive to the 
backward, focusing on the short term and quick 
outcome. As revealed by the same study quoted 
above, “the HR function should be at the heart of 
strategy execution, and is often the owner of 
processes and systems, which will determine the 
success of strategy execution. Historically, HR has 
rarely fulfilled its potential in this regard. This is 
because it hasn’t had the tools at its disposal. 
What marks out this moment in time as a special 
opportunity is the technology now exists to 
enable HR to deliver on its business critical role.”
Dr. József Poor, a renowned professor of 
Management from Saint Stephen University, 
Hungary, stated something interesting in his 
lecture called "HR at Crossroads - Focus 
Central Eastern Europe", in a seminar 
organized on 19 June 2013 by the University 
College Nikola Subic Zrinski and Bennett 
Business School from London. It enumerates 
that if organizations want to keep young 
people in a workplace, they have to have 
something to offer. “Paying them is not enough; 
they should have an interesting, exciting job, 
new technology". New generations of 
technology represent a special challenge for 
SMEs, because, as he concludes: "... not 
everyone has sufficient funds for a fancy jobs". 
The professor states that, in order to compete 
with powerful international companies small 
and medium enterprises, government needs to 
assist them in any way possible. Globalization 
requires completely new working conditions 
when a briefcase, laptop computer and mobile 
phone become the office.
So, HR people must rethink about reinforcement 
of their HR best practices in order to be able to 
cope up with the present rapid globalization 
situation.
Keeping above situations in the mind, APFHRM is 
going to introduce a best practice booklet for the 
regional HR community.

 2. DEVELOP HR 
COMPETENCY MODEL 
AND FIT HR PEOPLE IN 
IT
David Cohen wrote on a 
newspaper called “For 
Workplace News” that HR 
should nowadays do the 
followings in order to 
save the department from 
the potential damage at 
the crossroads:
1. Work on the line and 

know their 
environment from 
inside out.

2. Learn how to read a 
profit-and-loss-sheet 
to understand the 
ramifications of the 
financial issues. 

3. Know own strategic 
plan from inside out 
and link everything 
they do to it. If there’s 
no link then not to do 
it.

4. Ask more questions.
5. Attend more 

conferences with their 
business leaders to 
know more about the 
industry they operate 
in

6. Drop comparisons to 
others and work to be 
the best they can be 
within their 
environment and 
according to the 
strategic plan to build 
unique internal 
support systems

7. Stop outsourcing jobs 
like recruitment, 
selection, leadership 
development and 
anything that you may 
help the HR people 
make the company 
successful

8. Trust their intuition, 

based on the strength 
of knowing both the 
business and the 
people

9. Drop the PowerPoint 
presentations and 
speak to the issues

Based on the findings 
and recommendations, 
developing a global HR 
competency model has 
become an emerging 
issue. APFHRM has 
initiated in developing 
such a model that can be 
adopted mostly by the 
Asia Pacific region and 
the other part of the 
world if it fits with them.
An example of a 
suggested competency 
model can be brought 
from the Dave Ulrich 
model of HR 
competencies.  An outline 
of such prescribed model 
is given below:
Computers are excellent 
at crunching numbers. 
They are not so good at 
interpreting or putting a 
name on the numbers.  
These tasks were left to 
mere mortals, and posed 
a significant challenge. 
The data suggested that 
we focus not just on the 
knowledge and ability of 
the HR professional, but 
on what the HR 
professional becomes 
through the use of that 
knowledge and ability.  
Hence, the six domains 
sound almost like the 
roles played by a fully 
competent HR 
professional. For 
example, in the past we 
referred to the domain 
regarding knowledge of 
the business simply as 

Business Knowledge because an HR professional 
needs to have business knowledge. This time, we 
chose to call this domain Business Ally because an HR 
professional needs to become a business ally by using 
his or her knowledge of the business. We see HR 
professionals as needing to know, but more 
importantly, needing to act on what they know.

Here, then, is a pictorial view of the six competency 
domains from Round 5 of the HR Competency 
Study:

By Md. Musharrof Hossain
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Human Resource MANAGEMENT

In 21st century, companies and 
organizations in the Asia Pacific region 
are in big threats to establish the 
competitive Human Resources for 
meeting the global standards. Thanks to 
the diverse culture of the region, 
ectogenous HR practices are observed 
among the countries, putting the whole 
process of human resource 
management in question: whether the 

department is performing in 
alignment with the 
organizations’ strategic direction.
Due to the rapid globalization of 
economy and recession, wide 
number of organizations have 
focused on short-term 
achievements lead by a 
theoretically survival spirit. Cost 
containment, reducing and 

freezing most of human 
resources development 
projects and investments 
has become the new 
normal of many HR 
departments that just a 
few years ago, were 
investing like crazy in 
talent retention. That 
theoretically correct 
survival spirit has now 
placed Human Resources 
in front of an enormous 
crossroads never seen 
before.
The reality – as exposed by 
a new study from Cloud 
Computing firm 
SuccessFactors and 
Accenture – is that 80% of 
organizations admit that 
they are "not doing their 
best" to communicate 
strategy through the 
organization. In the current 
climate of economic 
uncertainty and intensified 
commercial competition, 
that's an unacceptable 
state of affairs.
Considering the above 
circumstances on the 
present HR state, Asia 
Pacific Federation of 
Human resource 

Management (APFHRM) has taken some 
initiatives to find alternatives for facing the 
challenges and overcome the threats. During the 
board meeting in Tokyo, APFHRM board 
members had a long discussion and identified 
few initiatives as detailed below.

 1. REINFORCE HR BEST PRACTICES
Although most organizations are fighting with 
establishing the best HR practices within their 
organizations, they sometimes drive to the 
backward, focusing on the short term and quick 
outcome. As revealed by the same study quoted 
above, “the HR function should be at the heart of 
strategy execution, and is often the owner of 
processes and systems, which will determine the 
success of strategy execution. Historically, HR has 
rarely fulfilled its potential in this regard. This is 
because it hasn’t had the tools at its disposal. 
What marks out this moment in time as a special 
opportunity is the technology now exists to 
enable HR to deliver on its business critical role.”
Dr. József Poor, a renowned professor of 
Management from Saint Stephen University, 
Hungary, stated something interesting in his 
lecture called "HR at Crossroads - Focus 
Central Eastern Europe", in a seminar 
organized on 19 June 2013 by the University 
College Nikola Subic Zrinski and Bennett 
Business School from London. It enumerates 
that if organizations want to keep young 
people in a workplace, they have to have 
something to offer. “Paying them is not enough; 
they should have an interesting, exciting job, 
new technology". New generations of 
technology represent a special challenge for 
SMEs, because, as he concludes: "... not 
everyone has sufficient funds for a fancy jobs". 
The professor states that, in order to compete 
with powerful international companies small 
and medium enterprises, government needs to 
assist them in any way possible. Globalization 
requires completely new working conditions 
when a briefcase, laptop computer and mobile 
phone become the office.
So, HR people must rethink about reinforcement 
of their HR best practices in order to be able to 
cope up with the present rapid globalization 
situation.
Keeping above situations in the mind, APFHRM is 
going to introduce a best practice booklet for the 
regional HR community.

 2. DEVELOP HR 
COMPETENCY MODEL 
AND FIT HR PEOPLE IN 
IT
David Cohen wrote on a 
newspaper called “For 
Workplace News” that HR 
should nowadays do the 
followings in order to 
save the department from 
the potential damage at 
the crossroads:
1. Work on the line and 

know their 
environment from 
inside out.

2. Learn how to read a 
profit-and-loss-sheet 
to understand the 
ramifications of the 
financial issues. 

3. Know own strategic 
plan from inside out 
and link everything 
they do to it. If there’s 
no link then not to do 
it.

4. Ask more questions.
5. Attend more 

conferences with their 
business leaders to 
know more about the 
industry they operate 
in

6. Drop comparisons to 
others and work to be 
the best they can be 
within their 
environment and 
according to the 
strategic plan to build 
unique internal 
support systems

7. Stop outsourcing jobs 
like recruitment, 
selection, leadership 
development and 
anything that you may 
help the HR people 
make the company 
successful

8. Trust their intuition, 

based on the strength 
of knowing both the 
business and the 
people

9. Drop the PowerPoint 
presentations and 
speak to the issues

Based on the findings 
and recommendations, 
developing a global HR 
competency model has 
become an emerging 
issue. APFHRM has 
initiated in developing 
such a model that can be 
adopted mostly by the 
Asia Pacific region and 
the other part of the 
world if it fits with them.
An example of a 
suggested competency 
model can be brought 
from the Dave Ulrich 
model of HR 
competencies.  An outline 
of such prescribed model 
is given below:
Computers are excellent 
at crunching numbers. 
They are not so good at 
interpreting or putting a 
name on the numbers.  
These tasks were left to 
mere mortals, and posed 
a significant challenge. 
The data suggested that 
we focus not just on the 
knowledge and ability of 
the HR professional, but 
on what the HR 
professional becomes 
through the use of that 
knowledge and ability.  
Hence, the six domains 
sound almost like the 
roles played by a fully 
competent HR 
professional. For 
example, in the past we 
referred to the domain 
regarding knowledge of 
the business simply as 

Business Knowledge because an HR professional 
needs to have business knowledge. This time, we 
chose to call this domain Business Ally because an HR 
professional needs to become a business ally by using 
his or her knowledge of the business. We see HR 
professionals as needing to know, but more 
importantly, needing to act on what they know.

Here, then, is a pictorial view of the six competency 
domains from Round 5 of the HR Competency 
Study:

“Paying them is not 
enough; they should 
have an interesting, 
exciting job, new 
technology"
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In 21st century, companies and 
organizations in the Asia Pacific region 
are in big threats to establish the 
competitive Human Resources for 
meeting the global standards. Thanks to 
the diverse culture of the region, 
ectogenous HR practices are observed 
among the countries, putting the whole 
process of human resource 
management in question: whether the 

department is performing in 
alignment with the 
organizations’ strategic direction.
Due to the rapid globalization of 
economy and recession, wide 
number of organizations have 
focused on short-term 
achievements lead by a 
theoretically survival spirit. Cost 
containment, reducing and 

freezing most of human 
resources development 
projects and investments 
has become the new 
normal of many HR 
departments that just a 
few years ago, were 
investing like crazy in 
talent retention. That 
theoretically correct 
survival spirit has now 
placed Human Resources 
in front of an enormous 
crossroads never seen 
before.
The reality – as exposed by 
a new study from Cloud 
Computing firm 
SuccessFactors and 
Accenture – is that 80% of 
organizations admit that 
they are "not doing their 
best" to communicate 
strategy through the 
organization. In the current 
climate of economic 
uncertainty and intensified 
commercial competition, 
that's an unacceptable 
state of affairs.
Considering the above 
circumstances on the 
present HR state, Asia 
Pacific Federation of 
Human resource 

Management (APFHRM) has taken some 
initiatives to find alternatives for facing the 
challenges and overcome the threats. During the 
board meeting in Tokyo, APFHRM board 
members had a long discussion and identified 
few initiatives as detailed below.

 1. REINFORCE HR BEST PRACTICES
Although most organizations are fighting with 
establishing the best HR practices within their 
organizations, they sometimes drive to the 
backward, focusing on the short term and quick 
outcome. As revealed by the same study quoted 
above, “the HR function should be at the heart of 
strategy execution, and is often the owner of 
processes and systems, which will determine the 
success of strategy execution. Historically, HR has 
rarely fulfilled its potential in this regard. This is 
because it hasn’t had the tools at its disposal. 
What marks out this moment in time as a special 
opportunity is the technology now exists to 
enable HR to deliver on its business critical role.”
Dr. József Poor, a renowned professor of 
Management from Saint Stephen University, 
Hungary, stated something interesting in his 
lecture called "HR at Crossroads - Focus 
Central Eastern Europe", in a seminar 
organized on 19 June 2013 by the University 
College Nikola Subic Zrinski and Bennett 
Business School from London. It enumerates 
that if organizations want to keep young 
people in a workplace, they have to have 
something to offer. “Paying them is not enough; 
they should have an interesting, exciting job, 
new technology". New generations of 
technology represent a special challenge for 
SMEs, because, as he concludes: "... not 
everyone has sufficient funds for a fancy jobs". 
The professor states that, in order to compete 
with powerful international companies small 
and medium enterprises, government needs to 
assist them in any way possible. Globalization 
requires completely new working conditions 
when a briefcase, laptop computer and mobile 
phone become the office.
So, HR people must rethink about reinforcement 
of their HR best practices in order to be able to 
cope up with the present rapid globalization 
situation.
Keeping above situations in the mind, APFHRM is 
going to introduce a best practice booklet for the 
regional HR community.

This competency model will be shared and adopted 
by the regional HR professionals in order to be as 
competitive as required by the global standards.
With the active role of APFHRM that gathered HR 
leaders from around the countries of Asia Pacific we 
believe we can meet the challenges of this 21st 
century and save our organizations proving HR as its 
best strategic partner. HR people are the best capital 
of the organization.

(The writer is the   President of Asia Pacific Federation of Human 
Resources Management, President of Bangladesh Society for Human 
Resources Management and  Head, Human Resources Management 
– ICDDR, B)

 2. DEVELOP HR 
COMPETENCY MODEL 
AND FIT HR PEOPLE IN 
IT
David Cohen wrote on a 
newspaper called “For 
Workplace News” that HR 
should nowadays do the 
followings in order to 
save the department from 
the potential damage at 
the crossroads:
1. Work on the line and 

know their 
environment from 
inside out.

2. Learn how to read a 
profit-and-loss-sheet 
to understand the 
ramifications of the 
financial issues. 

3. Know own strategic 
plan from inside out 
and link everything 
they do to it. If there’s 
no link then not to do 
it.

4. Ask more questions.
5. Attend more 

conferences with their 
business leaders to 
know more about the 
industry they operate 
in

6. Drop comparisons to 
others and work to be 
the best they can be 
within their 
environment and 
according to the 
strategic plan to build 
unique internal 
support systems

7. Stop outsourcing jobs 
like recruitment, 
selection, leadership 
development and 
anything that you may 
help the HR people 
make the company 
successful

8. Trust their intuition, 

based on the strength 
of knowing both the 
business and the 
people

9. Drop the PowerPoint 
presentations and 
speak to the issues

Based on the findings 
and recommendations, 
developing a global HR 
competency model has 
become an emerging 
issue. APFHRM has 
initiated in developing 
such a model that can be 
adopted mostly by the 
Asia Pacific region and 
the other part of the 
world if it fits with them.
An example of a 
suggested competency 
model can be brought 
from the Dave Ulrich 
model of HR 
competencies.  An outline 
of such prescribed model 
is given below:
Computers are excellent 
at crunching numbers. 
They are not so good at 
interpreting or putting a 
name on the numbers.  
These tasks were left to 
mere mortals, and posed 
a significant challenge. 
The data suggested that 
we focus not just on the 
knowledge and ability of 
the HR professional, but 
on what the HR 
professional becomes 
through the use of that 
knowledge and ability.  
Hence, the six domains 
sound almost like the 
roles played by a fully 
competent HR 
professional. For 
example, in the past we 
referred to the domain 
regarding knowledge of 
the business simply as 

Business Knowledge because an HR professional 
needs to have business knowledge. This time, we 
chose to call this domain Business Ally because an HR 
professional needs to become a business ally by using 
his or her knowledge of the business. We see HR 
professionals as needing to know, but more 
importantly, needing to act on what they know.

Here, then, is a pictorial view of the six competency 
domains from Round 5 of the HR Competency 
Study:
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Saving the ENVIRONMENT

PLASTIC HAZARD:
A GLOBAL CONCERN

Plastic bags (popularly known as shopping bags) are in use by 
consumers worldwide since 1960’s. Production of plastic bags in 
the US and Europe dates back to 1950s. The convenience of 
carrying many things in a plastic bag has made it popular among 
all classes of people. In addition, reuse for trash or storage is 
common worldwide. Modern plastic shopping bags are recyclable 
or biodegradable to a certain extent. Traditional plastic bags are 
usually made from polythene, which consists of ethylene 
monomers. Ethylene is derived from natural gas and petroleum. 

Polythene (PE) used in most 
plastic bags is either of low- 
density (waxy flexible plastic) or 
high density (rigid more 
crystalline form) or polyethylene.
Polythene, a very popular usable 
wrapping material and easy to 
handle for its carrying strength, 
is used throughout the world 
was discovered accidentally by a 
German scientist in 19th century. 
Polythene innovation in the form 
of we know now, occurred in 
1933. Initially it was used for the 
telephone cables. In 1950, 
British supermarkets started 
using it as shopping bags.  
Annual global production 
worldwide today is around 80 
million tons.  Disposal of plastic 
bags creates environmental 
problem.  It takes hundreds of 
years for polythene to rot to 
nothing. Today’s global 
headache about reduction of 
any form of pollution to save 
nature as a whole or at least 
delaying its effect on climate 
change also includes treating 
polythene waste in a proper 
way.  
If available statistics are the be 
believed, by 2050, there will be 
about 40 billion tons of plastic 
on earth – enough to wrap the 
planet 6 times over. This non – 
biodegradable disposal material 

has however begun to seriously 
pollute oceans across the globe.  
Miniscule plastic pieces have a 
structure that due to their small 
size, concentrate contaminants 
like sponges along with other 
chemical pollutants.  A lack of 
waste collection points out at 
ports, has severely hampered 
attempts at marine plastic 
recycling. So the noxious 
material is often not collected 
and simply thrown back into the 
sea. Even when this petroleum – 
based waste is removed from 
the ocean, it tends to end up in 
a dump or incinerated, which 
causes emissions that are 
harmful to the environment or 
resulted in land waste. Plastic 
bags are pollutant, which maim 
birds and annihilate vast 
number of seals, turtles and 
whales. Plastic damage affects 
the sea and the wildlife therein. 
95 % plastic packaging worth 
$80 -$120 billion a year is lost 
after one single use. World must 
slash leaking of plastics into 
nature, especially oceans and 
find alternatives to crude oil and 
natural gas as the raw materials 
of plastic   production.  At least 
8 million tones of plastics find 
their way into the ocean – equal 
to one garbage truck full every 
minute. If no action is taken, it 

may increase to 2 minutes by 
2030 and 4 per minute by 
2050. It is estimated with 
packaging represent the largest 
share of the pollution. If it goes 
on in this way, It is predicted 
plastic will outweigh fish in 
oceans by 2050, unless world 
takes drastic action to recycle 
material. Available research 
estimates there are more than 
150 million tons in the ocean 
today. If the present scenario 
goes on, it is expected to contain 
one ton of plastic for every three 
tons of fish by 2025 and by 
2050, more plastics than fish.  
That is why everyone should 
work together to reduce this 
polythene epidemic. In a bid to 
do so, change in the use of 
plastic packaging needs 
co-operation worldwide among 
consumers goods companies, 
plastic producing companies, 
business involved in collection, 
cities, policymakers and all other 
related organizations.
In Arctic ice, micro plastics 
(particularly fibers of rayon) are 
found. Interesting to know a   
single cigarette butt contains 
about 10,000 rayon fibers.  
Micro plastic is finger – nail size 
pieces that   can be   eaten by 
seals, dolphins and other 
marine life.  Plastic also acts as 
a sponge for DDT and other 
toxins. With polar ice melting, 
more than 1 trillion bits of micro 
plastic would enter marine 
environment in the next 10 years 
from the Arctic alone. The plastic 
will wind up on some beach or 
the bottom of the sea.  A lot of it 
will pass through plankton, fish 
and sea birds. It will biologically 
cycle as being caught up in the 
sedimentary cycle, on a global 
scale. 
The materials ultimately will 
work up in the food chain. 
Findings of the Journal of 
Science, 2015 suggest tens and 
thousands of animals, including 
endangered marine mammals, 

sea birds and sea turtles, 
already had encountered marine 
plastic.  One in four fish 
consumed by humans are likely 
to contain plastic debris. 
Prediction is by 2025 the 
amount of plastic waste 
available to enter the oceans will 
double. Thus, ocean plastic 
pollution could be doubled in a 
decade. But there are solutions 
as well, if the scientists work 
hard and concerted effort is 
sincerely given globally. 
Researchers must take 
advantage of the cleaning 
knowledge. Today most plastic 
trash comes from China, India 
and other countries experiencing 
rapid economic growth. 
Plastic pollution also is caused 
by natural disasters like 
hurricane and cyclone. The 
pollution also happens due to 
fishing gears used in human 
food collection activities. 
Bangladesh had bitter 
experience of having the “Great 
Bhola Cyclone” in Bay of Bengal 

in 1970, which had casualty of 
3,00,000; and floods of 1988 
and 1998 are also calamities 
that caused mass inundation. 
Environmental Protection Agency 
concluded plastic garbage being 
responsible   for submerging the 
vast area of   the country by 
blocking the country’s total 
drainage system. This led 
Bangladesh Environmental 
ministry to ban the use of plastic 
bags from January 1, 2002 in 
Bangladesh. We are already 
aware of the fact that plastic 
bags are terrible for living 
environment. They choke 
wildlife, do not breakdown in 
landfills or in oceans; they also 
add to demand for our oil.  The 
volume of oil used every year in 
the production of plastics 
equates to approximately 5% of 
the world’s total oil production. 
It is also found that inks and 
colorants used on some bags 
contain lead, a toxin.  100 
billion polybags, thrown after 
use, is equivalent to dumping 

nearly 12 million barrels of oil.
Recently Plastic Packaging 
industry is moving towards 
completely bio-based products. 
Estimated global market for 
packaging is approximately 500 
billion Euros. Chinese and 
Indian markets are growing 
rapidly. At present, bio-based 
plastics accounts for only 1% 
global plastic production. 
According to life cycle analysis, 
Carbon di- oxide emission from 
bio-based plastics can be as 
much as 70% lower than oil- 
based plastics.   
VTT Technical research Centre of 
Finland has developed a 
technique that enables the 
production of PGA monomer 
glycolic acid from bio-based 
material to significantly improve 
the quality of bio-based plastic 
packaging. This new generation 
will reduce dependence on oil. 
Bio-based PGA plastic has 
excellent barrier properties, too. 
It is strong, heat resistant, 
airtight, vapor proof and grease 
resistant. It is 20% -30% stronger 
than PLA –the most popular 
biodegradable plastic on the 
market, which can withstand 20 
degree Celsius temperature 
higher. It breaks down more 
quickly than PLA and its 
biodegradability can be 
regulated, if necessary. 
BIOTECH solutions offer greener 
plastic waste recovery. By using 
bacteria to breakdown plastics, 
scientists hope to reduce 
environmental damage. The 
new biotech process, developed 
by EU-funded BIOCLEAN 
project, will mitigate the effects 
of plastic pollution in sensitive 
environment, help the plastic 
sector achieve production 
efficiencies and provide recovery 
and recycling experts with 
guidance on the most effective 
options for breaking down 
different plastics. The project 
began by isolating and selecting 
microbes from plastic wastes 

lifted from the sea, landfills, 
composting facilities, anaerobic 
waste treatment plants and 
contaminated industrial sites. 
Bacteria and fungi were then 
assessed and those shown to be 
effective breaking down, 
detoxifying and valorizing plastic 
waste were isolated.
BIOCLEAN found biotech 
solutions to effectively and 
sustainably disposing of plastic 
waste are feasible. A community 
of bacteria species   Ideonellia  
sakaiensis was found by 
Japanese  researchers in Kyoto 
Institute of  Technology  and 
Keio University, was  responsible 
for  breaking  down a thin film 
of PET (Polyethylene 
terephthalate ), commonly found 
in disposable water bottles, in 6 
week, if kept at a temperature of 
29 degree Centigrade.  PET 
makes up nearly one sixth of the 
world’s annual plastic 
production. WEF (World 
Economic Forum) reports just 
over half of this is recycled and 
far less is being used. It is not 
immediately   clear though 
whether the discovery will help 
keep plastics out of the ocean or 
become an alternative for 

landfill.
In an effort to save the 
environment and lessen the 
plastic waste hazard, various 
attempts have been taken by 
different governments 
throughout the world. Few spots 
have plastic bags but have 
imposed taxes on their use just 
to discourage over- production. 
USA, England, Mexico, India, 
Myanmar, Bangladesh, Rwanda, 
Australia banned plastic bags by 
legislation. Polythene bags being 
banned in Dhaka, Bangladesh is 
of 20-micron wafer-thin variety. 
That has come under prohibition 
order. Less than 55 micron was 
discouraged.  By banning 
production, sale and use of 
polythene bags government had 
to face the unemployment 
problem of polythene factories 
workers. Government of 
Bangladesh   planned an 
alternative of using jute bags. 
In that course to absorb jobless 
workers, jute and textile sectors 
were supposed to be organized. 
Ban was imposed in Dhaka, to 
save the city from imminent 
environmental disaster of water 
logging and flood since 1st 
January 2002. An average 

household in Dhaka uses at 
least 4 bags a day.  Dhaka 
residents dispose everyday 
nearly 10 million bags. Though 
legislation was done in 2002, 
unfortunately its positive is result 
yet to be seen in 2016. 
Bangladesh government banned 
polythene bags in line with the 
Bangladesh Environment 
Conservation Act 1995.  
Environmentalists   opine that 
without tougher legislation, it will 
be difficult for the government to 
attain any success in its fight 
against polythene users or 
producers.  Public welcomed 
government decision, but 
environmental groups are 
doubtful how far the government 
will go to implement the 
decision.  Environment ministry 
launched massive publicity 
campaign to raise awareness 
among the people.  Many 
voluntary organizations and 
NGOs also participated in those 
campaigns.
Government decided to propose 
a bill in the parliament as well. 
Before carrying out the 
legislation government must 
assure Supply of convenient and 
low cost substitutes for polythene 

bags. To fulfill the banning 
program, there is urgent need 
for rapid capacity building for 
manufacturing and marketing 
paper bags, jute bags, or 
carry–easy wrapping or 
container materials of   different 
cheap sorts.  Between the 
announcement of the ban by the 
government and its 
implementation, the time period 
should be minimal. MOEF 
(Ministry of Environment and 
Forest) suggests that before 
implementing the ban 
government must ensure these: 
(1) The legal aspect of the 
proposed ban must be checked 
out thoroughly 
(2) Importing paper bags and 
clothes on temporary basis till 
domestic jute and textile can 
ensure adequate supply of 
carrying bags
 (3) Unemployed polythene 
workers can be recruited in jute 
and textile sectors.Unfortunately 
plastic bags are still in use after 
14 years of ban in Bangladesh. 
Surprisingly the proliferation of 
plastic products occurred after 
ban. More than 9 million bags 

are dumped daily in the city. 
About 10% are made to rubbish 
bins; others block the drains and 
sewers, even small water bodies 
like canals. Members of 
Bangladesh Save the 
environment movement blame 
government for 
non-enforcement of law in a 
proper way. Collection of fines 
or imprisonment to the culprits 
(Industrialists, producers, shop 
keepers) as spelled out in 
legislation are not being done, 
as well as not providing cheap 
alternatives for polythene bags 
by the government. As 
implementation of steep fine 
and 6 months imprisonment are 
not a regular process, people do 
not bother or care. 
People are too selfish and object 
to banning, based solely on their 
interest of business or in other 
words making money at the cost 
of environment.  To make the 
banning process successful for 
the Bangladesh government, 
people of all sections must give 
top priority to the moral values 
of not practicing corruption in 
any field, so that they have to 

regret later for ruining their 
coming generations’ future by 
destroying world’s environment. 
To keep the environment clean, 
government and public must 
work hand in hand, to ensure a 
safe and brighter future for our 
next generation. 
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Plastic bags (popularly known as shopping bags) are in use by 
consumers worldwide since 1960’s. Production of plastic bags in 
the US and Europe dates back to 1950s. The convenience of 
carrying many things in a plastic bag has made it popular among 
all classes of people. In addition, reuse for trash or storage is 
common worldwide. Modern plastic shopping bags are recyclable 
or biodegradable to a certain extent. Traditional plastic bags are 
usually made from polythene, which consists of ethylene 
monomers. Ethylene is derived from natural gas and petroleum. 

Polythene (PE) used in most 
plastic bags is either of low- 
density (waxy flexible plastic) or 
high density (rigid more 
crystalline form) or polyethylene.
Polythene, a very popular usable 
wrapping material and easy to 
handle for its carrying strength, 
is used throughout the world 
was discovered accidentally by a 
German scientist in 19th century. 
Polythene innovation in the form 
of we know now, occurred in 
1933. Initially it was used for the 
telephone cables. In 1950, 
British supermarkets started 
using it as shopping bags.  
Annual global production 
worldwide today is around 80 
million tons.  Disposal of plastic 
bags creates environmental 
problem.  It takes hundreds of 
years for polythene to rot to 
nothing. Today’s global 
headache about reduction of 
any form of pollution to save 
nature as a whole or at least 
delaying its effect on climate 
change also includes treating 
polythene waste in a proper 
way.  
If available statistics are the be 
believed, by 2050, there will be 
about 40 billion tons of plastic 
on earth – enough to wrap the 
planet 6 times over. This non – 
biodegradable disposal material 

has however begun to seriously 
pollute oceans across the globe.  
Miniscule plastic pieces have a 
structure that due to their small 
size, concentrate contaminants 
like sponges along with other 
chemical pollutants.  A lack of 
waste collection points out at 
ports, has severely hampered 
attempts at marine plastic 
recycling. So the noxious 
material is often not collected 
and simply thrown back into the 
sea. Even when this petroleum – 
based waste is removed from 
the ocean, it tends to end up in 
a dump or incinerated, which 
causes emissions that are 
harmful to the environment or 
resulted in land waste. Plastic 
bags are pollutant, which maim 
birds and annihilate vast 
number of seals, turtles and 
whales. Plastic damage affects 
the sea and the wildlife therein. 
95 % plastic packaging worth 
$80 -$120 billion a year is lost 
after one single use. World must 
slash leaking of plastics into 
nature, especially oceans and 
find alternatives to crude oil and 
natural gas as the raw materials 
of plastic   production.  At least 
8 million tones of plastics find 
their way into the ocean – equal 
to one garbage truck full every 
minute. If no action is taken, it 

may increase to 2 minutes by 
2030 and 4 per minute by 
2050. It is estimated with 
packaging represent the largest 
share of the pollution. If it goes 
on in this way, It is predicted 
plastic will outweigh fish in 
oceans by 2050, unless world 
takes drastic action to recycle 
material. Available research 
estimates there are more than 
150 million tons in the ocean 
today. If the present scenario 
goes on, it is expected to contain 
one ton of plastic for every three 
tons of fish by 2025 and by 
2050, more plastics than fish.  
That is why everyone should 
work together to reduce this 
polythene epidemic. In a bid to 
do so, change in the use of 
plastic packaging needs 
co-operation worldwide among 
consumers goods companies, 
plastic producing companies, 
business involved in collection, 
cities, policymakers and all other 
related organizations.
In Arctic ice, micro plastics 
(particularly fibers of rayon) are 
found. Interesting to know a   
single cigarette butt contains 
about 10,000 rayon fibers.  
Micro plastic is finger – nail size 
pieces that   can be   eaten by 
seals, dolphins and other 
marine life.  Plastic also acts as 
a sponge for DDT and other 
toxins. With polar ice melting, 
more than 1 trillion bits of micro 
plastic would enter marine 
environment in the next 10 years 
from the Arctic alone. The plastic 
will wind up on some beach or 
the bottom of the sea.  A lot of it 
will pass through plankton, fish 
and sea birds. It will biologically 
cycle as being caught up in the 
sedimentary cycle, on a global 
scale. 
The materials ultimately will 
work up in the food chain. 
Findings of the Journal of 
Science, 2015 suggest tens and 
thousands of animals, including 
endangered marine mammals, 

sea birds and sea turtles, 
already had encountered marine 
plastic.  One in four fish 
consumed by humans are likely 
to contain plastic debris. 
Prediction is by 2025 the 
amount of plastic waste 
available to enter the oceans will 
double. Thus, ocean plastic 
pollution could be doubled in a 
decade. But there are solutions 
as well, if the scientists work 
hard and concerted effort is 
sincerely given globally. 
Researchers must take 
advantage of the cleaning 
knowledge. Today most plastic 
trash comes from China, India 
and other countries experiencing 
rapid economic growth. 
Plastic pollution also is caused 
by natural disasters like 
hurricane and cyclone. The 
pollution also happens due to 
fishing gears used in human 
food collection activities. 
Bangladesh had bitter 
experience of having the “Great 
Bhola Cyclone” in Bay of Bengal 

in 1970, which had casualty of 
3,00,000; and floods of 1988 
and 1998 are also calamities 
that caused mass inundation. 
Environmental Protection Agency 
concluded plastic garbage being 
responsible   for submerging the 
vast area of   the country by 
blocking the country’s total 
drainage system. This led 
Bangladesh Environmental 
ministry to ban the use of plastic 
bags from January 1, 2002 in 
Bangladesh. We are already 
aware of the fact that plastic 
bags are terrible for living 
environment. They choke 
wildlife, do not breakdown in 
landfills or in oceans; they also 
add to demand for our oil.  The 
volume of oil used every year in 
the production of plastics 
equates to approximately 5% of 
the world’s total oil production. 
It is also found that inks and 
colorants used on some bags 
contain lead, a toxin.  100 
billion polybags, thrown after 
use, is equivalent to dumping 

nearly 12 million barrels of oil.
Recently Plastic Packaging 
industry is moving towards 
completely bio-based products. 
Estimated global market for 
packaging is approximately 500 
billion Euros. Chinese and 
Indian markets are growing 
rapidly. At present, bio-based 
plastics accounts for only 1% 
global plastic production. 
According to life cycle analysis, 
Carbon di- oxide emission from 
bio-based plastics can be as 
much as 70% lower than oil- 
based plastics.   
VTT Technical research Centre of 
Finland has developed a 
technique that enables the 
production of PGA monomer 
glycolic acid from bio-based 
material to significantly improve 
the quality of bio-based plastic 
packaging. This new generation 
will reduce dependence on oil. 
Bio-based PGA plastic has 
excellent barrier properties, too. 
It is strong, heat resistant, 
airtight, vapor proof and grease 
resistant. It is 20% -30% stronger 
than PLA –the most popular 
biodegradable plastic on the 
market, which can withstand 20 
degree Celsius temperature 
higher. It breaks down more 
quickly than PLA and its 
biodegradability can be 
regulated, if necessary. 
BIOTECH solutions offer greener 
plastic waste recovery. By using 
bacteria to breakdown plastics, 
scientists hope to reduce 
environmental damage. The 
new biotech process, developed 
by EU-funded BIOCLEAN 
project, will mitigate the effects 
of plastic pollution in sensitive 
environment, help the plastic 
sector achieve production 
efficiencies and provide recovery 
and recycling experts with 
guidance on the most effective 
options for breaking down 
different plastics. The project 
began by isolating and selecting 
microbes from plastic wastes 

lifted from the sea, landfills, 
composting facilities, anaerobic 
waste treatment plants and 
contaminated industrial sites. 
Bacteria and fungi were then 
assessed and those shown to be 
effective breaking down, 
detoxifying and valorizing plastic 
waste were isolated.
BIOCLEAN found biotech 
solutions to effectively and 
sustainably disposing of plastic 
waste are feasible. A community 
of bacteria species   Ideonellia  
sakaiensis was found by 
Japanese  researchers in Kyoto 
Institute of  Technology  and 
Keio University, was  responsible 
for  breaking  down a thin film 
of PET (Polyethylene 
terephthalate ), commonly found 
in disposable water bottles, in 6 
week, if kept at a temperature of 
29 degree Centigrade.  PET 
makes up nearly one sixth of the 
world’s annual plastic 
production. WEF (World 
Economic Forum) reports just 
over half of this is recycled and 
far less is being used. It is not 
immediately   clear though 
whether the discovery will help 
keep plastics out of the ocean or 
become an alternative for 

landfill.
In an effort to save the 
environment and lessen the 
plastic waste hazard, various 
attempts have been taken by 
different governments 
throughout the world. Few spots 
have plastic bags but have 
imposed taxes on their use just 
to discourage over- production. 
USA, England, Mexico, India, 
Myanmar, Bangladesh, Rwanda, 
Australia banned plastic bags by 
legislation. Polythene bags being 
banned in Dhaka, Bangladesh is 
of 20-micron wafer-thin variety. 
That has come under prohibition 
order. Less than 55 micron was 
discouraged.  By banning 
production, sale and use of 
polythene bags government had 
to face the unemployment 
problem of polythene factories 
workers. Government of 
Bangladesh   planned an 
alternative of using jute bags. 
In that course to absorb jobless 
workers, jute and textile sectors 
were supposed to be organized. 
Ban was imposed in Dhaka, to 
save the city from imminent 
environmental disaster of water 
logging and flood since 1st 
January 2002. An average 

household in Dhaka uses at 
least 4 bags a day.  Dhaka 
residents dispose everyday 
nearly 10 million bags. Though 
legislation was done in 2002, 
unfortunately its positive is result 
yet to be seen in 2016. 
Bangladesh government banned 
polythene bags in line with the 
Bangladesh Environment 
Conservation Act 1995.  
Environmentalists   opine that 
without tougher legislation, it will 
be difficult for the government to 
attain any success in its fight 
against polythene users or 
producers.  Public welcomed 
government decision, but 
environmental groups are 
doubtful how far the government 
will go to implement the 
decision.  Environment ministry 
launched massive publicity 
campaign to raise awareness 
among the people.  Many 
voluntary organizations and 
NGOs also participated in those 
campaigns.
Government decided to propose 
a bill in the parliament as well. 
Before carrying out the 
legislation government must 
assure Supply of convenient and 
low cost substitutes for polythene 

bags. To fulfill the banning 
program, there is urgent need 
for rapid capacity building for 
manufacturing and marketing 
paper bags, jute bags, or 
carry–easy wrapping or 
container materials of   different 
cheap sorts.  Between the 
announcement of the ban by the 
government and its 
implementation, the time period 
should be minimal. MOEF 
(Ministry of Environment and 
Forest) suggests that before 
implementing the ban 
government must ensure these: 
(1) The legal aspect of the 
proposed ban must be checked 
out thoroughly 
(2) Importing paper bags and 
clothes on temporary basis till 
domestic jute and textile can 
ensure adequate supply of 
carrying bags
 (3) Unemployed polythene 
workers can be recruited in jute 
and textile sectors.Unfortunately 
plastic bags are still in use after 
14 years of ban in Bangladesh. 
Surprisingly the proliferation of 
plastic products occurred after 
ban. More than 9 million bags 

are dumped daily in the city. 
About 10% are made to rubbish 
bins; others block the drains and 
sewers, even small water bodies 
like canals. Members of 
Bangladesh Save the 
environment movement blame 
government for 
non-enforcement of law in a 
proper way. Collection of fines 
or imprisonment to the culprits 
(Industrialists, producers, shop 
keepers) as spelled out in 
legislation are not being done, 
as well as not providing cheap 
alternatives for polythene bags 
by the government. As 
implementation of steep fine 
and 6 months imprisonment are 
not a regular process, people do 
not bother or care. 
People are too selfish and object 
to banning, based solely on their 
interest of business or in other 
words making money at the cost 
of environment.  To make the 
banning process successful for 
the Bangladesh government, 
people of all sections must give 
top priority to the moral values 
of not practicing corruption in 
any field, so that they have to 

regret later for ruining their 
coming generations’ future by 
destroying world’s environment. 
To keep the environment clean, 
government and public must 
work hand in hand, to ensure a 
safe and brighter future for our 
next generation. 
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Plastic bags (popularly known as shopping bags) are in use by 
consumers worldwide since 1960’s. Production of plastic bags in 
the US and Europe dates back to 1950s. The convenience of 
carrying many things in a plastic bag has made it popular among 
all classes of people. In addition, reuse for trash or storage is 
common worldwide. Modern plastic shopping bags are recyclable 
or biodegradable to a certain extent. Traditional plastic bags are 
usually made from polythene, which consists of ethylene 
monomers. Ethylene is derived from natural gas and petroleum. 

Polythene (PE) used in most 
plastic bags is either of low- 
density (waxy flexible plastic) or 
high density (rigid more 
crystalline form) or polyethylene.
Polythene, a very popular usable 
wrapping material and easy to 
handle for its carrying strength, 
is used throughout the world 
was discovered accidentally by a 
German scientist in 19th century. 
Polythene innovation in the form 
of we know now, occurred in 
1933. Initially it was used for the 
telephone cables. In 1950, 
British supermarkets started 
using it as shopping bags.  
Annual global production 
worldwide today is around 80 
million tons.  Disposal of plastic 
bags creates environmental 
problem.  It takes hundreds of 
years for polythene to rot to 
nothing. Today’s global 
headache about reduction of 
any form of pollution to save 
nature as a whole or at least 
delaying its effect on climate 
change also includes treating 
polythene waste in a proper 
way.  
If available statistics are the be 
believed, by 2050, there will be 
about 40 billion tons of plastic 
on earth – enough to wrap the 
planet 6 times over. This non – 
biodegradable disposal material 

has however begun to seriously 
pollute oceans across the globe.  
Miniscule plastic pieces have a 
structure that due to their small 
size, concentrate contaminants 
like sponges along with other 
chemical pollutants.  A lack of 
waste collection points out at 
ports, has severely hampered 
attempts at marine plastic 
recycling. So the noxious 
material is often not collected 
and simply thrown back into the 
sea. Even when this petroleum – 
based waste is removed from 
the ocean, it tends to end up in 
a dump or incinerated, which 
causes emissions that are 
harmful to the environment or 
resulted in land waste. Plastic 
bags are pollutant, which maim 
birds and annihilate vast 
number of seals, turtles and 
whales. Plastic damage affects 
the sea and the wildlife therein. 
95 % plastic packaging worth 
$80 -$120 billion a year is lost 
after one single use. World must 
slash leaking of plastics into 
nature, especially oceans and 
find alternatives to crude oil and 
natural gas as the raw materials 
of plastic   production.  At least 
8 million tones of plastics find 
their way into the ocean – equal 
to one garbage truck full every 
minute. If no action is taken, it 

may increase to 2 minutes by 
2030 and 4 per minute by 
2050. It is estimated with 
packaging represent the largest 
share of the pollution. If it goes 
on in this way, It is predicted 
plastic will outweigh fish in 
oceans by 2050, unless world 
takes drastic action to recycle 
material. Available research 
estimates there are more than 
150 million tons in the ocean 
today. If the present scenario 
goes on, it is expected to contain 
one ton of plastic for every three 
tons of fish by 2025 and by 
2050, more plastics than fish.  
That is why everyone should 
work together to reduce this 
polythene epidemic. In a bid to 
do so, change in the use of 
plastic packaging needs 
co-operation worldwide among 
consumers goods companies, 
plastic producing companies, 
business involved in collection, 
cities, policymakers and all other 
related organizations.
In Arctic ice, micro plastics 
(particularly fibers of rayon) are 
found. Interesting to know a   
single cigarette butt contains 
about 10,000 rayon fibers.  
Micro plastic is finger – nail size 
pieces that   can be   eaten by 
seals, dolphins and other 
marine life.  Plastic also acts as 
a sponge for DDT and other 
toxins. With polar ice melting, 
more than 1 trillion bits of micro 
plastic would enter marine 
environment in the next 10 years 
from the Arctic alone. The plastic 
will wind up on some beach or 
the bottom of the sea.  A lot of it 
will pass through plankton, fish 
and sea birds. It will biologically 
cycle as being caught up in the 
sedimentary cycle, on a global 
scale. 
The materials ultimately will 
work up in the food chain. 
Findings of the Journal of 
Science, 2015 suggest tens and 
thousands of animals, including 
endangered marine mammals, 

sea birds and sea turtles, 
already had encountered marine 
plastic.  One in four fish 
consumed by humans are likely 
to contain plastic debris. 
Prediction is by 2025 the 
amount of plastic waste 
available to enter the oceans will 
double. Thus, ocean plastic 
pollution could be doubled in a 
decade. But there are solutions 
as well, if the scientists work 
hard and concerted effort is 
sincerely given globally. 
Researchers must take 
advantage of the cleaning 
knowledge. Today most plastic 
trash comes from China, India 
and other countries experiencing 
rapid economic growth. 
Plastic pollution also is caused 
by natural disasters like 
hurricane and cyclone. The 
pollution also happens due to 
fishing gears used in human 
food collection activities. 
Bangladesh had bitter 
experience of having the “Great 
Bhola Cyclone” in Bay of Bengal 

in 1970, which had casualty of 
3,00,000; and floods of 1988 
and 1998 are also calamities 
that caused mass inundation. 
Environmental Protection Agency 
concluded plastic garbage being 
responsible   for submerging the 
vast area of   the country by 
blocking the country’s total 
drainage system. This led 
Bangladesh Environmental 
ministry to ban the use of plastic 
bags from January 1, 2002 in 
Bangladesh. We are already 
aware of the fact that plastic 
bags are terrible for living 
environment. They choke 
wildlife, do not breakdown in 
landfills or in oceans; they also 
add to demand for our oil.  The 
volume of oil used every year in 
the production of plastics 
equates to approximately 5% of 
the world’s total oil production. 
It is also found that inks and 
colorants used on some bags 
contain lead, a toxin.  100 
billion polybags, thrown after 
use, is equivalent to dumping 

nearly 12 million barrels of oil.
Recently Plastic Packaging 
industry is moving towards 
completely bio-based products. 
Estimated global market for 
packaging is approximately 500 
billion Euros. Chinese and 
Indian markets are growing 
rapidly. At present, bio-based 
plastics accounts for only 1% 
global plastic production. 
According to life cycle analysis, 
Carbon di- oxide emission from 
bio-based plastics can be as 
much as 70% lower than oil- 
based plastics.   
VTT Technical research Centre of 
Finland has developed a 
technique that enables the 
production of PGA monomer 
glycolic acid from bio-based 
material to significantly improve 
the quality of bio-based plastic 
packaging. This new generation 
will reduce dependence on oil. 
Bio-based PGA plastic has 
excellent barrier properties, too. 
It is strong, heat resistant, 
airtight, vapor proof and grease 
resistant. It is 20% -30% stronger 
than PLA –the most popular 
biodegradable plastic on the 
market, which can withstand 20 
degree Celsius temperature 
higher. It breaks down more 
quickly than PLA and its 
biodegradability can be 
regulated, if necessary. 
BIOTECH solutions offer greener 
plastic waste recovery. By using 
bacteria to breakdown plastics, 
scientists hope to reduce 
environmental damage. The 
new biotech process, developed 
by EU-funded BIOCLEAN 
project, will mitigate the effects 
of plastic pollution in sensitive 
environment, help the plastic 
sector achieve production 
efficiencies and provide recovery 
and recycling experts with 
guidance on the most effective 
options for breaking down 
different plastics. The project 
began by isolating and selecting 
microbes from plastic wastes 

lifted from the sea, landfills, 
composting facilities, anaerobic 
waste treatment plants and 
contaminated industrial sites. 
Bacteria and fungi were then 
assessed and those shown to be 
effective breaking down, 
detoxifying and valorizing plastic 
waste were isolated.
BIOCLEAN found biotech 
solutions to effectively and 
sustainably disposing of plastic 
waste are feasible. A community 
of bacteria species   Ideonellia  
sakaiensis was found by 
Japanese  researchers in Kyoto 
Institute of  Technology  and 
Keio University, was  responsible 
for  breaking  down a thin film 
of PET (Polyethylene 
terephthalate ), commonly found 
in disposable water bottles, in 6 
week, if kept at a temperature of 
29 degree Centigrade.  PET 
makes up nearly one sixth of the 
world’s annual plastic 
production. WEF (World 
Economic Forum) reports just 
over half of this is recycled and 
far less is being used. It is not 
immediately   clear though 
whether the discovery will help 
keep plastics out of the ocean or 
become an alternative for 

landfill.
In an effort to save the 
environment and lessen the 
plastic waste hazard, various 
attempts have been taken by 
different governments 
throughout the world. Few spots 
have plastic bags but have 
imposed taxes on their use just 
to discourage over- production. 
USA, England, Mexico, India, 
Myanmar, Bangladesh, Rwanda, 
Australia banned plastic bags by 
legislation. Polythene bags being 
banned in Dhaka, Bangladesh is 
of 20-micron wafer-thin variety. 
That has come under prohibition 
order. Less than 55 micron was 
discouraged.  By banning 
production, sale and use of 
polythene bags government had 
to face the unemployment 
problem of polythene factories 
workers. Government of 
Bangladesh   planned an 
alternative of using jute bags. 
In that course to absorb jobless 
workers, jute and textile sectors 
were supposed to be organized. 
Ban was imposed in Dhaka, to 
save the city from imminent 
environmental disaster of water 
logging and flood since 1st 
January 2002. An average 

household in Dhaka uses at 
least 4 bags a day.  Dhaka 
residents dispose everyday 
nearly 10 million bags. Though 
legislation was done in 2002, 
unfortunately its positive is result 
yet to be seen in 2016. 
Bangladesh government banned 
polythene bags in line with the 
Bangladesh Environment 
Conservation Act 1995.  
Environmentalists   opine that 
without tougher legislation, it will 
be difficult for the government to 
attain any success in its fight 
against polythene users or 
producers.  Public welcomed 
government decision, but 
environmental groups are 
doubtful how far the government 
will go to implement the 
decision.  Environment ministry 
launched massive publicity 
campaign to raise awareness 
among the people.  Many 
voluntary organizations and 
NGOs also participated in those 
campaigns.
Government decided to propose 
a bill in the parliament as well. 
Before carrying out the 
legislation government must 
assure Supply of convenient and 
low cost substitutes for polythene 

bags. To fulfill the banning 
program, there is urgent need 
for rapid capacity building for 
manufacturing and marketing 
paper bags, jute bags, or 
carry–easy wrapping or 
container materials of   different 
cheap sorts.  Between the 
announcement of the ban by the 
government and its 
implementation, the time period 
should be minimal. MOEF 
(Ministry of Environment and 
Forest) suggests that before 
implementing the ban 
government must ensure these: 
(1) The legal aspect of the 
proposed ban must be checked 
out thoroughly 
(2) Importing paper bags and 
clothes on temporary basis till 
domestic jute and textile can 
ensure adequate supply of 
carrying bags
 (3) Unemployed polythene 
workers can be recruited in jute 
and textile sectors.Unfortunately 
plastic bags are still in use after 
14 years of ban in Bangladesh. 
Surprisingly the proliferation of 
plastic products occurred after 
ban. More than 9 million bags 

are dumped daily in the city. 
About 10% are made to rubbish 
bins; others block the drains and 
sewers, even small water bodies 
like canals. Members of 
Bangladesh Save the 
environment movement blame 
government for 
non-enforcement of law in a 
proper way. Collection of fines 
or imprisonment to the culprits 
(Industrialists, producers, shop 
keepers) as spelled out in 
legislation are not being done, 
as well as not providing cheap 
alternatives for polythene bags 
by the government. As 
implementation of steep fine 
and 6 months imprisonment are 
not a regular process, people do 
not bother or care. 
People are too selfish and object 
to banning, based solely on their 
interest of business or in other 
words making money at the cost 
of environment.  To make the 
banning process successful for 
the Bangladesh government, 
people of all sections must give 
top priority to the moral values 
of not practicing corruption in 
any field, so that they have to 

regret later for ruining their 
coming generations’ future by 
destroying world’s environment. 
To keep the environment clean, 
government and public must 
work hand in hand, to ensure a 
safe and brighter future for our 
next generation. 
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Plastic bags (popularly known as shopping bags) are in use by 
consumers worldwide since 1960’s. Production of plastic bags in 
the US and Europe dates back to 1950s. The convenience of 
carrying many things in a plastic bag has made it popular among 
all classes of people. In addition, reuse for trash or storage is 
common worldwide. Modern plastic shopping bags are recyclable 
or biodegradable to a certain extent. Traditional plastic bags are 
usually made from polythene, which consists of ethylene 
monomers. Ethylene is derived from natural gas and petroleum. 

Polythene (PE) used in most 
plastic bags is either of low- 
density (waxy flexible plastic) or 
high density (rigid more 
crystalline form) or polyethylene.
Polythene, a very popular usable 
wrapping material and easy to 
handle for its carrying strength, 
is used throughout the world 
was discovered accidentally by a 
German scientist in 19th century. 
Polythene innovation in the form 
of we know now, occurred in 
1933. Initially it was used for the 
telephone cables. In 1950, 
British supermarkets started 
using it as shopping bags.  
Annual global production 
worldwide today is around 80 
million tons.  Disposal of plastic 
bags creates environmental 
problem.  It takes hundreds of 
years for polythene to rot to 
nothing. Today’s global 
headache about reduction of 
any form of pollution to save 
nature as a whole or at least 
delaying its effect on climate 
change also includes treating 
polythene waste in a proper 
way.  
If available statistics are the be 
believed, by 2050, there will be 
about 40 billion tons of plastic 
on earth – enough to wrap the 
planet 6 times over. This non – 
biodegradable disposal material 

has however begun to seriously 
pollute oceans across the globe.  
Miniscule plastic pieces have a 
structure that due to their small 
size, concentrate contaminants 
like sponges along with other 
chemical pollutants.  A lack of 
waste collection points out at 
ports, has severely hampered 
attempts at marine plastic 
recycling. So the noxious 
material is often not collected 
and simply thrown back into the 
sea. Even when this petroleum – 
based waste is removed from 
the ocean, it tends to end up in 
a dump or incinerated, which 
causes emissions that are 
harmful to the environment or 
resulted in land waste. Plastic 
bags are pollutant, which maim 
birds and annihilate vast 
number of seals, turtles and 
whales. Plastic damage affects 
the sea and the wildlife therein. 
95 % plastic packaging worth 
$80 -$120 billion a year is lost 
after one single use. World must 
slash leaking of plastics into 
nature, especially oceans and 
find alternatives to crude oil and 
natural gas as the raw materials 
of plastic   production.  At least 
8 million tones of plastics find 
their way into the ocean – equal 
to one garbage truck full every 
minute. If no action is taken, it 

may increase to 2 minutes by 
2030 and 4 per minute by 
2050. It is estimated with 
packaging represent the largest 
share of the pollution. If it goes 
on in this way, It is predicted 
plastic will outweigh fish in 
oceans by 2050, unless world 
takes drastic action to recycle 
material. Available research 
estimates there are more than 
150 million tons in the ocean 
today. If the present scenario 
goes on, it is expected to contain 
one ton of plastic for every three 
tons of fish by 2025 and by 
2050, more plastics than fish.  
That is why everyone should 
work together to reduce this 
polythene epidemic. In a bid to 
do so, change in the use of 
plastic packaging needs 
co-operation worldwide among 
consumers goods companies, 
plastic producing companies, 
business involved in collection, 
cities, policymakers and all other 
related organizations.
In Arctic ice, micro plastics 
(particularly fibers of rayon) are 
found. Interesting to know a   
single cigarette butt contains 
about 10,000 rayon fibers.  
Micro plastic is finger – nail size 
pieces that   can be   eaten by 
seals, dolphins and other 
marine life.  Plastic also acts as 
a sponge for DDT and other 
toxins. With polar ice melting, 
more than 1 trillion bits of micro 
plastic would enter marine 
environment in the next 10 years 
from the Arctic alone. The plastic 
will wind up on some beach or 
the bottom of the sea.  A lot of it 
will pass through plankton, fish 
and sea birds. It will biologically 
cycle as being caught up in the 
sedimentary cycle, on a global 
scale. 
The materials ultimately will 
work up in the food chain. 
Findings of the Journal of 
Science, 2015 suggest tens and 
thousands of animals, including 
endangered marine mammals, 

sea birds and sea turtles, 
already had encountered marine 
plastic.  One in four fish 
consumed by humans are likely 
to contain plastic debris. 
Prediction is by 2025 the 
amount of plastic waste 
available to enter the oceans will 
double. Thus, ocean plastic 
pollution could be doubled in a 
decade. But there are solutions 
as well, if the scientists work 
hard and concerted effort is 
sincerely given globally. 
Researchers must take 
advantage of the cleaning 
knowledge. Today most plastic 
trash comes from China, India 
and other countries experiencing 
rapid economic growth. 
Plastic pollution also is caused 
by natural disasters like 
hurricane and cyclone. The 
pollution also happens due to 
fishing gears used in human 
food collection activities. 
Bangladesh had bitter 
experience of having the “Great 
Bhola Cyclone” in Bay of Bengal 

in 1970, which had casualty of 
3,00,000; and floods of 1988 
and 1998 are also calamities 
that caused mass inundation. 
Environmental Protection Agency 
concluded plastic garbage being 
responsible   for submerging the 
vast area of   the country by 
blocking the country’s total 
drainage system. This led 
Bangladesh Environmental 
ministry to ban the use of plastic 
bags from January 1, 2002 in 
Bangladesh. We are already 
aware of the fact that plastic 
bags are terrible for living 
environment. They choke 
wildlife, do not breakdown in 
landfills or in oceans; they also 
add to demand for our oil.  The 
volume of oil used every year in 
the production of plastics 
equates to approximately 5% of 
the world’s total oil production. 
It is also found that inks and 
colorants used on some bags 
contain lead, a toxin.  100 
billion polybags, thrown after 
use, is equivalent to dumping 

nearly 12 million barrels of oil.
Recently Plastic Packaging 
industry is moving towards 
completely bio-based products. 
Estimated global market for 
packaging is approximately 500 
billion Euros. Chinese and 
Indian markets are growing 
rapidly. At present, bio-based 
plastics accounts for only 1% 
global plastic production. 
According to life cycle analysis, 
Carbon di- oxide emission from 
bio-based plastics can be as 
much as 70% lower than oil- 
based plastics.   
VTT Technical research Centre of 
Finland has developed a 
technique that enables the 
production of PGA monomer 
glycolic acid from bio-based 
material to significantly improve 
the quality of bio-based plastic 
packaging. This new generation 
will reduce dependence on oil. 
Bio-based PGA plastic has 
excellent barrier properties, too. 
It is strong, heat resistant, 
airtight, vapor proof and grease 
resistant. It is 20% -30% stronger 
than PLA –the most popular 
biodegradable plastic on the 
market, which can withstand 20 
degree Celsius temperature 
higher. It breaks down more 
quickly than PLA and its 
biodegradability can be 
regulated, if necessary. 
BIOTECH solutions offer greener 
plastic waste recovery. By using 
bacteria to breakdown plastics, 
scientists hope to reduce 
environmental damage. The 
new biotech process, developed 
by EU-funded BIOCLEAN 
project, will mitigate the effects 
of plastic pollution in sensitive 
environment, help the plastic 
sector achieve production 
efficiencies and provide recovery 
and recycling experts with 
guidance on the most effective 
options for breaking down 
different plastics. The project 
began by isolating and selecting 
microbes from plastic wastes 

lifted from the sea, landfills, 
composting facilities, anaerobic 
waste treatment plants and 
contaminated industrial sites. 
Bacteria and fungi were then 
assessed and those shown to be 
effective breaking down, 
detoxifying and valorizing plastic 
waste were isolated.
BIOCLEAN found biotech 
solutions to effectively and 
sustainably disposing of plastic 
waste are feasible. A community 
of bacteria species   Ideonellia  
sakaiensis was found by 
Japanese  researchers in Kyoto 
Institute of  Technology  and 
Keio University, was  responsible 
for  breaking  down a thin film 
of PET (Polyethylene 
terephthalate ), commonly found 
in disposable water bottles, in 6 
week, if kept at a temperature of 
29 degree Centigrade.  PET 
makes up nearly one sixth of the 
world’s annual plastic 
production. WEF (World 
Economic Forum) reports just 
over half of this is recycled and 
far less is being used. It is not 
immediately   clear though 
whether the discovery will help 
keep plastics out of the ocean or 
become an alternative for 

landfill.
In an effort to save the 
environment and lessen the 
plastic waste hazard, various 
attempts have been taken by 
different governments 
throughout the world. Few spots 
have plastic bags but have 
imposed taxes on their use just 
to discourage over- production. 
USA, England, Mexico, India, 
Myanmar, Bangladesh, Rwanda, 
Australia banned plastic bags by 
legislation. Polythene bags being 
banned in Dhaka, Bangladesh is 
of 20-micron wafer-thin variety. 
That has come under prohibition 
order. Less than 55 micron was 
discouraged.  By banning 
production, sale and use of 
polythene bags government had 
to face the unemployment 
problem of polythene factories 
workers. Government of 
Bangladesh   planned an 
alternative of using jute bags. 
In that course to absorb jobless 
workers, jute and textile sectors 
were supposed to be organized. 
Ban was imposed in Dhaka, to 
save the city from imminent 
environmental disaster of water 
logging and flood since 1st 
January 2002. An average 

household in Dhaka uses at 
least 4 bags a day.  Dhaka 
residents dispose everyday 
nearly 10 million bags. Though 
legislation was done in 2002, 
unfortunately its positive is result 
yet to be seen in 2016. 
Bangladesh government banned 
polythene bags in line with the 
Bangladesh Environment 
Conservation Act 1995.  
Environmentalists   opine that 
without tougher legislation, it will 
be difficult for the government to 
attain any success in its fight 
against polythene users or 
producers.  Public welcomed 
government decision, but 
environmental groups are 
doubtful how far the government 
will go to implement the 
decision.  Environment ministry 
launched massive publicity 
campaign to raise awareness 
among the people.  Many 
voluntary organizations and 
NGOs also participated in those 
campaigns.
Government decided to propose 
a bill in the parliament as well. 
Before carrying out the 
legislation government must 
assure Supply of convenient and 
low cost substitutes for polythene 

bags. To fulfill the banning 
program, there is urgent need 
for rapid capacity building for 
manufacturing and marketing 
paper bags, jute bags, or 
carry–easy wrapping or 
container materials of   different 
cheap sorts.  Between the 
announcement of the ban by the 
government and its 
implementation, the time period 
should be minimal. MOEF 
(Ministry of Environment and 
Forest) suggests that before 
implementing the ban 
government must ensure these: 
(1) The legal aspect of the 
proposed ban must be checked 
out thoroughly 
(2) Importing paper bags and 
clothes on temporary basis till 
domestic jute and textile can 
ensure adequate supply of 
carrying bags
 (3) Unemployed polythene 
workers can be recruited in jute 
and textile sectors.Unfortunately 
plastic bags are still in use after 
14 years of ban in Bangladesh. 
Surprisingly the proliferation of 
plastic products occurred after 
ban. More than 9 million bags 

are dumped daily in the city. 
About 10% are made to rubbish 
bins; others block the drains and 
sewers, even small water bodies 
like canals. Members of 
Bangladesh Save the 
environment movement blame 
government for 
non-enforcement of law in a 
proper way. Collection of fines 
or imprisonment to the culprits 
(Industrialists, producers, shop 
keepers) as spelled out in 
legislation are not being done, 
as well as not providing cheap 
alternatives for polythene bags 
by the government. As 
implementation of steep fine 
and 6 months imprisonment are 
not a regular process, people do 
not bother or care. 
People are too selfish and object 
to banning, based solely on their 
interest of business or in other 
words making money at the cost 
of environment.  To make the 
banning process successful for 
the Bangladesh government, 
people of all sections must give 
top priority to the moral values 
of not practicing corruption in 
any field, so that they have to 

regret later for ruining their 
coming generations’ future by 
destroying world’s environment. 
To keep the environment clean, 
government and public must 
work hand in hand, to ensure a 
safe and brighter future for our 
next generation. 
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Plastic bags (popularly known as shopping bags) are in use by 
consumers worldwide since 1960’s. Production of plastic bags in 
the US and Europe dates back to 1950s. The convenience of 
carrying many things in a plastic bag has made it popular among 
all classes of people. In addition, reuse for trash or storage is 
common worldwide. Modern plastic shopping bags are recyclable 
or biodegradable to a certain extent. Traditional plastic bags are 
usually made from polythene, which consists of ethylene 
monomers. Ethylene is derived from natural gas and petroleum. 

Polythene (PE) used in most 
plastic bags is either of low- 
density (waxy flexible plastic) or 
high density (rigid more 
crystalline form) or polyethylene.
Polythene, a very popular usable 
wrapping material and easy to 
handle for its carrying strength, 
is used throughout the world 
was discovered accidentally by a 
German scientist in 19th century. 
Polythene innovation in the form 
of we know now, occurred in 
1933. Initially it was used for the 
telephone cables. In 1950, 
British supermarkets started 
using it as shopping bags.  
Annual global production 
worldwide today is around 80 
million tons.  Disposal of plastic 
bags creates environmental 
problem.  It takes hundreds of 
years for polythene to rot to 
nothing. Today’s global 
headache about reduction of 
any form of pollution to save 
nature as a whole or at least 
delaying its effect on climate 
change also includes treating 
polythene waste in a proper 
way.  
If available statistics are the be 
believed, by 2050, there will be 
about 40 billion tons of plastic 
on earth – enough to wrap the 
planet 6 times over. This non – 
biodegradable disposal material 

has however begun to seriously 
pollute oceans across the globe.  
Miniscule plastic pieces have a 
structure that due to their small 
size, concentrate contaminants 
like sponges along with other 
chemical pollutants.  A lack of 
waste collection points out at 
ports, has severely hampered 
attempts at marine plastic 
recycling. So the noxious 
material is often not collected 
and simply thrown back into the 
sea. Even when this petroleum – 
based waste is removed from 
the ocean, it tends to end up in 
a dump or incinerated, which 
causes emissions that are 
harmful to the environment or 
resulted in land waste. Plastic 
bags are pollutant, which maim 
birds and annihilate vast 
number of seals, turtles and 
whales. Plastic damage affects 
the sea and the wildlife therein. 
95 % plastic packaging worth 
$80 -$120 billion a year is lost 
after one single use. World must 
slash leaking of plastics into 
nature, especially oceans and 
find alternatives to crude oil and 
natural gas as the raw materials 
of plastic   production.  At least 
8 million tones of plastics find 
their way into the ocean – equal 
to one garbage truck full every 
minute. If no action is taken, it 

may increase to 2 minutes by 
2030 and 4 per minute by 
2050. It is estimated with 
packaging represent the largest 
share of the pollution. If it goes 
on in this way, It is predicted 
plastic will outweigh fish in 
oceans by 2050, unless world 
takes drastic action to recycle 
material. Available research 
estimates there are more than 
150 million tons in the ocean 
today. If the present scenario 
goes on, it is expected to contain 
one ton of plastic for every three 
tons of fish by 2025 and by 
2050, more plastics than fish.  
That is why everyone should 
work together to reduce this 
polythene epidemic. In a bid to 
do so, change in the use of 
plastic packaging needs 
co-operation worldwide among 
consumers goods companies, 
plastic producing companies, 
business involved in collection, 
cities, policymakers and all other 
related organizations.
In Arctic ice, micro plastics 
(particularly fibers of rayon) are 
found. Interesting to know a   
single cigarette butt contains 
about 10,000 rayon fibers.  
Micro plastic is finger – nail size 
pieces that   can be   eaten by 
seals, dolphins and other 
marine life.  Plastic also acts as 
a sponge for DDT and other 
toxins. With polar ice melting, 
more than 1 trillion bits of micro 
plastic would enter marine 
environment in the next 10 years 
from the Arctic alone. The plastic 
will wind up on some beach or 
the bottom of the sea.  A lot of it 
will pass through plankton, fish 
and sea birds. It will biologically 
cycle as being caught up in the 
sedimentary cycle, on a global 
scale. 
The materials ultimately will 
work up in the food chain. 
Findings of the Journal of 
Science, 2015 suggest tens and 
thousands of animals, including 
endangered marine mammals, 

sea birds and sea turtles, 
already had encountered marine 
plastic.  One in four fish 
consumed by humans are likely 
to contain plastic debris. 
Prediction is by 2025 the 
amount of plastic waste 
available to enter the oceans will 
double. Thus, ocean plastic 
pollution could be doubled in a 
decade. But there are solutions 
as well, if the scientists work 
hard and concerted effort is 
sincerely given globally. 
Researchers must take 
advantage of the cleaning 
knowledge. Today most plastic 
trash comes from China, India 
and other countries experiencing 
rapid economic growth. 
Plastic pollution also is caused 
by natural disasters like 
hurricane and cyclone. The 
pollution also happens due to 
fishing gears used in human 
food collection activities. 
Bangladesh had bitter 
experience of having the “Great 
Bhola Cyclone” in Bay of Bengal 

in 1970, which had casualty of 
3,00,000; and floods of 1988 
and 1998 are also calamities 
that caused mass inundation. 
Environmental Protection Agency 
concluded plastic garbage being 
responsible   for submerging the 
vast area of   the country by 
blocking the country’s total 
drainage system. This led 
Bangladesh Environmental 
ministry to ban the use of plastic 
bags from January 1, 2002 in 
Bangladesh. We are already 
aware of the fact that plastic 
bags are terrible for living 
environment. They choke 
wildlife, do not breakdown in 
landfills or in oceans; they also 
add to demand for our oil.  The 
volume of oil used every year in 
the production of plastics 
equates to approximately 5% of 
the world’s total oil production. 
It is also found that inks and 
colorants used on some bags 
contain lead, a toxin.  100 
billion polybags, thrown after 
use, is equivalent to dumping 

nearly 12 million barrels of oil.
Recently Plastic Packaging 
industry is moving towards 
completely bio-based products. 
Estimated global market for 
packaging is approximately 500 
billion Euros. Chinese and 
Indian markets are growing 
rapidly. At present, bio-based 
plastics accounts for only 1% 
global plastic production. 
According to life cycle analysis, 
Carbon di- oxide emission from 
bio-based plastics can be as 
much as 70% lower than oil- 
based plastics.   
VTT Technical research Centre of 
Finland has developed a 
technique that enables the 
production of PGA monomer 
glycolic acid from bio-based 
material to significantly improve 
the quality of bio-based plastic 
packaging. This new generation 
will reduce dependence on oil. 
Bio-based PGA plastic has 
excellent barrier properties, too. 
It is strong, heat resistant, 
airtight, vapor proof and grease 
resistant. It is 20% -30% stronger 
than PLA –the most popular 
biodegradable plastic on the 
market, which can withstand 20 
degree Celsius temperature 
higher. It breaks down more 
quickly than PLA and its 
biodegradability can be 
regulated, if necessary. 
BIOTECH solutions offer greener 
plastic waste recovery. By using 
bacteria to breakdown plastics, 
scientists hope to reduce 
environmental damage. The 
new biotech process, developed 
by EU-funded BIOCLEAN 
project, will mitigate the effects 
of plastic pollution in sensitive 
environment, help the plastic 
sector achieve production 
efficiencies and provide recovery 
and recycling experts with 
guidance on the most effective 
options for breaking down 
different plastics. The project 
began by isolating and selecting 
microbes from plastic wastes 

lifted from the sea, landfills, 
composting facilities, anaerobic 
waste treatment plants and 
contaminated industrial sites. 
Bacteria and fungi were then 
assessed and those shown to be 
effective breaking down, 
detoxifying and valorizing plastic 
waste were isolated.
BIOCLEAN found biotech 
solutions to effectively and 
sustainably disposing of plastic 
waste are feasible. A community 
of bacteria species   Ideonellia  
sakaiensis was found by 
Japanese  researchers in Kyoto 
Institute of  Technology  and 
Keio University, was  responsible 
for  breaking  down a thin film 
of PET (Polyethylene 
terephthalate ), commonly found 
in disposable water bottles, in 6 
week, if kept at a temperature of 
29 degree Centigrade.  PET 
makes up nearly one sixth of the 
world’s annual plastic 
production. WEF (World 
Economic Forum) reports just 
over half of this is recycled and 
far less is being used. It is not 
immediately   clear though 
whether the discovery will help 
keep plastics out of the ocean or 
become an alternative for 

landfill.
In an effort to save the 
environment and lessen the 
plastic waste hazard, various 
attempts have been taken by 
different governments 
throughout the world. Few spots 
have plastic bags but have 
imposed taxes on their use just 
to discourage over- production. 
USA, England, Mexico, India, 
Myanmar, Bangladesh, Rwanda, 
Australia banned plastic bags by 
legislation. Polythene bags being 
banned in Dhaka, Bangladesh is 
of 20-micron wafer-thin variety. 
That has come under prohibition 
order. Less than 55 micron was 
discouraged.  By banning 
production, sale and use of 
polythene bags government had 
to face the unemployment 
problem of polythene factories 
workers. Government of 
Bangladesh   planned an 
alternative of using jute bags. 
In that course to absorb jobless 
workers, jute and textile sectors 
were supposed to be organized. 
Ban was imposed in Dhaka, to 
save the city from imminent 
environmental disaster of water 
logging and flood since 1st 
January 2002. An average 

household in Dhaka uses at 
least 4 bags a day.  Dhaka 
residents dispose everyday 
nearly 10 million bags. Though 
legislation was done in 2002, 
unfortunately its positive is result 
yet to be seen in 2016. 
Bangladesh government banned 
polythene bags in line with the 
Bangladesh Environment 
Conservation Act 1995.  
Environmentalists   opine that 
without tougher legislation, it will 
be difficult for the government to 
attain any success in its fight 
against polythene users or 
producers.  Public welcomed 
government decision, but 
environmental groups are 
doubtful how far the government 
will go to implement the 
decision.  Environment ministry 
launched massive publicity 
campaign to raise awareness 
among the people.  Many 
voluntary organizations and 
NGOs also participated in those 
campaigns.
Government decided to propose 
a bill in the parliament as well. 
Before carrying out the 
legislation government must 
assure Supply of convenient and 
low cost substitutes for polythene 

bags. To fulfill the banning 
program, there is urgent need 
for rapid capacity building for 
manufacturing and marketing 
paper bags, jute bags, or 
carry–easy wrapping or 
container materials of   different 
cheap sorts.  Between the 
announcement of the ban by the 
government and its 
implementation, the time period 
should be minimal. MOEF 
(Ministry of Environment and 
Forest) suggests that before 
implementing the ban 
government must ensure these: 
(1) The legal aspect of the 
proposed ban must be checked 
out thoroughly 
(2) Importing paper bags and 
clothes on temporary basis till 
domestic jute and textile can 
ensure adequate supply of 
carrying bags
 (3) Unemployed polythene 
workers can be recruited in jute 
and textile sectors.Unfortunately 
plastic bags are still in use after 
14 years of ban in Bangladesh. 
Surprisingly the proliferation of 
plastic products occurred after 
ban. More than 9 million bags 

are dumped daily in the city. 
About 10% are made to rubbish 
bins; others block the drains and 
sewers, even small water bodies 
like canals. Members of 
Bangladesh Save the 
environment movement blame 
government for 
non-enforcement of law in a 
proper way. Collection of fines 
or imprisonment to the culprits 
(Industrialists, producers, shop 
keepers) as spelled out in 
legislation are not being done, 
as well as not providing cheap 
alternatives for polythene bags 
by the government. As 
implementation of steep fine 
and 6 months imprisonment are 
not a regular process, people do 
not bother or care. 
People are too selfish and object 
to banning, based solely on their 
interest of business or in other 
words making money at the cost 
of environment.  To make the 
banning process successful for 
the Bangladesh government, 
people of all sections must give 
top priority to the moral values 
of not practicing corruption in 
any field, so that they have to 

regret later for ruining their 
coming generations’ future by 
destroying world’s environment. 
To keep the environment clean, 
government and public must 
work hand in hand, to ensure a 
safe and brighter future for our 
next generation. 
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